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PREMISE

Provincia
di Belluno

This dossier puts together the supplementary information requested by IUCN at the
end of their field visit to the Dolomites, which took place between 16 and 23
September 2008.
The dossier is organized into thematic appendices following the logical order
suggested by IUCN (see IUCN letters of 1 October 2008 and 10 December 2008);
these appendices should be considered supplementary information to the
nomination document delivered in January 2008.
In order to facilitate cross-referencing with the Nomination Document (and its
Annexes) or Management Framework, each annex references the paragraph and
page numbers to which it refers.

Provincia
di Pordenone

The thematic appendices can thus be read as:
• independent documents linked to specific parts of the nomination
documentation,
• as the entire supplementary documentation provided after the IUCN field
visit.

Provincia
Autonoma di Trento

The working group, made up of the representatives of the 5 provinces involved,
technical staff with responsibilities relevant to the nomination criteria (landscape
planning, geoheritage conservation, management, financial processes), and
scientific consultants, worked out a three-part operational programme:
• mapping
• collection of data and information
• preliminary activities for the development of an overall management plan.

Provincia
di Udine

Regione Autonoma
Friuli Venezia Giulia
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0. NAME

IUCN letter [10.12.2008]
Consider changing the name of the nominated property to better reflect the fact that the
serial property includes a select set of mountain protected areas in the Dolomites rather
than the whole area of the Dolomites. The IUCN Panel suggests the State Party should
either provide specific suggestions for a more appropriate name or a justification why the
proposed name "The Dolomites" should be retained.

Following several consultations, held in different locations and on different
occasions, a few simple principles for the evaluation of the name were set, on the
basis of a reflection on the nomenclature used in the UNESCO WHL:
a) translation
The name must be first translated into English, but the meaning must be clear in all
the other official languages, which in this case are: Italian, German, Ladin and
Friulan.
b) reflects the criteria for nomination
The name often refers to the quality of sites and therefore relates both directly and
indirectly to the criteria in the application, which in this case are the beauty of the
area's landscape and geology.
c) refers to the geographical location
In general, the names of sites in the list refer to the specific area (in a strictly
geographical sense) if the area does not already have a specific name. In this case,
the geographical reference to the Alps is more generic, whilst the Dolomites is the
more specific.
Despite the suggestions or evocative value of some, or the precision and recall to
the UNESCO criteria of others, none of the names suggested responded in a
satisfactory manner to all the three principles put forward above. [1]
It was also deemed important that the name should correspond to two other
fundamental principles:
d) an extensive and indisputable identification at local level
The name "Dolomites" is the most widely shared by local communities which
strongly identify with it. From the point of view of perception at local level, the term

[1]

Suggested names:
Geologic landscapes of Dolomites
Geologic and scenic sites of Dolomites
Geologic and landscape heritage of Dolomites
Dolomiti Locus
Dolomites Geoheritage
Dolomites geologic and scenic sites
Dolomites treasures
Geoheritage and Landscapes of Dolomites
Le Grand Dolomites
Italian Alps: the Dolomites
Outstanding sites of Dolomites
Pale mountains of Dolomites
Protected areas of Dolomites
Protected treasures of Dolomites
7

"Dolomites" does not only represent a geographical area but a benchmark and the
world they belong to. It is very likely that the changing of the name will not be
understood, but, on the contrary, perceived as a loss or an "outside" interference
extraneous to local common sense. Every name introducing a concept of
"selection" within the Dolomites is perceived as nonsense, as the local communities
perceive it as a physical and cultural whole. A broad agreement with the
candidature must take this cultural fact into account, which is held across-theboard by all the stakeholders involved.
e) recognition at a global level
The name "Dolomites" is already deeply imprinted in the global collective
consciousness and expresses in brief the particular characteristics for which this
resource is being proposed.
The name "Dolomites" crosses both the application criteria: it defines the individual
stones, made specifically of dolomite rock, as well as identifying the form and detail
of the rugged landscape, defined by its impressive mountains of the "Dolomite
landscape". These are the only mountains in the world whose name evokes the
history of their discovery and their discoverer, where a single word simultaneously
represents both every single stone and the entire mountain chain.
The Dolomites are a global icon, an archetype of a specific kind of mountain
landscape. There are no other comparable Dolomitic landscapes and as such they
are unique and original. In fact, the Dolomites, within the setting of the Alps, appear
as different, separate mountains (see ND. § 3.c Comparative analysis).
All the peaks, even those which were not proposed as candidates for reasons of
integrity, show the landscape or geological features that make the Dolomites a
single unit, according to the network of genetic and aesthetic relationships that
have been widely described and documented in the ND. In anticipation of a
possible extension of the property, these could not but continue to remain "The
Dolomites", that is to say, unmistakable mountains, unique in the world.
"Dolomites" is therefore a term with a range of meanings that are strongly
indicative and shared.
For these reasons the name adopted so far is considered the only one that better
corresponds to the principles listed above, and therefore we should continue to use it.
It should be noted that the name adopted for the proposed Foundation is "Dolomiti Dolomiten - Dolomites - Dolomitis UNESCO", following a mediation process in
which all the provinces involved took part.
8
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1. BOUNDARIES OF THE NOMINATED PROPERTY
AND ITS BUFFER ZONES
IUCN letter [1.10.2008]
The boundaries of the nominated property and its buffer zones were discussed in detail
during the mission and the IUCN evaluators recommended 1) a number of small revisions
to the boundaries of the nominated property and its buffer zones, and 2) that cartographic
errors on the maps included in the nomination file are corrected.
The State Party should address these recommendations and submit a revised set of the
detailed topographic maps clearly showing the revised boundaries of the nominated
property and its buffer zones. With the revised maps the State Party should also submit a
revised version of the Table in Section 1.f of the nomination file showing the area of the
nominated property and its buffer zones.

To answer in a organic way to the observations and notes raised by the evaluators,
first we have corrected the small cartographic-mistakes due to the draftsman's
inattention for each system (first column in table 1 - Appendix A1).
Small differences are often due to problems with different cartographic bases or
with relationships between boundaries draw on different cartographic projections
or bases. As an example, the diverse administrations, from the end of the 80', have
begun the realization of base cartographic maps mainly at the scale of 1:10.000,
that are call Regional Technical Map (Carta Tecnica Regionale or CTR).
This CTR are the reference maps for the drafting of a official documents as Regional
Territorial Plans, Provincial Urban Plan, landscape plans and other plans related to
the territory planning and managements. As the nominated property is included in
2 Autonomous Provinces and 2 Regions, we have almost 4 different CTRs, that
sometimes show small problems in concordance. A superposition between utm
zones (32N/33N) is also present. On the other hand, the central administration
uses for the drafting of its official documents the IGM maps (that for the Dolomites is
not updated), so the National Park has its boundaries traced in that cartographic
base. This is main reason for small cartographic differences between perimeters.
One of the first actions that have been programmed is the construction of a GIS with
a common cartographic base. This cartography will be the support for the thematic
maps, geo-touristic maps and landscape maps of the nominated property.
9

Furthermore, the most important boundary modifications have been introduced
following specific criteria that are here summarized:

• coherent relationship (consistency) among boundaries and other tutelage
perimeters (Parks, SCI, SPZ, Natural Monuments) or to the Code for cultural
and landscape assets (Law decree n. 42, January 22nd, 2004)
• recognizability of the boundaries in the field.
• improvement of the integrity of landscape and aesthetic aspects (Criterion
vii);
• improvement of the integrity from a geological and geomorphological point
of view (Criterion viii)

reference to ND p. 26 § 1.f. g

component site

Revised version of Table 1.f, with the area of nominated property (ha) and proposed
buffer zone (ha)

Core zone

D
Core (%)

Buffer zone

D
Buffer (%)

Total (ha)

1 - Pelmo-Croda da Lago

4.343,570

-5%

2.427,252

-67%

6.770,82

2 - Marmolada
3 - Pale di San Martino – San
Lucano -Dolomiti Bellunesi
4 - Dolomiti Friulane e d'Oltre
Piave
5 - Dolomiti Settentrionali

2.207,530

0%

577,953

0%

2.785,48

31.665,700

7%

23.668,939

-13%

55.334,64

21.460,630

10%

25.027,641

-11%

46.488,27

53.585,968

2%

25.182,289

-7%

78.768,26

7.930,337

1%

2.863,546

-1%

10.793,88

9.302,098

3%

4.770,689

-2%

14.072,79

6 - Puez Odle
7 - Sciliar, Catinaccio,
Latemar
8 - Rio delle Foglie /
Bletterbach
9 - Dolomiti di Brenta

271,600

0%

547,408

0%

819,01

11.135,442

0%

4.201,045

0%

15.336,49

Total area (ha)

141.902,875

4%

89.266,762

-10%

231.169,64
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Summarizing the changing that have been done to improve the perimeters of the
nominated property, we underline that substantial modifications has been made in
the following component sites:
1 Pelmo – Croda da Lago (previously componet site n.1 – Pelmo-Nuvolau),
with a important revision of buffer and core perimeters and a strong
reduction of the core area;
3 Pale di San MartinoϢSan Lucano Ϣ Dolomiti Bellunesi -Vette Feltrine, with a
rationalization of the core and the buffer:
5 Dolomiti Settentrionali/Nördliche DolomitenCadorine - Sett Sass, with
variation of the core perimeter according to specific request of the IUCN
commission.

A general map and a summary table show all the modifications introduced and in
which all the followed criteria have been specified; sometimes an adjustment
answer to more than one criterion at the same time.

Appendix 1 presents a discussion on the main corrections with attached map showing the
specific variations is presented for each component site. The detailed topographic maps,
clearly showing the revised boundaries of the nominated property and its buffer zones.

h see APPENDIX 1
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Map of the nominated property,
showing all the modifications
introduced

Legend
Core zones
Buffer zones

Areas removed from candidature
Removed core areas
Removed buffer areas

Buffer zone



New buffer areas
Old core area now included into
their surrounding buffer

Core zones
New core areas
Core areas from zones previously
marked as buffer
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Map of the nominated property,
showing up-to-dated boundaries and
buffer zones





h reference to ND p. 24-25 § 1.e
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Datum WGS84 Projection UTM zone 32
Digital Elevation Data from the Italian Military
Geographic Institute combined with NASA SRTM v2
data for the area outside the Dolomites;
River and urbanization data from provinces of Belluno,
Bolzano/Bozen, Pordenone, Trento, Udine, and
VMAP level 0; International Borders from the Digital
Chart Map of the World; Protected area boundaries
from provinces of Belluno, Bolzano/Bozen, Pordenone,
Trento, and Udine.
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2. MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

In the letter of 1 October 2008, IUCN requires more informations about the current
management status of the nine separate components of the serial site.
The contents of the paragraph 2.0, required by IUCN before the Field Visit, were
already submitted to IUCN and now formally enclosed to the supplementary
information. Appendix 2.0 and Appendix 2.1 present a comprehensive overview of
the current legal status and of the current management status of the nominated
serial property.

2.0 Legal status
The nominated property enjoys various degrees of protection which can be put
together on international, national and local levels.
• European level (SPZ and SCI)
• National level: mountain above 1,600 m. alt. (Legislative Decree n. 42 of 22
January 2004 last modified by Decrees 62 and 63 of 26 March 2008) and
National Park
• Provincial or regional level (regional and natural Parks)

h reference to ND p. 302 § 5.a

In many cases these degrees of protection overlap: the park perimeters often
include the SPZ or SCI perimeters and the perimeter of mountain above 1,600 m.
alt. includes almost all the component sites (core zones). It results that many areas
have more than a protection level. In those cases, according to the law regulations,
the mainly restrictive degree has been considered.
As the table shows, the 99,8% of the nominated core zone and the 98% of the
buffer zone are protected.
protective designation

CORE ZONE

BUFFER ZONE

mountain > 1600 m alt.

86 %

44 %

parks (national and naturals)

71 %

60 %

SPZ

83 %

82 %

SCI

94 %

88 %

99,8 %

98 %

total (>1600 + parks + SPZ + SCI)


Appendix 2.0 (Description of current legal status) describes in detail the protection status
by national regulations, the protection of community regulation and other special
protection regulation. This appendix, required by IUCN before the Field Visit and already
submitted, is here formally delivered.

h see APPENDIX 2.0
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760000

5140000

5170000

The map lays on all the degrees of
protection and shows the total
status of the protection of the areas
(core+buffer):

Leg end
buffer zones
core zones
zones already protected

5110000

zones not yet protected

Datum WG S84 Projection UTM zone 32
Digital Elevation Data from the Italian Military
Geographic Institute combined with NASA SRTM v2
data for the area outside the Dolomites;
River and urbanization data from provinces of Belluno,
Bolzano/Bozen, Pordenone, Trento, Udine, and
VMAP level 0; International Borders from the Digital
C hart Map of the World; Protected area boundaries
from provinces of Belluno, Bolzano/Bozen, Pordenone,
Trento, and Udine.
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2.1 Site management plans and resources

IUCN letter [1.10.2008]
As noted in the current Management Framework, this serial site is a 'collection of
protected areas', each with its own management plan and resources. Knowledge about
these plans and resources (human and financial), as well as tourist use, will be an
important part of the basis for the eventual management strategy for the nominated serial
World Heritage property. Therefore, the State Party should summarise and submit the
following information for the nine separate components of the serial site, based on the
existing management plans of the national and provincial parks and/or Natura 2000 sites
and/or relevant provincial territorial plans:
• Overview of status (e.g. approved or not, awaiting approval, in preparation or not), and
last and next planned revision of existing management and other plans;
• Brief overview of key topics covered by existing management and other plans;
• Number and type (e.g. academic, non-academic, full-time/part-time/seasonal) of staff
employed by 1) the protected area(s) or Province(s) and 2) others (CAI, refugios, etc.)
• Overview of budgets of the protected areas / Natura 2000 sites; and
• Overview of tourist numbers, if available, in the protected areas / Natura 2000 sites (e.g.
numbers staying at refugios, numbers using cable cars, and trail users).

reference to ND p. 312 § 5.d g

a. Planning status and key topics of existing management and other plans
Planning status and management levels
As stated in the paragraph on Protection status, all 9 component sites are protected
areas and their perimeters have been identified at the strategic and detailed
planning levels. Therefore, the type of management applied to each component
site depends on its legal status during the planning stage: Parks, Natura 2000 Sites,
Natural Monuments, mountains above 1,600 meters.
The general rules for the management of protected areas are already set at the land
planning level: it is important to note that land plans and urban plans do not limit
themselves to recognizing the legal protected status of protected areas, but that

Table A: management levels

sourses and
resources

CORE
ZONE

BUFFER
ZONE

parks management plan +
network Natura 2000
management plan

71%

60%

provincial/regional
management landplans

29%

40%

100%

100%

20

TOTAL

naming
Belluno Dolomites National Park
Ampezzo Dolomies Regional Natural Park
Friulan Dolomites Regional Natural Park
Paneveggio-Pale di San Martino Provincial Natural Park
Adamello-Brenta Provincial Natural Park
Fanes – Senes – Braies Natural Park
Puez Odle/Geisler Natural Park
Sciliar/Schlern– Catinaccio/Rosengarten Natural Park
Sesto-Sexten Dolomites Natural Park
Rio delle Foglie/Bletterbach Natural Monumet
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they also establish the guidelines for their protection and management through
measures regulating permitted activities and possible conflict situations, as
described in the next paragraph (see § Key topics of management plan).
Therefore, all protected areas are managed according to the measures set by the
land plans of their respective provinces, which ensure conservation by making their
human and financial resources available for this task.
Specific management plans have been drafted for almost all candidate areas,
excluding CS n.1 and 2 and the parts of CS n. 3 and 7, whose management plans
are still in preparation.
Table A summarizes the current management levels for the entire nominated
property. As showed, the 71% of the core zone have specific management plan and
the 29% is managed by provincial or regional territorial plans.

management by component site (core+buffer)
n

Park / Natura 2000
management plans

Land
management plans

1 Pelmo-Croda da Lago

0%

100%

2 Marmolada

0%

100%

3 Pale di San Martino – San Lucano –
Belluno Dolomites – Vette Feltrine

76%

24%

4 Friulian Dolomites and Oltre Piave

94%

6%

5 Northern Dolomites

61%

39%

6 Puez-Odle/Geisler

99%

1%

7 Sciliar/SchlernCatinaccio/Rosengarten-Latemar

63%

37%

8 Rio delle Foglie/Bletterbach

100%

0%

9 Brenta Dolomites

100%

0%

Table B


Table B instead, summarizes the current management levels per component site
(core + buffer zones). The table shows the proportional areas which are managed
by parks or Natura 2000 Network management offices and the proportional areas
which are managed by provincial territorial offices.
Parks

The component sites included in parks (national, regional,
provincial), have their own specific Management Plans (component
sites 4, 6, 9 and the wider parts of 3, 5, 7). Some of these plans are
almost ten years old and they will soon be subject to planned revisions
(Dolomiti Bellunesi National Park-2000, Dolomiti Friulane Regional
Park-1999, Dolomiti d'Ampezzo Regional Park-1999), one is
currently being revised (Paneveggio-Pale di San Martino Natural
Park), one was revised this year (Adamello Brenta Natural Park Geopark Unesco 2008).
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Natura 2000 Sites
Some of the component sites that also belong to the Natura
2000 Network have their own Management Plans prepared between
2007 and 2008 (component sites 5, 6), others are currently
completing them (component site 4, 7), while others still have not yet
drafted them (component sites 1, 2). Component sites 1 and 2, and
the parts of the 3, 5 and 7 CS, which do not yet have ended their own
Management Plans, are subject to management rules established by
the relevant land plan. In particular, component site 1 (Pelmo – Croda
da Lago) and the parts of component sites 3 and 5 are managed by
the Provincial Plan of Land Co-ordination (PTCP, 2008) of the
province of Belluno, while component site 2 (Marmolada) and the
part of component site 7 follow management rules set by the
Provincial Land Plan (PUP, 2008) for parts of the site included in the
province of Trento and by the PTCP for parts of the site included in the
province of Belluno (see key topics of management plans).
Natural Monument
Component site 8, identified as a Natural Monument by the
province of Bolzano, has its own specific management plan
(Landscape Management Plan, 2001).

see APPENDIX 2.1 g

The contents of § Planning status (Appendix 2.1.a) show in detail the existing
management plan's data on: approval status, approval date, last and next planned
revision, constitutive law, etc.

Key topics of management plans
For each component site, the tables attached to Appendix 2.1, summarize the key
topics of the existing management plans, with particular attention to the topics
relevant to nomination criteria, with a distinction between landscape and
geoheritage protection, and landscape and geoheritage management.
A comparison of the various plans (see the following comparative table) highlights
the fact that planned activities, protection measures, and management measures
pursue homogeneous goals, even though they may be expressed differently.
All the plans call for fundamentally analogous protection activities and for
comparable management measures. In terms of their contents, the plans are thus
quite similar overall.
The table at next page - Comparative table of plan topics per CS - is a synoptic table,
which summarizes the main management rules of parks and provincial territorial
plans for each component site. The rules summarize only the topics relative to the
nomination criteria vii and viii (landscape and geoheritage protection and
management).

see APPENDIX 2.1 g
24

A comprehensive overview of the main topics covered by existing plans (parks and Natura
2000 management plans and territorial plans) is attached to Appendix 2.1.b. Key topics
of management plans.

1. Pelmo-Croda da Lago
X
X

X
X
X

geoheritage protection: prohibitions
excavations, movement of soil and equipment, except for infrastructural and hydraulic repair
work
opening of new quarries and the reopening of abandoned or derelict ones

collection or removal of and damage to native flora and geological and mineralogical features

X

X

X

prohibition on new buildings except those erected in areas given over to grazing (structures for
livestock rearing) and in unproductive areas (buildings used in surveillance or as alpine refuges)

X

X

X

X

new fencing-in of properties, except using hedges or local traditional materials or temporary
fencing associated for forestry/grazing activities, building work and agricultural or livestock use

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2. Marmolada
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

4. Dolomiti Friulane / Dolomitis
Furlanis e d'Oltre Piave

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

5. Dolomiti Settentrionali /
Nördliche Dolomiten

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

6
6. Puez-Odle / Puez-Geisler /
Pöz-Odles

reduction of cultivated land within protective woods
reclamation activity of any kind
interventions that alter the hydrological system, contrasting with the maintenance of the
minimum vital flow
use of motorized vehicles on off-road routes, except for farm and forest work, civil protection,
providing supplies to refuges, the maintenance of ski slopes and the transport of equipment for
construction/operation of electrical infrastructure

9

8

7
7. Sciliar-Catinaccio / SchlernRosengarten - Latemar

opening up of new roads, except forestry ones in wooded areas and rural ones in farming areas

component site
4
5
8. Rio delle Foglie/Bletterbach

X

2
9. Dolomiti di Brenta

landscape protection: prohibitions

3
3.Pale di San Martino-San
Lucano - Dolomiti Bellunesi

1
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Comparative table of
PLAN TOPICS
per component site:
protection and management key
rules in the land management
plans
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1. Pelmo-Croda da Lago

existing buildings: ordinary and extraordinary maintenance, renovation and conservative
restoration as well as work to bring them into line with hygiene rules, restructuring and
extension whilst respecting the vernacular architecture and materials employed locally
restructuring with extension for the modernization of alpine farms and refuges
work to restructure and enlarge existing outbuildings and barns in compliance with the
vernacular architecture and materials employed locally
work to restructure existing buildings for accommodation and hospitality, rationalization of
interior spaces related to services, in compliance with the vernacular architecture and materials
employed locally
conservation of ancient flooring including paving-stones and cobbles along footpaths and
exterior spaces
movement of piste-beating vehicles is only allowed within established areas to assist with skiing
activities
maintenance, modernization, replacement and/or relocation of lifts and ski slopes already in
place within existing skiing areas, after environmental assessment and steps to mitigate any
impacts

2. Marmolada

building permission is limited to the erection of structures for livestock in grazing areas and of
buildings used in surveillance of the area or as alpine refuges in unproductive areas

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

4. Dolomiti Friulane / Dolomitis
Furlanis e d'Oltre Piave
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

5. Dolomiti Settentrionali /
Nördliche Dolomiten

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

6
6. Puez-Odle / Puez-Geisler /
Pöz-Odles

X

9

8

7
7. Sciliar-Catinaccio / SchlernRosengarten - Latemar

X

component site
4
5

8. Rio delle Foglie/Bletterbach

X

3

2

9. Dolomiti di Brenta

landscape management: consented activities
regulation of the cutting of forest according to economic forestry and grazing plans and/or the
broad guidelines issued by the forestry police

26
3.Pale di San Martino-San
Lucano - Dolomiti Bellunesi

1

Comparative table of
PLAN TOPICS
per component site:
protection and management key
rules in the land management
plans

X
X

hydrogeological constraints

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

each plan, including preliminary ones, is subject to an environmental impact assessment (EIA)

SIC -ZPS

PARKS - special protection rules: prohibitions
opening and operation of quarries, mines and landfills
modification of hydrological conditions
introduction and use of any means of destruction or alteration of biogeochemical cycles
bringing in, by individuals, of weapons, explosives or any other equipment designed to capture
or kill, unless authorized
lighting of fires outdoors
takeoff and landing of planes and helicopters except during emergencies or when needed to
transport materials
Low-flight of unauthorized aircraft, except as defined by the laws governing flight
any alteration to environment conditions
extraction and/or collection of minerals and fossils, unless for research purposes and upon
authorization
discharging liquids, even if purified
building and landscaping works without permission are forbidden

geoheritage management: consented activities
construction or modernization of water abstraction works and canalization for drinking water
needs, upon assessment of impacts on riverine ecosystems
maintenance of footpaths and vie ferrate

tracks for cross country skiing and maintenance of existing ones
overhead cable systems or other traditional cutting and recovery systems for lumber, upon
authorization
equipment for the production of alternative energy, upon assessment of their environmental
compatibility
installation, upon authorization, of signs in areas subject to environmental protection
constraints
changes to current urban planning recommendations, limited to the completion of existing
settlements for both residential and service developments

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
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reference to ND p. 315 § 5.f-j g

b. Human and Financial resources

reference to ND p. 316 § 5.g g

The data presented in the table attached to Appendix 2.1, include the following for
each component site:
• human resources: full-time staff, part-time staff, seasonal staff, refuge staff
• financial resources: financial resources for ordinary management, and
resources for special projects
A few specifications are in order regarding the quantification of the data for each
component site.
It should be kept in mind that while most component sites have clearly quantifiable
direct resources, others have both direct and indirect resources, and others still
only have indirect resources through the provincial services in charge of them.
In some cases, the number of staff and resources dedicated to each component
site is easily quantifiable, as is the case for component sites 3, 4, 8, 9. These
component sites include the parks in the provinces of Trento, Belluno, Pordenone
and Udine and the Natural Monument in the province of Bolzano, which have fulltime staff specifically dedicated to each protected area.
In other cases, such as component sites 6, and for the component sites 5 and 7,
which include the natural parks in the province of Bolzano, data are – at least in part
– less clearly attributable to each component site, since these areas are under
coordinated management. In these cases, some of the staff is expressly dedicated
to a given protected area (full-time staff) while others (part-time staff) work in all of
the province's protected areas, including those that are not WHL candidates. The
same can be said regarding the quantification of resources devoted to ordinary
management, which are differently optimized.
The situation regarding component sites 1 (Pelmo – Croda da Lago) and 2
(Marmolada) and for the parts of the component sites 3, 5 and 7 is different. In these
cases, human and financial resources come from provincial services, which have
specific responsibilities regarding the protection and management of all of the
province's protected areas. In the cases of Pelmo and Marmolada, although there are
available staff and financial resources, they are not directly devoted to these particular
sites, and therefore they cannot be quantified precisely, as they vary according to the
needs of the provincial territory as a whole and to the reference period.
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As table show, each management body has its own financial balance sheet with
specific funding items. With the exception of CS 8, the core funding of each CS
comes from public (provincial, regional and national) sources. This having been
said however, many activities are undertaken on far wider areas than the candidate
sites themselves, often by voluntary associations or private groups employing their
own funding. It is therefore very difficult to quantify the funding using a
“downstream process”.
In any case, the current financial resources for the nominated areas management,
allocated by the law in force at local level (regional and provincial) and at present
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different for each component site, will be co-ordinated and optimized through the
planned establishment of the UNESCO Foundation and its operative structures,
which will aim at addressing resources to specific objectives in accordance with a
comprehensive overview of needs and on the basis of a business plan (see record
4.01 WHS-action matrix, § 2.2 c).
Furthermore, besides the fund allocated at local level, there is a national law for
financing the WH sites specifically (n.77/2006). E.g. for 2009 are be set aside about
3.000.000 Euros and for 2010 about 3.200.000 for all the italian UNESCO sites.
Reference example
In this context, the component site 5, Northern Dolomites, may represent a good
reference example.
It is the largest component site among all the candidate sites (a little less than
80,000 ha) and more complex in terms of administrative and state protection. The
area of this component site is divided between two provinces (Bolzano and Belluno)
and corresponds to three natural parks and 7 SCI/SPA protected areas. Two
SCI/SPA protected areas are represented by natural reserves and are included
within the perimeter of the Fanes-Senes-Braies Natural Park and the Sesto
Dolomites Natural Park in the province of Bolzano. One SCI/SPA area falls within
the perimeter of the Ampezzo Dolomites Natural Park in the province of Belluno.
In total, 95% of the candidate area corresponds to the areas protected under the
Natura 2000 network and 72% to park areas.
Component site 5 is also the site where the level of protection and coordinated
management has reached the highest levels of efficiency, especially as regards the
control of tourist flows.
In view of efficiency in management, component site 5 is the reference model all
other component sites should strive to emulate while developing their own peculiar
features.
Within component site 5 the parks manage their own areas of expertise in a
coordinated manner - including areas of the Natura 2000 network that are located
within their boundaries - carrying out various activities in common and thus
optimizing the use of both human and financial resources.

STAFF EMPLOYED
full-time part-time

seasonal

FINANCIAL RESOURCES
ordinary
management

total

total

7

4

22

33

320.000

400.000

720.000

Fanes-Sennes-Braies Natural park

4

4

12

20

215.000

200.000

415.000

Sesto Dolomites Natural park

9

2

0

11

500.000

350.000

850.000

Ampezzo Dolomites Natural park

4

3

4*

11

n.q.

n.q.

66

0

110÷144

176÷210

93

13 148÷182 256÷288 1.035.000
*voluntary assistans



special
projects

Province of Belluno
Refugios

950.000 1.985.000

TOTAL
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reference to ND p. 318 § 5.h g

c. Visitors statistics and facilities
Visitors statistics
As stated in the paragraph on Protection status, all 9 component sites are protected
The overall number of visitors to protected areas is difficult to quantify, and this data
is still being gathered. The large size of these areas, and their various degrees of
accessibility, makes it difficult to record the flow of visitors. There are currently no
specific studies on access to mountain areas, only estimates. This shortcoming will
have to be addressed by the actions promoted by the Foundation.
However, some studies on visitor flow were carried out in parks with high tourist
pressure. For example, in 2008 430,000 visitors were registered at the
Sesto/Sexten Dolomites Natural Park and almost 500,000 at the Ampezzo
Dolomites National Park. An estimate of visitor number through survey systems of
the passage of persons is underway in the Adamello-Brenta Natural Park.
A detailed study on visitor flow for the Catinaccio area (CS 7) is currently in progress;
this is one of the most visited areas in the Dolomites, and can thus be used as a
reference area. The study tracks the visitors who reach the area through
mechanical means placed outside the nominated areas (e.g. chair-lifts/cable-cars
or public shuttle-bus services) and on foot, and cross-references this data with the
number of people spending nights in refuges and with hiking trail traffic on
mountain passes.
The provisional results of these studies show that at present the visitor flows are very
costrained towards few hot-spots (refuges, viewpoints, etc.).
The goal is not only to establish how many people visit the area, but also to
understand their movements within it and the relationship between tourists
remaining in the valley areas and those visiting mountain peaks.
The results of this study could become a useful point of reference for actions on the
management of tourism flows provided for by the Overall Management Plan
(objective 1.3).
In any case, as the tables in Appendix 2.1 show, there is a difference in the number
of visitors to the various component sites. With this fact in mind, the action
promoted by Foundation will aim at improving a range of innovative methods of the
management of tourist flows both for sites with high tourist pressure and for sites of
a greater wilderness character.

see APPENDIX 2.1 g
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A comprehensive overview of visitor numbers per component site is enclosed in a series of
tables in Appendix 2.1, § d.
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Facilities
As noted in the ND (§ 4.2.iv), the abovementioned areas exclude, where possible,
chair lifts and cable cars occurring in dolomitic areas, with the aim of guaranteeing
the criterion of landscape integrity required by the OG.
However, the presence of extensive ski-districts famous worldwide renders cable
car unavoidable. On the other hand they represent a large part of the tourist
economy of these areas and an important incentive for mountain visits during the
summer season.
In fact, the studies underway referred to above, demonstrate that a substantial
proportion of the hikers that reach high altitudes and the shelters inside these
areas, use tourist infrastructure to make the ascent and/or the descent easier.
This fact certainly represents a great opportunity for an educational contact and
bringing the Unesco values, by the nominated property represented, to the
attention of a wider public. For this reason some actions expected by the WHSaction matrix (see § 2.2.c), specifically involve the monitoring of the access and
flows in order to quantify the carrying capacity of each single component site.
The field visit has allowed the direct assessment of the 2 component sites with cable
car systems and ski slopes: component site 2 MARMOLADA and component site 5
NORTHERN DOLOMITES (Tofane).
On the Marmolada there is a ropeway (3 trunks), which climbs as far as Punta
Rocca and which records approximately 108,000 transits a year (70% in winter,
30% in summer), and other smaller systems (a chair-lift and two ski-lifts, used
exclusively in winter). The entire ski-district falls under a rationalisation plan which
excludes further enlargements.
On the Tofane there is a ropeway which records approximately 149,000 transits a
year (91% in winter and 9% in summer).
More detailed data on the consistency and duration of the concession systems, on the
agencies responsible for control and management and on the characteristics of the
rationalisation plan, can be found in the following Appendix 2.1, § e.

h see APPENDIX 2.1
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2.2 Overall Management Plan and Resources

IUCN letter [1.10.2008]
The Operational Guidelines (paras. 108-118) require a management plan or other
documented management system which, in the case of serial sites, ensures the coordinated management of the separate components. The current Management
Framework, which should remain as a reference document, refers to most, perhaps all, of
the key issues and key themes, and presents three 'plans'. However, this document is
neither well integrated nor action-oriented, and therefore does not appear to meet the
requirements of the Operational Guidelines.
What is needed is an action-oriented document that states actions, in relation to key
themes, specific to the nominated World Heritage property and the criteria for which it
would be inscribed (i.e. in relation to landscape and geoheritage conservation,
management, communication and research, and visitor / tourism management – but not
in relation to fauna and flora). The document should include an overview of existing and
additional activities and resources, as well as information on how these activities will be
co-ordinated and implemented, for example through the planned establishment of a
Foundation.
The process of developing this overall management plan should involve relevant
stakeholders such as managers of protected areas / Natura 2000 sites, researchers,
communes, museums, the Club Alpino Italiano (CAI), operators of refugios, tourist
operators and educational professionals. [...].
The planned establishment of a Foundation for the co-ordination of the property's
management and the approval of its draft statutes by all Provinces involved are a positive
development and address many of the questions arising from the current Management
Framework. The State Party should therefore integrate the information on the Foundation
and its statutes in its supplementary information.
IUCN letter [10.12.2008]
Confirm progress made with the overall management strategy that will ensure the coordinated management of the separate components of the serial property to ensure long
term protection of its key values. If this strategy is not finalized and adopted by 28
February 2009, the State Party should indicate when it would be put in place and how
resources will be mobilized for finalization and implementation of the strategy (see
paragraphs 114 and 11 5 of the Operational Guidelines)

a. Strategy for ensuring the co-ordinated management of the serial property
At present (28th February 2009) an overall management strategy (as request by
OG and in accordance with the suggestions from IUCN), has not yet been finalized.
In compliance with paragraph 115 of the Operational Guidelines, to ensure the
coordinated management of the separate components of the serial property, the
State Party has decided to establish a special Foundation called "Dolomiti –
Dolomiten – Dolomitis - Dolomites UNESCO", in which the 5 Provinces involved will
participate together with a panel of supporters.
32
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After receiving the official confirmation by the WH Committee, the 5 Provinces are
committed to the implementation of procedures to set up the Foundation and make
it operational in the shortest time technically possible.
With regard to how resources will be mobilized for the finalization and
implementation of the strategy and in order to fulfil objectives set in its statute
(art.2), financial resources will be allocated to the Foundation, proportionate to the
goals to be achieved and a General Secretariat will be set in place employing
adequate staff resource.
As for the amount of financing, in view of the extraordinary commitment required
for the preparatory start-up activities to the Overall Management Plan, an estimated
€ 600.000 for the first year and € 400.000 a year for the following two years will be
equally divided among the five funding members.
The Foundation: role and organizational structure
The Foundation "Dolomiti – Dolomiten – Dolomitis - Dolomites UNESCO" is the
reference body for the WH Committee, guaranteeing consistency between the
Overall Management Plan and the preservation of the universal values in the light of
which the Dolomites will be included into the WHL (namely landscape and
geoheritage conservation). That is why the Foundation will be in charge of drafting
reports on the conservation status of conservation of the Dolomites-UNESCO Site
every three years.
The Foundation sets itself as the subject promoting cooperation among the
provinces to ensure the harmonisation of management policies in force for the
Dolomites - UNESCO World Heritage Site, separated from the institutions directly
responsible for the organisation/management of candidate sites.
In view of the strategic value of the Dolomites - UNESCO World Heritage Site and of
the inter-provincial character of this serial property, the Foundation will be allowed
to take part in the planning process concerning vast lands (Regions, Provinces)
aimed at allowing additional forms for the preservation and enhancement,
pursuant to the institutional system of the parties involved.
Furthermore, the Foundation intends to contributing to the dynamic conservation
and the sustainable management of the Dolomites – UNESCO Property through
actions aimed at the governance of visitor flows, communication, and research.
The goals and actions listed in the provisional WHS-action matrix will be
implemented for their largest part through the relevant provincial bodies. In this
regard, the proposed DOLOMITES WHS Observatory will be the operational
workshop in which the technical and scientific structures from the single provinces
and the Foundation will have the opportunity of comparing their activities in
implementing their function of monitoring the conditions of integrity provided for in
the Operational Guidelines.
The Scientific Committee takes on its role in supporting, providing direction, and
guaranteeing for the actions carried out by the Foundation. In the light of this, the
skills of its members must concern subjects referring directly to the criteria
according to which the property will included in the WHL (landscape, geoheritage,
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Organization chart of the
Foundation Dolomiti-DolomitenDolomites-Dolomitis UNESCO

FOUNDING MEMBERS
(art.1)

on next page:
Administrative and functional
relations scheme

BELLUNO BOLZANO/BOZEN PORDENONE
1 MEMBER

1 MEMBER

1 MEMBER

TRENTO
1 MEMBER

UDINE

1 MEMBER

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
the chairman is selected in rotation out of the members
(art.6)

panel of supporters

scientific committee

(art.10)

(art.11)

Municipalities, Parks, Universities and research
organizations of the UNESCO heritage area,
sharing the purposes of the Foundation

3-5 experts on on the WHL inscription criteria
(landscape, geoheritage, management and
sustainable development

panel of auditors
(art.9)

secretary general
(art.12)

ROLE
Founding members

Board of Directors

ACTIVITIES

TIME

Five proponent Provinces

Start up the Foundation. Nominate the
Board of Directors and the Panel of
Auditors

Indefinite

Five members appointed by Ordinary and extraordinaty management of Six years
the founding members
the Foundation. Nominates the Scientific
Committee

Chairman

Member of the Board of
Directors

Legal representation

Secretary general

Referent of the structure

Implements the policies and the objectives Indefinite

3- 5 experts on landscape
and geology

Gives techincal-scientific advice on the
management and conservation and
monitoring the UNESCO heritage

The organ is standing.
The Foundation sets the
timing and changes of
specific tasks

Municipalities, Parks,
Universities, …

Gives opinions and proposals on the
activities and programmes

Summoned at least once
a year

1-3 permanent members
nominated by the founding
members

Checks the administration activities of the
Foundation. Draws up the balance sheet

Indefinite. Further to
checking their activity,
they can be reconfirmed

Scientific committee

Panel of Supporters
Panel of Auditors
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CHARACTERISTICS

Three years, in rotation

Ordinary and extraordinary
management of the
Foundation

Services of the Provinces
implementing the
management goals

Main reporting Structures
of the Provinces

Area Tecnica

UD

Board of Directors

• Technical Area - Land Protection and
Civil Defence Service
• Environmental Area - Natural
Resources Service
• Central Directorate for Agricultural,
Natural, Forestry, and Mountain
Resources
• ecc.

Dipartimento Urbanistica e
Ambiente

TN

The Foundation, in its activities, for the
implementation of the objectives defined
in the management plan (see action
scheme), makes use of the cooperation
of technical-administrative structures of
the Provinces or of their allied
organizations through the main reporting
structures of the Provinces

overall management plan

• Urbanistic and landscape protection
service
• Geological Service
• Provincial environmental protection
agency
• Forest and Fauna Service
• Parks and Nature Conservation
Service
• Trentino School of Management

Servizio Pianificazione
del territorio

Ripartizione natura e
paesaggio

PN

The Secretary general, with
technical-administrative staff,
implements the policies and
the objectives concerning the
management and
conservation of the UNESCO
heritage

criterion VIII

geoheritage

Nature and Landscape Department
Geology and materials testing office
Water works department
Provincial environmental agency
Forestry department
Natural Park Office

Territorial Planning Service
Environmental Protection Service
Agricultural Department
Central Directorate for Agricultural,
Natural, Forestry, and Mountain
Resources
• ecc.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Servizio Urbanistica

BZ

Secretary General

gives opinions and
proposals on the activities
and programmes

DOLOMITES WHS Observatory
(standing observatory for
monitoring the integrity conditions
on the WHL inscription criteria)

landscape heritage

criterion VII

Servizio Urbanistica
Geological Service
Land protection Service
Water resources Service
Fauna, hunting, and fishing Service
Communication and promotion
Service
• ecc.

•
•
•
•
•
•

ND pp. 352-353

BL

Panel of Supporters

technical-scientific advice on
management and
conservation of the UNESCO
heritage

Scientific committee

ND pp. 316-317
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FOUNDING MEMBERS

FOUNDATION

management, and sustainable development). In confirmation of such a role, the
following sentence will be added to Article 11 of the statute:
Moreover, the Scientific Committee can express its opinion about the monitoring of
the management and about research, and can even suggest improvements.
Furthermore, there are already actions of coordinated management of the property.
The provinces of Trento and Belluno, which are administratively responsible for
55% of the nominated core zones and 62% of the nominated buffer zones, took
advantage of the revision of their land plans to co-ordinate their normative
measures, and adopted the same article dedicated to nominated areas for the
UNESCO WHL.
This article of the implementation rules defines the Dolomites as an 'invariant
asset', namely:
"territorial elements that make up the distinctive characteristics of the local
environment and territorial identity, which are either stable or modifying
slowly over time, and which are worthy of protection and valorisation in order
to guarantee the balanced, sustainable development of the evolutionary
processes called for and promoted by land planning instruments".
Both land plans also prescribe that:
"the discipline of the Dolomites asset is the object of the inter-provincial
programme agreement that forms the basis for the Dolomites' nomination to
UNESCO World Heritage Site status, in order to guarantee their uniform
management and overall conservation and valorisation".
This norm, included in the land plans of both provinces, is an action of interprovincial co-operation for the coordinated management of the nominated areas

see APPENDIX 2.2 g

The approved Statute of the UNESCO Foundation and Foundation's approval
deliberations by Province are enclosed in Appendix 2.2.

b. Development of the overall management strategy
The working group, starting with the outlines presented in the Management
Framework and following IUCN's suggestions (Letter 1 October 2008, Annex 1),
put together a list of the key themes for the workshops and a list of the most relevant
stakeholders to be involved in the process of developing the overall management
plan.
Taking the three plans identified in the Management Framework as a starting point,
the working group defined four axes (conservation and management,
communication, promotion and financing) or nodes along which the overall
management plan will be developed.
Within each node, a series of 9 goals have been identified, representing the key
themes that will be the focus of the various workshops (indicatively one per
objective).
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The key themes were identified on the basis of the data collected so far (see § 2.1. of
this document) and of the experience acquired by scientific consultants and
provincial officials in terms of park management, Natura 2000 area management,
landscape planning, etc. These indications could be further implemented during
the process of developing the overall management plan through the input of the
various stakeholders.

Currently planned
workshops

List of stakeholders involved
The stakeholders with which the working group had got in touch in order to develop
the overall management plan, are:
- parks
- municipalities
- alpine clubs (CAI-SAT-AVS)
- alpine guides
- mountain refuge owners
- tourist operators
- museums
- research organisations (research local foundations and cultural institutions)
- universities
- schools
- educational organisations

• workshop with
municipalities on World
Heritage values awareness
Belluno
23 February 2009
• workshop on sustainable
development of the
nominated areas
Belluno
28 February 2009
• workshop with CDE Bern
and WH JAB site's staff on
management process in
this Unesco site
5/6 March 2009

List of workshops themes
The themes of the first 9 planned workshops are:
- conservation of landscape
- conservation of geoheritage
- management of tourism flows
- communication tools
- information
- training
- sustainable development
- research
- financing sources and self-financing systems

• workshop with
municipalities on
management process of the
nominated areas
Bolzano
March 2009
• workshop on training and
information for operators of
Unesco sites
Trento
autumn 2009

Continuous involvement of the stakeholders
The working group has two distinct levels to ensure the long-term involvement of
stakeholders throughout the nominated areas.

• workshop with tourism
operators on management
of tourism flows in the
nominated areas
Bolzano
autumn 2009

Local level (inside the province and/or the individual protected site)
The stakeholders and representatives from groups with interests or activities based
in specific areas are involved at a local level. Consultation bodies involving
stakeholders are already operating at the level of individual protected areas,
including the mayors of the local municipalities falling within the protected areas,
representatives of environmental protection associations, farmers, rangers and
environmental experts.
Representatives of the main economic activities in the areas: hotels, tour operators,
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owners and operators of mountain refuges, local mountaineering associations
(SAT-AVS), will be brought into these existing consultation bodies.
Inter-provincial level
At the supralocal level (national and/or international), the Foundation, through its
various components (the “Panel of Supporters”), will involve stakeholders with
interests or activities at a supralocal level and not linked to specific areas, such as
education and research institutions, museums, schools, cultural organizations and
environmental associations. The Foundation will also collect and coordinate all
requests put forward by the local stakeholders via the consultation bodies through
to an inter-provincial consultation of stakeholders.
c.

Action-oriented matrices

A series of preliminary meetings with actors directly involved in the management of
the nominated serial property has already taken place at a local level. Aim of these
meetings was to predispose the stakeholders to the planned workshops and to
understand their availability to collaborate.
By linking the management objectives with the results of these meetings and
component sites, the working group has, moreover, created two action-oriented
matrices that analyse the management actions thoroughly:
- the first, (an existing-action matrix) focuses the actions underway for each
component site;
- the second, (a WHS-action matrix) relates the actions involving the property's
conservation to the promotion of the values and knowledge of UNESCO
heritage with the relevant stakeholders.
Existing-action matrix
Actions
As things stand today, several activities have already been launched in the fields of
protection, monitoring, communications, and teaching in almost all component
sites, thanks to the input of various agencies responsible for management
(provinces, parks) and of numerous stakeholders (schools, museums, local
cultural institutes, tourism operators, alpine mountaineering associations). Some of
these activities have been carried out in a cooperative manner by multiple
nominated component sites and parks, others instead concern individual
component site.
e.g. Component sites 5, and 7 are already managed in a co-ordinate way that
involves 4 parks and 3 provinces (Belluno, Bolzano and Trento). These component
sites represent the 'level' of management the others will have to respect, through
the coordination of activities planned by the Foundation that is currently being
formed.
Resources
With regard to the resources currently allocated to each component site (see
paragraph 2.1), it is very difficult to indicate which of these resources are to be
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allocated to each individual action.
As noted in Appendix 2.1, each management body has its own financial balance
sheet with specific funding items, with the distinction between the resources for
ordinary operations and the resources for the implementation of special projects.
With the exception of CS 8, the core funding of each CS comes from public
(provincial and regional) sources. This having been said however, many activities
are undertaken on far wider areas than the candidate sites themselves, often by
voluntary associations or private groups employing their own funding. It is therefore
very difficult to quantify the funding using a “downstream process”
Faced with this kind of problem, amongst the main management actions the new
Foundation will have to take immediately after its registration, there will be the
development of a business plan (see line 4:01 of the WHS-action matrix) which will
represent the fourth axis of the Management Framework. This business plan will
aim at defining a detailed budget of all the resources employed in the management
of the candidate site and will include:
- definition of the financial needs (in short and long term)
- search for public funding sources (European, national) and/or private
(economic and financial operators, banks, etc.)
- identification of assets/services/projects produced by WHL and individualization of
their economic potential.
The following existing-action matrix shows the overall and synthetic framework for the
current activities of every single component site and highlights those already co-ordinated.
WHS-action matrix
A series of targeted actions to facilitate discussion and efficiently direct the work of
the workshops have been identified. Some of these take their cue from ongoing
activities that could be easily extended to the other component sites, thanks to the
coordination of the foundation now being established. Others have been identified
on the basis of the experience acquired in other WHS UNESCO (in this case: Swiss
Alps Jungfrau-Aletsch).
The actions identified are specifically oriented to improve the nomination criteria vii
and viii and to guarantee the integrity of the property.
Aim of the attached matrix is to match goals and related actions with actors
(managers and stakeholders) and resources, according to a timing plan that
distinguishes continuous, short and middle term activities.
An expected result is the matching of goals and actions to the various component
sites with a view at promoting their specific propensities and characteristics.
This result is particularly important for the site's development following certification,
as it is aimed at improving the distinctive characteristics of each single component
site and at forecasting the related development visions coherently. The working
group will study the action/component site relationships, as these better interpret
the sites' attitudes and will carefully verify the results through the workshops
planned with stakeholders.
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2.01. communication
tools

1.03. management of
tourism flows

1. Pelmo-Croda da Lago

1.02.conservation of
geoheritage

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

2. Marmolada

X
X

3.Pale di San Martino-San
Lucano - Dolomiti Bellunesi

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

4. Dolomiti Friulane / Dolomitis
Furlanis e d'Oltre Piave

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

5. Dolomiti Settentrionali /
Nördliche Dolomiten

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

6. Puez-Odle / Puez-Geisler /
Pöz-Odles

X
X

component site

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

7. Sciliar-Catinaccio / SchlernRosengarten - Latemar

The cataloguing and checks on the state of conservation of natural monuments
The landscape and ecological evaluation of projects and interventions in the area
Clean-up and environmental restoration activities
The drafting of environmental impact assessments for plans and projects
Improving the conservation status of habitat types listed in Annex I of the Directive 92/43/EEC
The drafting of manuals for construction, fittings and signs
Prior and binding opinion regarding works or other interventions in the protected area
The drafting of management plans for Natura 2000 and the development of the necessary databases
Laser scans of the rocky cliffs of the Dolomitic massif
The census and cataloguing of sites of geological interest (GEOS)
Identification as a European and Global UNESCO Geopark
The adoption of an Action Plan for the protection and enhancement of geological heritage
The regulation of vehicular traffic in certain areas
Monitoring of access to certain areas
The maintenance and improvement of the existing footpath networks
Monitoring of tourist flows using bicycle- and head-counts
The establishing of regulations for the discipline of sporting activities
The regulating of access to protected areas
The periodic publication of a magazine, covering specific activities, parks or matters of an environmental
character
The printing of brochures, leaflets, maps, books, posters, postcards and monographs about protected areas or
specific issues related to them
Production of audio-visuals (documentaries, multivision ...)
Virtual flights over the Dolomitic massif
Management of the protected area website

action brief description

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

8. Rio delle Foglie/Bletterbach

1.01. conservation of
landscape

objective

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

9. Dolomiti di Brenta

1. Conservation
and
Management

mainstay

EXISTING-ACTION MATRIX
current activities
per component site

4. Financing

3. Promotion

2. Communication

4.01. resources

3.02. research

3.01. sustainable
development

2.03. training

2.02. information

The marking and signposting of footpaths
The construction and management of visitor centres
The setting up of information points in areas of high visitor flow
The planning of an access portal to the protected areas
The creation of theme footpaths
Guided natural history excursions of an ecological, geological and cultural nature
The implementation of information and interpretive signs
Cooperation with tourism promotion companies to promote the activity
Staff recruitment and training for the Nature Protection Service (Guardiaparco – Park Ranger) recruited during
the summer, with duties to support visitors to protected areas
The preparation and training of the Visitor Centre staff
Theme educational activities, differentiated by type of user and carried out at the Visitor Centre (e.g. didactic
educational modules for children)
The organization of seminars and conferences of a natural history and geological nature
Theme teaching and educational activities carried out at schools of all levels
Training activities and guidance for teachers of schools at every level regarding natural history, geological and
environmental education projects within the Park
The organization of events for the local population
The promotion and enhancement of dairies operating according to traditional and ecologically compatible
criteria
Incentive bonuses to encourage extensive agricultural management (envisaged in the Plan for Rural
Development)
Contributions for landscape conservation (including the preservation of architectural features, traditional dry
stone walls, roof shingles, wooden fences, mills and chapels ...)
The promotion of local products through the granting of a trademark
Economic incentives for mowing meadow areas using low mechanization techniques
The promotion of local tourism businesses through the granting of the trademark
The conducting of national and international cooperative projects of a conservation, educational and
informative character, as well as the promotion of products and activities associated with the local area
(Interreg, Alaparc, Alpine Space ...)
Research and monitoring of bio-ecological and geological aspects
The establishment of networks with universities through internships and/or scientific research and theses
within the protected areas
The financing of activities from provincial budgets
The financing of activities from the budgets of the park management bodies and/or Natura 2000 network
management bodies
Funding through municipalities or tourism associations
X
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X

X
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X
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X
X
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X
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X
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X
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1.03.04
1.03.05
1.03.06
1.03.07

Cataloguing of the trail network with the DOLOMITES WHS
Monitoring efforts regarding footpath network access and use
Monitoring efforts regarding accommodations (refuges, bivouacs) within the WHS
Definition of a code of conduct for visitors (aware hiking vademecum)

continuous activities
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

2,
2,
2,
1,

3,
3,
3,
2,

5,
5,
5,
3,

6
6
6
5, 6

2,
2,
2,
1,

3
3
3
2, 3

2, 3,
1, 2, 3

2
1, 2, 5, 6

x 1, 2
1, 2, 3, 6
1, 2, 3, 5, 6
1, 2, 3

2, 7
2

2
1, 2
1, 2, 7

x 1, 2
x 1, 2
x 1, 2, 7
x 2, 7
x 1, 2

2, 3
2, 3

2, 7

1, 2, 7

potential sourses and
resources

1, 2, 3
x 1, 2, 3

x 1, 2, 7

1, 2, 7

=
=
=
=
=
=

1.03. management of
tourism flows

1.02.03 Standardization of the DOLOMITES WHS’s geological maps
1.02.04 Completion of laser scanner surveying of the rock wall of mountains groups inside the
DOLOMITES WHS
1.02.05 Co-ordination of SITs (provincial land information systems) regarding the DOLOMITES WHS
1.03.01 Guidelines for surveying tourism and recreational activities including estimating and analysing
visitor flows
1.03.02 Guidelines for managing the footpath network
1.03.03 Elaboration of tools for measuring and monitoring the carrying capacity of each component site

who works (involved
organisations)

programmed
activities

short term

1.01.01 Guidelines for individualizing the landscape units and unique landscape features (dolomitic
landscape)
1.01.02 Cataloguing of unique landscape features (natural phaenomena, natural beauty, aesthetic
importance) and monitoring of landscape diversity
1.01.03 Cataloguing of obsolete and/or unused infrastructure
1.01.04 Harmonization of set of rules regarding infrastructure, settlements, and buildings within the
WHS
1.01.05 Coordination of SITs (provincial land information systems) regarding the DOLOMITES WHS
1.02.01 Cataloguing of unique geological and geo-morphological features
1.02.02
Harmonization of set of rules regarding hydro-geological features within the DOLOMITES WHS

action brief description
middle term

foundation;
provinces;
parks;
municipalities;
CAI-SAT-AVS;
alpine guides, refugios owners,
tourist operators;
7 = museums, research organisation,
university;
8 = schools, educational organisations

1.01. conservation of
landscape

objective
1
2
3
4
5
6

1. Conservation 1.02.conservation of
and
geoheritage
Management

mainstay

WHS-ACTION MATRIX
planned activities
(financial and/or human)

4. Financing

3. Promotion

2. Communication

4.01. businnes plan

3.02. research

3.01. sustainable
development

2.03. training

2.02. information

2.01. communication
tools

Definition of the DOLOMITES WHS brand and logo
Corporate Design and user guide for the CD
DOLOMITES WHS festival
Elaboration of a communication strategy concept (local, provincial-regional, national, and
international levels)
Multi-media database for the DOLOMITES WHS (photographs, texts, illustrations, music, audiovisual material, etc.)
pressearbeit / media coverage
DOLOMITES WHS website and newsletter
DOLOMITES WHS magazine
Prepare information material (brochures, posters, leaflets)
Prepare DOLOMITES WHS book
Prepare cartography for the DOLOMITES WHS (thematic maps, geo-touristic map, landscape
map)
Prepare audio-visual material (films on the DOLOMITES WHS, CD on the "Sounds of the
Dolomites" Festival, etc. )
Extension of 3D virtual flight on all of the DOLOMITES WHS’s component sites
Definition of information strategies (inside WHS, outside WHS)
Identification and signposting of DOLOMITES WHS's access points and trails
Prepare of DOLOMITES WHS information points in hotspot areas
Prepare and co-ordination of information services in museums and exhibits
Prepare and coordination of information services in the DOLOMITES WHS’s refuges
Co-operation with the network of museums and natural parks
Definition of strategies for guided learning (inside the WHS, outside the WHS)
Definition of a code of conduct for operators (operators vademecum)
Organization of thematic workshops for permanent training
Training of economic and tourism operators with reference to the management plan (awareness
DOLOMITES WHS)
Training of local operators (refuge managers, …..)
Training of staff in charge of guiding and environmental management (alpine guides,
environmental guides, etc.)
Elaboration of modules and didactic projects on the WHS, differentiated for schools of primary,
secondary and advanced level, in order to the geologic and landscape outstanding values

3.02.04 Promotion of research projects involving geoparks, natural parks, natural science museums and
local cultural institutes
3.02.05 Collaboration and promotion of scientific publications in the natural history and environmental
fields
4.01.01 Definition of the financial needs (in short and long term)
4.01.02 Search for public funding sources (european, national) and/or private (economic and financial
operators, banks, etc.)
4.01.03 Identification of assets/services/projects produced by WHL and individualization of their
economic potential

2.03.08 Organization of international meetings and workshops
3.01.01 Definition of sustainable tourism strategies within the DOLOMITES WHS
3.01.02 Promotion of research for the identification of possible conflicts of interest with resource
management methods
3.01.03 Promotion of a public transport system linking the various component sites of the DOLOMITES
WHS
3.01.04 Guidelines for environmental certifying of the accommodations (Ecolabel, ISO 14001)
3.01.05 Organization of thematic routes (geology, landscape, etc.) in each component site
3.01.06 Organization of visitors’ routes for the entire WHS (according to: climbing difficulty, season, level
of expertise, interests, nomination criteria, etc.)
3.01.07 Promotion of local products (gastronomy, timber products, etc.)
3.02.01 Launching of international co-operation efforts with other WH Sites in the Alps
3.02.02 Promotion of partneship with the alpine transboundaries organizations
3.02.03 Research database (including ongoing and completed research efforts) on the DOLOMITES WHS

2.03.07

2.03.05
2.03.06

2.01.13
2.02.01
2.02.03
2.02.04
2.02.05
2.02.06
2.02.07
2.03.01
2.03.02
2.03.03
2.03.04

2.01.12

2.01.06
2.01.07
2.01.08
2.01.09
2.01.10
2.01.11

2.01.05

2.01.01
2.01.02
2.01.03
2.01.04

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

2, 3

6
2, 3
2, 3

3
3,
3,
3,
3,
5,
3,
3,
3,
2
2
7,
4
4,
7
6
7
6,
5,
7, 8,
6

6

8

2

x 1, 2

1

1
1

1
1
x 1

2, 3, 4, 7

1, 2, 7

2, 6
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 3, 7

1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8

x 1, 2, 7

2, 3, 6
1
1
1

2, 3, 6
1, 7
1, 3, 6

1, 7
2, 3, 6
2, 3

x 1, 7
x 1, 2, 3, 6
1, 2, 3, 4

x 2, 3, 6
x 1, 7
x 1, 3, 5, 6

1, 2

1, 2, 5
1, 2

2, 3
1, 3, 7, 8
3, 4, 6
3, 4, 6
1, 3, 7
5, 6
1, 3, 7
1, 3, 7
1
1, 2
1, 2, 6

2, 3, 6, 8

6
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2, 3, 6
1
1, 3

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ,6, 7, 8

1
1
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
1, 2, 6

x 1, 8

x 1, 2, 5, 6
x 1, 2, 6, 8,
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1,
1,
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1
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The started up participation is a
process in progress that involved the
various worlds of the dolomitic
community and
began to connect them
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3. CONSULTATION OF STAKEHOLDERS

IUCN letter [1.10.2008]
The mission has shown that there is a lot of support for the nomination from diverse
stakeholders and that there have been some processes of stakeholder consultation.
However, the State Party should submit a focussed overview of past stakeholder
consultation, which is also essential for understanding and planning future involvement of
stakeholders. In this context, stakeholders include communes, museums, the Club
Alpino Italiano (CAI), operators of refugios, tourist operators, etc.
The overview should include information on:
• Who has been consulted;
• How this has been done (formal or informal processes);
• When this has been done; and
• Key results (especially any key concerns noted by the stakeholders).

The nomination of the Dolomites into the WHL dates back to the nineties, when
national and local environmentalist associations, such as Mountain Wilderness,
WWF, Lega Ambiente and S.O.S. Dolomites, started to ask for a nomination of the
Dolomites in the World Heritage List.
These suggestions were followed by some other initiatives, always supported by
local communities and by associations (e.g. the Italian Alpine Club); sometimes
these proposals assumed the Dolomites somehow included in a nomination
process which involved the entire Alps.
Undoubtedly some of these proposal were unsustainable but they manifested the
deep interest for these mountains and the need for a greater protection and an
international acknowledgment of the outstanding values of the Dolomites.
Therefore, since the beginning, the nomination process has been a process that
started also from the bottom, involving civil society in different levels.
The debate tones have also been vivid and the discussions regarding the
nomination terms, its significance, the kind of nomination (natural vs. cultural vs.
mixed), are still continuing, keeping both the communities interest high
(international as well) and the media attention for the nomination.
The great interest of the national and international community for this nomination is
documented from support letters received from many scientific personalities and
organisations [eg. IUGS: Subcommission on Stratigraphic Classification (ISSC) and
Subcommission on Triassic Stratigraphy (STS); Italian Geological Society; Italian
Geographic Society; Italian Federation of Earth Sciences (FIST); working group on
Geomorphosites of the IAG] but also from the ProGEO, European Association for
the Conservation of Geological Heritage, the European Geoparks Network and from
the Alpine Network of Protected Areas (ALPARC) (cf. Annex 3).
With the official start of the nomination processes in 2005, with the introduction of

h reference to ND p. 354 § 8.C
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the Dolomites in the tentative list (01/2006), as part of a proposal heritage including
a large part of the Alps [Alps: a) Western Alps, b) Dolomites, c) Eastern Alps], the
involvement of local communities, associations and of the single citizens has
become even more important.
Thus, in 2005 local administration undertook the nomination process, granting an
old proposal. Administrations started at once, even if in different ways, to compare
with the stakeholders. Most of debates developed during the preliminary stages of
the first nomination, (we underline that it was for all four natural criteria), but they
always continued accelerating and deepening when UNESCO or IUCN suggested
to bring in some changes. The main discussions with local administrations,
territorial and environmental associations, as better explained afterwards, regarded
altogether perimeter problems, the kind of protection, the fear of some other
possible bonds, but also many requests to add further areas to the nominated
property.
The nomination defer, its substantial refocusing according to natural criteria vii and
viii, the deep area review of the component sites and the problem focusing, mainly
on a management level reopened the debate between administrations and
communities. The awareness of the value of the “Dolomites property”, the
consciousness that the different component sites must be permanent elements of
the territory subject to special protection, the introduction of the nominated
properties as unchanging elements of the territory, the perception that in terms of
legislation no further rule of laws have been added, changed the debate focusing
even more on the actions to undertake, the communication strategies, the
connections between the different systems and the management requisites.
The procedures and plan of action of the administrations are here summarized
underlining that the sharing process is a work in progress where past and future
meet on the same road. The started up participation is a process in progress that
involved the various worlds of the dolomitic community and began to connect them.
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Provincia di Belluno
The Provincia di Belluno shared the nomination process beginning a series of
comparison with single local administrations, with the Parks and other stakeholders
such as cultural institution (eg Fondazione Angelini) or environmental,
business/entrepreneurial associations (eg. Assindustria Belluno). Particularly the
offices of the Parco Nazionale delle Dolomiti Bellunesi and the Parco Regionale
Dolomiti di Ampezzo have always worked in synergy with the provincial
administration as far as the selection of the areas and their perimeters. As for the
municipalities of the province, the administration discussed the meaning of the
nomination and participated the perimeter selection of the various component
sites. On a total of 51 municipalities involved, 41 agreed with the nomination
granting the Province a file-leader role, 8 did not declare their opinion and 2
deliberated against the proposal. The municipalities supporting the nomination
have a percentage of 90% (favourable – abstained opinion) of the involved
population vs. a percentage of 1,44% ex pressing a contrary opinion.
Mainly for the 2007 nomination, the communities raised observations regarding
perimeters (many workshop on the matter followed), and about the concerns
regarding the possibilities that the possible insertion of the Property in the WHL
could increase the territory bonds.
The two municipalities that at the beginning were against to the initiative fear that
the inscription in the UNESCO WHL could impose new bonds on the territory and
limit man traditional activities in the mountains (hunting, wood superintendence,
etc.), the development of potential tourist infrastructures and facilities and
somehow could interfere with the territory management.
As for the next future meetings are scheduled in order to inform municipalities and
Mountain Communities about the state of the nomination.
Provincia Autonoma di Bolzano/Autonome Provinz Bozen
The stakeholder involvement, from Provincia Autonoma di Bolzano/Autonome
Provinz Bozen, began towards the end of the nineties with some meetings and
consultations with local communities. Since the official beginning of the nomination
process, in 2005, meetings have been held with all municipalities that were
interested in the nomination and that deliberated about this (see Table PAB). In the
same year the nomination has been presented to the most important local alpinistic
associations (Club Alpino Italiano – Alto Adige and Alpenverein Südtirol). In 2006,
in Dobbiaco/Toblach, the progress report has been presented to mayors assembly.
In 2006 and 2007 the nomination and the progress report have been related to all
management committees of the interested provincial natural parks, (Fanes-SenesBraies, Dolomiti Sesto, Sciliar-Catinaccio and Puez-Odle). These committees are
composed by representatives of the different provincial technical offices, by the
representatives of each municipalities, by farmers and by experts in environmental
management. From 2005 up today the nomination process has been widely
presented to the press and to local media. Further informative meetings with the
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mayors are scheduled in Spring 2009. During the initial consultation phase only the
municipality of Selva di Val Gardena expressed against the nominations, because of
the fear for additional bonds on the territory and an increase of the visitor flow in an
area that is characterized by a high touristic load.
Provincia di Pordenone
The province of Pordenone moved in its jurisdiction territory by means of
consultations and sharing in the definition of areas and perimeters with local
administrations, the Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane and the mountain communities.
As the nominated properties are included in the Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane, there
has been a particular synergy with the Park technical offices, that continued also
during the recent perimeter review of the component site. The Provincia di
Pordenone has moreover asked the municipalities to support the nomination
sending a letter to the Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali (MIBAC) and
through a official town council resolution. The nomination has not been interfered,
but it has been welcomed by local stakeholders with a great enthusiasm.
Provincia Autonoma di Trento
The location of the nominated areas, that was undertaken by the provincial
technical structures (Provincial Geological Survey, Servizio Urbanistica e tutela del
paesaggio, Dipartimento Risorse forestali e montane) was discussed at once with
the Provincial Council Committee, competent in environmental and territorial
matter (14/02/2005), with the Provincial Parks, with Association of Municipalities
(14/02/2005) and with all the Municipalities involved in the Nomination
(3/03/2005). All the documents and acts related to the Nomination have been
given to the local Municipalities (29/08/2005) before the official transmission of the
Nomination Document to the Unesco Offices. From September 2005, the
Administration has activated a web page with the description of the nomination
proceedings (documents, maps, explanations, etc).
The nominated areas are included in the new provincial Land plan, approved in
2008, and they are identified as invariants, being permanent elements of the
territory subject to special protection to ensure the sustainable and correct
development of the province.
The Land Plan with all its contents, during the approval process, have been
presented and discussed during the meetings that were held on the provincial
territory.
Provincia di Udine
Such as the provincia di Pordenone, the nomination process has been conducted
by the administration through consultations and meetings with the municipalities,
mountain communities and local associations. The Provincia di Udine has
furthermore asked the municipalities to support the nomination sending a letter to
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the Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali (MIBAC) and through a official town
council resolution. The important revision of the component sites that took to the
exclusion of some areas, has raised protests from the involved communities.
However there have not been significant oppositions to the nomination.
Other Consultation with National or International Committees and Associations
More difficult to summarize is the debate that there has been between
environmental associations, and the organizing committee.
Various environmental associations such as the International Commission for the
Protection of the Alps (CIPRA International), Mountain Wilderness International
and Legambiente had raised some doubts on the nomination terms. The main
criticism was that a weak proposal had been done, nominating only already
protected areas, a serial property instead of the total territory of the Dolomites and
above all a nomination which was limited only to naturalistic criteria. Lately there
have been numerous interventions and debates on this matter. The nomination
review, the homogenization of the component sites according to geological and
landscape criteria, the enlargement of the nominated territory to areas that are
outside the parks, the inclusion of large areas below the rock walls according to the
landscape integrity, has reduced and diminished the partial opposition of all those
association that had strongly supported the nomination. As a matter of fact CIPRA
has officially given its support to this nomination (cf. Annex 3), recommending that
the nomination would follow the principles of the Alpine Convention that is an
international agreement for the promotion of sustainable development in the Alps.
Also the letter in support of the nomination written by the alpinist Reinhold Messner,
creator of MMM Messner Mountain Museums, but mainly one of the charismatic
figure of the alpine environmentalism, shows that the organizing committee and the
environmentalist associations have moved closer together.
A new series of stakeholder consultation, finalised to focus the complexity of the
overall management plan, is in preparation course.
Appendix 3.0 encloses a list of the past stakeholder consultations, which have been
involved representatives of the main organisations such Municipalities, Mountain
Communities, Natural Parks (national, regional and provincial), Associations, the Alpine
Clubs (CAI, SAT, AVS), environmental and geological associations, CIPRA, cultural
institutes, cable-cars managers, etc.

h see APPENDIX 3.0

Other contributions to increase the visibility and the knowledge of the nominated
property to the public opinion, stakeholders and scientific community
The nomination website is in yet under construction. A preliminary version of the
website is now visible online at the http://www.parchinaturali.bz.it/it. The definitive
name will be chosen in the planned workshops.
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Presentations of the scientific meaning of the Nomination
• Dolomiti in Scienza 2008, Sala Bianchi, Belluno, 24/05/2008: Lecture: Prof.
Piero Gianolla – “Dolomiti patrimonio UNESCO”
• RAI Ladina, Bolzano, 14/7/2008: Television interview: Prof. Mario Panizza "La ricerca geomorfologica nelle Dolomiti"
• Corvara, Val Badia 14/7 /2008: Lecture: "La geomorfologia delle Dolomiti";
(speaker Prof. Mario Panizza);
• RAI 3, Radio Scienza, 7/8 : Radio interview: Prof. Mario Panizza - "Le
ricerche sulla diversità geomorfologica delle Dolomiti";
• Bergamo, 7/10/08, Bergamo-Scienza; Conference "La geodiversità
geomorfologica delle Dolomiti, metodi e ricerche di valutazione e
valorizzazione" (speaker Prof. Mario Panizza);
• Conegliano (TV), 1/12/08, Comune e CAI di Conegliano. Conference:"La
geomorfologia delle Dolomiti" (speaker Prof. Mario Panizza)
Presentation and Scientific contributions related to the Nomination in the WHL of
the Dolomites at Conferences and Meetings
• Geoitalia, 2007 - Sesto Forum Italiano di Scienze della Terra Rimini 14-16
settembre 2007, SESSION T59 - Il patrimonio geologico come risorsa.
Convener e Chairperson: Proff. Miriam D'Andrea and Mario Panizza:
• Gianolla P. & Andreetta R. - Nomination of the Dolomites for inscription on
the World Natural Heritage List Unesco: the Geological Contribution.
Epitome. Vol.2.
• 2008, 6-14th August: 33rd International Geological Congress, Oslo;
Symposium “Geoheritage and Society”, coorganised by Unesco, IAG,
ProGeo, EGN and GGN, IUGS. IES-03 Geosites and landscape,
conservation and management strategies. P a n i z z a M . - T h e
geo(morpho)diversity of the Dolomites (Italy): A key of assessment and
management.
• Rimini, 6/6 2008, National Congress "Ambiente-Territorio" Panizza M. - La
geodiversità morfologica delle Dolomiti: una chiave di valutazione e
valorizzazione ambientali.
• Camerino (MC), 23/10/08, Convegno Nazionale "Geologia & Turismo" Open
Lecture: Panizza M. - L'esempio delle Dolomiti in una ricerca
geomorfologica di promozione culturale;
• Firenze, 13/11/08, Giornate della Geografia. Invited Lecture: Panizza M. - La
valorizzazione del patrimonio geologico delle Dolomiti, attraverso il concetto
di geomorfodiversità;
• Chambery (France), 23/01/09, Meeting Via GeoAlpina (International Year
Planet Earth): Panizza M. - Presentation of the methodology for the
preparation of geological itineraries in the Italian Alps;
• Strasbourg (France), 7/2/2009, Convegno Internazionale "Landslides
processes", Invited Lecture: Panizza M. - Geomorphological researches on
recent rock falls and topples in the Dolomites.
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Other planned scientific initiatives
• Ljubljana (Slovenia), 20/3/09, Meeting Via GeoAlpina (International Year
Planet Earth) Examples of geological itineraries in the Dolomites (speaker
Prof. Mario Panizza);
• Arenzano (GE), Geoparco del Beigua, 28-30/5/09, Convegno Nazionale,
"Geologia & Turismo" – Esempi di valorizzazione geo-turistica: il caso delle
Dolomiti (Speaker Prof. Mario Panizza);
• Parigi (France), 10-12/6/09, Colloque international de Géomorphologie,
"Géomorphosites" Open Lecture : Mise en valeur du patrimoine
géomorphologique: des examples dans les Dolomites (Speaker Prof. Mario
Panizza)
• Dolomites 29/06-5/07- 2009, Presentation of the Nominated Property to the
“Italian group of carbonatologists” official section of the SGI (Italian
Geological Society) trough the Annual Geological Excursion (Leader Prof.
Piero Gianolla);
• Dolomites September 2010, Presentation of the Nominated Property to the
international geological community trough the organization of the "8th
International Triassic Field Workshop; September 2010" (Leader Prof. Piero
Gianolla).
• Trento, 27 February 2009, Trentino School of Management - Master in
Tourism Management. Lecture: "The Unesco Nomination of the Dolomites:
a management strategy model for serial sites" (speaker: landscape architect
Cesare Micheletti).
• Genua, May 2009, Landscape Architecture Faculty, Lecture: "The dolomitic
landscape. An archetype of the natural beauty in western culture" (speaker:
landscape architect Cesare Micheletti)
• Caderzone (TN), May 2009, Adamello-Brenta Park. Presentation of the
management strategy planned for the Nominated Property to annual park
congress. Speaker: land. arch. Cesare Micheletti.
• Genua, May 2009, National Congress of AIAPP (IFLA italian division),
Conference: "Nomination of the Dolomites for inscription on the Unesco
WHL: the landscape contribution" (speaker: landscape architect Cesare
Micheletti).
• Cavalese (TN), Contemporary Arts Centre, July-October 2009,"Dolomites
visions" - Cultural event on the perception of mountain landscape (exhibition
and roundtables). Leader land. arch. Cesare Micheletti
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A. REVISED MAP
OF THE ENTIRE NOMINATED SERIAL PROPERTY
In this Appendix a short discussion on the main corrections with attached map
showing the specific variations is presented for each component site. A general
map and a summary table show all the modifications introduced and in which all
the followed criteria have been specified; sometimes an adjustment answer to more
than one criterion at the same time.

a. Summarizing table of boundaries modifications
Criteria of modification for the Core Zones
COMPONENT SITE

1. Pelmo-Croda da Lago

Coherence
with
preexisting
tutelage
perimeters

Recognizability
in the field

3

Integrity
respect
Criterion vii

Integrity
respect
Criterion viii

1, 2

2. Marmolada
3. Pale di San Martino-San Lucano - Dolomiti
Bellunesi – Vette Feltrine

10, 11

4. Dolomiti Friulane/Dolomitis Furlanis e
d'Oltre Piave
5. Dolomiti Settentrionali/Nördliche
DolomitenCadorine, Sett Sass

6

6. Puez-Odle / Puez-Geisler / Pöz-Odles
7. Sciliar-Catinaccio / Schlern-Rosengarten Latemar
8. Rio delle Foglie/Bletterbach

3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 10,
11

2, 4, 5, 4, 5, 6, 7,
6, 7, 8, 9
8, 9

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

2, 3

1, 4, 7

2, 3, 4, 5

1

1

2

1

2

9. Dolomiti di Brenta
Criteria of modification for the Buffer Zones
COMPONENT SITE

1. Pelmo-Croda da Lago

Coherence
with
preexisting
tutelage
perimeters

Recognizability
in the field

Integrity
respect
Criterion vii

c

a, b

a, c, e, g

b, d, f

Integrity
respect
Criterion viii

2. Marmolada
3. Pale di San Martino-San Lucano - Dolomiti
Bellunesi – Vette Feltrine
4. Dolomiti Friulane/Dolomitis Furlanis e
d'Oltre Piave
5. Dolomiti Settentrionali/Nördliche
DolomitenCadorine, Sett Sass
6. Puez-Odle / Puez-Geisler / Pöz-Odles
7. Sciliar-Catinaccio / Schlern-Rosengarten Latemar
8. Rio delle Foglie/Bletterbach
9. Dolomiti di Brenta



a
d, f

a, c, e

a, b, g
a

a

1

b. Comparative maps by each CS

Component site n. 1
Pelmo – Croda da Lago
This component site was previously named Pelmo – Nuvolau, the modification of
the nominated property as request during the IUCN field visit with the suffered
cancellation of the area including the Mt Nuvolau and Mt Averau obliges the choice
of a new name. The new name Pelmo – Croda da Lago from two of the most
suggestive peaks of the area is proposed.
All the modifications suggested during the IUCN evaluators visit have been
accepted; besides the complete revision of the boundaries of the core and buffer
zones has taken to the following discussed corrections.
Modification of the Core zone
1 This is the main change in the nominated area and consists in the exclusion
of the area with the Mt Nuvolau and Mt Averau. The new border is settled
southward the road of the Passo Giau (SP 638), that is now not more
included in the nominated area.
2 The border of the core zone has been slightly modified to leave out the main
road (Strada Provinciale 638 del Passo di Giau).
3 The border has been slightly moved northward to be included in the
protected areas, settled above of 1600 meters in altitude (Law decree n. 42,
January 22nd, 2004).
Modification of the Buffer zone
a) Col Gallina, Mt Averau, 5 Torri. Following the modification as discussed at
the point n. 1, the boundary of the buffer zone has been strongly reduced
and moved southwards. The new border is settled southward the road of the
Passo Giau (SP 638).
b) Mt Pore. The border has been shifted eastward the main road (SP 638).
c) Rocheta. The border has been modified to correspond with the limit of the
protected areas settled above of 1600 meters in altitude (Law decree n. 42,
February 22nd, 2004).
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Component site n. 2
Marmolada
No modifications were suggested and no significant modification have been
made.
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Revised map of Component site n. 1
Pelmo – Croda da Lago


reference to ND p. 112-113 § 2
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Datum WGS84 Projection UTM zone 32
Digital Elevation Data from the Italian Military
Geographic Institute combined with NASA SRTM v2
data for the area outside the Dolomites;
River and urbanization data from provinces of Belluno,
Bolzano/Bozen, Pordenone, Trento, Udine, and
VMAP level 0; International Borders from the Digital
Chart Map of the World; Protected area boundaries
from provinces of Belluno, Bolzano/Bozen, Pordenone,
Trento, and Udine.
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Revised map of Component site n. 2
Marmolada



h reference to ND p. 126-127 § 2
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Component site n. 3
Pale di San Martino - San Lucano - Dolomiti Bellunesi - Vette Feltrine
The modifications suggested during the IUCN evaluators visit have been mainly
accepted; only the reduction of the core zone in the Sass de Mura - Piz Sagron area,
has not been accepted. After long discussion with the direction of the Parco
Nazionale delle Dolomiti Bellunesi and with the expert of the administration we
decide to maintain this area inside the nominated property because the two
mountains represent the highest peaks in the area and they have a great landscape
value.
Otherwise the complete revision of the boundaries of the core and buffer zones has
taken to the following discussed corrections.
Modification of the Core zone:
1 The boundary have been shifted northward to include the peaks of Cima
Pape and the crest to Sass Negher. This area have been added as it shows
the relationship between carbonate platform and the onlapping volcanic
succession in spectacular way.
2 The Valle di San Lucano, with the road and the small village of Col di Prà, that
was previously included in the core area, it has been here excluded. The new
perimeter is established at the base of the main slopes.
3 Eastern slope of Mt Agner. This boundary has been modified to make it
recognizable in the field: now it follows exactly the base of the main slopes
and is completely included in area of tutelage.
4, 5 According to suggestions from the direction of the Parco Nazionale delle
Dolomiti Bellunesi, small enlargements of the core area have been done in
the area of the Mt. Colaz, Mt. delle Capre and Corno del Comedon following
the main morphological features (ridges and crests).
6 The south-western segment of the nominated area and the area of Mt
Carpeneda have been slightly modified for the creation of this boundaries,
following the main morphological features.
7 According to suggestions from the direction of the Parco Nazionale delle
Dolomiti Bellunesi the boundary has been enlarged to include the main
crests (from Mt Pala del Cisio to Mt Piavon; from P.sso Cimia to Mt Pizzocco
8
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and F.lla Intrigos). Thus, the boundary follows the main morphological
features and is better recognizable in the field.
8, 9 South eastern side of Monti del Sole; Mt Schiara – Mt Pelf – Mt Talvena.
These segments have been modified following the main morphological
features (crests and toe of main walls).
10, 11 Pramper and Spitz di Mezzodì and Castello di Moschesin. These
segments have been slightly modified according to the boundary of the
National Park and the main morphological features.

Modification of the Buffer zone:
a) Mt Pettenassa-Valle di Gares. The border has been moved northward to
correspond with the limit of the protected area (SCI).
b) Valle di San Lucano. Following the modification of the core zone n. 2, this
polygon has been cut off.
c) Piz di Mezzodì. The border has been modified to correspond to the limit of
the protected area (Parco Nazionale delle Dolomiti Bellunesi).
d) Croce d'Aune. The buffer zone has been shifted northward, excluding thus
the area crossed by the road (SP473 di Croce d'Aune).
e) Mt San Mauro – Col Grand di Cesio - F.lla Intrigos - Spiz Vedana – Masiere –
Mt Serva. The border has been modified to correspond to the limit of the
protected area (Parco Nazionale delle Dolomiti Bellunesi).
f) Val Pramper. The boundary has been moved northward to improve the
aesthetic integrity of the entire valley.
g) Crep di Pecol. The border has been moved to correspond with the limit of the
protected area (SCI).
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h reference to ND p. 150-151 § 2
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Component site n. 4
Dolomiti Friulane/Dolomitis Furlanis e d'Oltre Piave
The modifications suggested during the IUCN evaluators visit have been accepted;
besides the complete revision of the boundaries of the core and buffer zones has
taken to the following discussed corrections.
Modification of the Core zone
1 The border has been shifted north-west following the crest between Cima
Laste and Cima Cadin di Toro to make it better recognizable in the field and
to improve the geological integrity of the area.
2, 3, 4 – According to suggestions from the direction of the Parco Naturale delle
Dolomiti Friulane, a consistent enlargement of the eastern border following
the main ridges have been introduced to improve aesthetic aspects of the
component site.
Modification of the buffer zone
a) Mt Toc - Vajont lake – S. Martino. This area has been cut off and the
boundary has been moved further northward of the road (Strada Provinciale
251 della Val di Zoldo e Val Cellina).
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Component site n. 5
Dolomiti Settentrionali/Nördliche Dolomiten
All the modifications suggested during the IUCN evaluators visit have been
accepted; besides the complete revision of the boundaries of the core and buffer
zones has taken to the following discussed corrections.
Modification of the Core zone
1 Valle della Rienza/Rienztal; a small reduction of the core zone to exclude the visual
impact of the high voltage electric line as recommended from the IUCN evaluators.
2 The border has been moved at the base of the slope of Mt Cristallo massif
from Col Valfonda to Pontes de Forame de Inze. In this way the border
follows the main morphological trim of the area in a more coherent way.
3 Torre Siorpaes – Valle di Lavaredo - Val dei Toni. The border has been
modified to improve the integrity of geological and geomorphological
aspects and the recognizability of its boundary in the field.
4 Val d'Oten. The border has been modified to improve the integrity of
geological and geomorphological aspects of the area: in this way the higher
part of the glacial valley is included.
5 Valon between Tofana di Rozes and Tofana di Mezzo. The border has been
slightly extended to maintain the aesthetic integrity of the area.
6 Eastern slope of Tofana di Mezzo, P.ta Anna. The border has been modified
according to the boundary of the Parco Naturale delle Dolomiti di Ampezzo.
7 F.lla Lagazuoi. Modificated to improve the aesthetic integrity of the area.
Modification of the buffer zone
a) Following the modification of the core zone as discuss in point 2, the border
has been moved northwards.
b) Mt Cristallo – P.sso Tre Croci. A small reduction of the buffer zone to exclude
the ski-facility has been introduced. The new border corresponds to
boundary of the Parco Naturale delle Dolomiti Ampezzane.
c) Misurina Lake – Colle delle Saline. This segment has been slightly modified
according to the main morphological features.
d) Val Ansiei – Mt Rusiana. The border has been moved to correspond with the
limit of the protected area (SCI, SPZ).
e) Val Ansiei – Colle di Ligonto. This segment has been moved northward
according to the main morphological features.
f) Croda Mandrin – Cima Tuoro – La Memora. This segment has been modified
to correspond with the limit of the protected area (SCI, SPZ).
g) Cima dei Colesei. A small reduction of the buffer zone to exclude the skifacility has been introduced.
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Revised map of Component site n. 5
Dolomiti Settentrionali/Nördliche
Dolomiten
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Component site n. 6
Puez-Odle/Puez – Geisler/Pöz – Odles
All the modifications suggested during the IUCN evaluators visit have been
accepted.
Modification of the Core zone:
1) Northern slope of Mt Tullen. The boundary has been slightly changed
following the well recognizable limit of the plain and to improve the aesthetic
integrity of the area.
2) Mt Seceda- The boundary has been moved northwards to improve the
integrity of geological and geomorphological aspects.
Modification of the buffer zone:
a) Mt Seceda. According the modification of the core zone n. 2, the border has
been shifted northwards.
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Component site n. 7
Sciliar – Catinaccio/Schlern – Rosengarten – Latemar
All the modifications suggested during the IUCN evaluators visit have been
accepted.
Modification of the Core zone
1) Tschamin Tal-Val di Ciamin. The boundary has been moved northwards to
improve the aesthetic integrity.
2) The boundary have been shifted eastward to include the peaks of El Col,
Cima da Ciamp and Sass Picol to improve the integrity of geological aspects.
In this way the spectacular relationship between carbonate platform and the
onlapping volcanic succession is included.
Modification of the buffer zone
a) El Col, Cima da Ciamp and Sass Picol. This segment has been modified to
correspond to the boundary of the protected area (SCI).
g) Cima dei Colesei. A small reduction of the buffer zone to exclude the skifacility has been introduced.
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h reference to ND p. 222-223 § 2
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Revised map of Component site n. 7
Sciliar – Catinaccio/Schlern –
Rosengarten – Latemar
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Digital Elevation Data from the Italian Military
Geographic Institute combined with NASA SRTM v2
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Bolzano/Bozen, Pordenone, Trento, Udine, and
VMAP level 0; International Borders from the Digital
Chart Map of the World; Protected area boundaries
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Component site n. 8
Rio delle Foglie / Bletterbach
No modifications were suggested and no significant modification have been
made.
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Component site n. 9
Dolomiti di Brenta
No modifications were suggested and no significant modification have been
made.
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Revised map of Component site n. 9
Dolomiti di Brenta
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A.2.0. DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT LEGAL STATUS

h reference to ND p. 302 §5.a

The nominated property enjoys various degrees of protection which can be put
together on international, national and local levels. The ND (cf. § 5..b.1-2-3 p.
302-311) summarises the information relating to the degree and the legal value of
the protection in progress, illustrating through synoptic maps the overlapping of
the nominated areas (core and buffer) and the specific level of protection.

a. protection status by national regulations
The framework law about protected areas (law of 6th December 1991, n.394)
envisages the prohibition of actions that may change the morphology of the
territory, the natural, hydraulic or hydro-geothermal balances, by restoring, in
case of violation, the sites or the plant and animal species eventually damaged
(art. 6), as well as by promoting reclamation activities for water, air and soil, and
works for the conservation and renewal of the territory (including farming and
forestal activities), and sustainable tourism (art. 7).
86% of the nominated zone (core zone) is protected by a special regulation
introduced by article 142 of the Code of cultural heritage and landscape
(Legislative Decree n. 42 of 22 January 2004 last modified by Decrees 62 and 63
of 26 March 2008). This article states that the areas around lakes, rivers and
streams, the mountains above 1,600 metres, the glaciers and the forests must
have a special protection compared to that envisaged for the rest of the Italian
state.
The Code establishes, in general, that the State, the Regions, the other Public
Bodies as well as all those subjects who in their public capacity intervene on the
national territory, must use the territory properly and protect the characteristic
landscape (Article 136, clause 6).
After its modification in Decrees n. 62 and 63 of 26 March 2008 the Code
particularly states that the mountain areas above 1,600 metres must be put
under specific regulations concerning landscape plans by the Regions (article
135).
Article 135 states that, for every area, the landscape plans must set out
appropriate limitations and provisions, intended to conserve the constitutive
elements and the morphology of the areas under protection and to identify the
lines of urban and building development, according to their compatibility with the
1

different recognized and protected landscape values, paying particular attention
to the protection of the sites listed in UNESCOs World Heritage List (article 135,
clause 4, letter d).
Furthermore the landscape plans (article 143) envisage the recognition of the
areas under special regulation since they are above 1,600 metres; they entail
limitations on their use to ensure the conservation of their special characteristics
and depending on this, their optimization. They also envisage the analysis of the
dynamics of transformation of the territory in order to identify the risk factors and
the vulnerable elements of the landscape, as well as identifying the necessary
measures for the correct insertion, in the landscape context, of the
transformation of the territory, in order to achieve sustainable development of the
areas in question.
Article 146 of the Code states that the owners or holders of any of the areas
concerned (and therefore of the mountain areas too) cannot destroy them, nor
introduce any changes which would cause damage to the landscapes which are
the object of protection. Furthermore, for any possible interventions, it will be
necessary to get authorization beforehand to check if the planned intervention is
compatible with the protected area in question.
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The nominated territories have landscape plans or territorial plans intended to
prevent any indiscriminate exploitation of the territory, optimizing the
characteristics and the uniqueness. For instance it is worth mentioning the plans
drawn up by the Autonomous Region of Friuli Venezia Giulia, the Region of the
Veneto and the Autonomous Province of Trento which raise the level of protection
of the candidate zones envisaging complex processes of assessment of the
environmental impact of any activity to be carried out in the zones.
Autonomous Region of Friuli Venezia Giulia
Presidential decree n. 0329/Pres. of 16 October 2007 – adoption of the Regional
Territorial Plan affecting all the territory of the Region.
The RTP was ascribed significant landscape value pursuant to article 143 of
Legislative Decree 42/2004 s.m.i. and the inter-institutional agreement signed on
22 November 2006 between the Ministry for Culture and the Ministry for the
Environment and the Preservation of the Territory and the Autonomous Region of
Friuli Venezia Giulia, for the joint drafting of the RTP in relation to its significance
as a Landscape Plan.
Veneto Region
Resolution of the Regional Council of the Veneto 13 December 1991, n. 250
Territorial Regional Coordination Plan (TRCP)
(this is the resolution with which the TRCP in force responds to the obligation
deriving from Law n. 431 of 8 August 1985 to protect zones of particular
environmental interest, by identifying, surveying and protecting a wide range of
categories of cultural and environmental assets).
Autonomous Province of Trento
Provincial Law n. 5 of 27 May 2008, Approval of the new provincial urban plan.
The provincial urban plan (PUP) is the planning and governing instrument of the
whole provincial territory which through the introduction of a landscape and
heritage map (invariants) including the candidate sites, gives substance to the
above mentioned public disciplines.
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b.

protection of community regulations

Alongside the special protection regulation introduced by the Code of Cultural
Heritage and Landscape, the regulations approved by the European Union
strengthen the special and effective protection of the candidate territory.
The Habitat Directive 92/43/EEC and Birds Directive 79/409/EEC which make
up the so called Nature 2000 Network guarantee special protection to sites of
community importance (SCI) and the specially protected zones (SPZ) and
about 70% of the candidate site falls within SCI or SPZ.

n. component site



SCI (Sites of Community Importance) / SPZ (Special Protected Zones)

1

Pelmo-Croda da
Lago

SCI IT3230017 Monte Pelmo-Mondeval-Formin

2

Marmolada

SCI IT3120129 Marmolada Glacier (TN)
SCI IT3230005 Marmolada Chain(BL)

3

Pale di San Martino
– San Lucano –
Dolomites Belluno –
Vette Feltrine

SCI IT3120010 Pale di San Martino (TN)
SCI IT3120011 Val Venegia (TN)
SCI/SPZ IT3230043 Pale di San Martino: Focobon, Pape-San Lucano, Agner
Croda Granda (BL)
SCI/SPZ IT3230084 Civetta – Cime di San Sebastiano (BL)
SCI IT3120126 Val Noana (TN)
SCI/SPZ IT3230083 Feltrine Dolomites and Belluno Dolomites

4

Friulian Dolomites
and Oltre Piave

SCI IT3230080 Val Talagona-Chain Monte Cridola-Monte Duranno (BL)
SPZ IT3230089 Cadore Dolomites and Comelico Dolomites (BL)
SCI IT3310001 Friulian Dolomites (PN-U)
SPZ IT3311001 Friulian Dolomites (PN-UD)

5

Northern Dolomites

SPZ/SCI IT3110049 Fanes-Senes-Braies Nature Reserve(BZ)
SPZ/SCI IT3110050 Sesto Dolomites Nature Reserve (BZ)
SCI IT3230078 Popera-Dolomites Chain of Auronzo and Val Comelico
Dolomites (BL)
SPZ IT3230089 Cadore Dolomites and Comelico Dolomites (BL)
SCI/SPZ IT3230071 Ampezzo Dolomites (BL)
SCI/SPZ IT3230081 Antelao-Marmarole-Sorapis Chains (BL)
SPZ IT3230086 Col di Lana – Settsas-Cherz (BL)

6

Puez-Odle

SCI/SPZ IT3110026 Valle di Funes in the Puez-Odle Nature Reserve (BZ)
SCI IT3110027 Gardena-Valle Lunga-Puez in the Puez-Odle Nature Reserve
(BZ)

7

Sciliar-CatinaccioLatemar

SCI IT3120119 Val Duron (TN)
SCI IT3120106 Nodo del Latemar (TN)
SCI/SPZ IT3110029 Scilar-Catinaccio Nature Reserve (BZ)

8

Rio delle Foglie

--

9

Brenta Dolomites

SCI IT3120009 Brenta Dolomites (TN)
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The dispositions - respectively state, regional and of the autonomous
provinces - have given full and correct implementation to the European
regulations relating to SCI/SPZ:
1. Veneto Regional Council Resolution n. 2803, 4 October 2002
Implementation of EU Directive 92/43 and Presidential Decree n.
357/1997 – Methodological guide for the assessment of impact –
procedure and operating methods.
2. Veneto Regional Council Resolution n. 2371, 27 August 2006
EU Directive 92/43 and 79/409. Presidential Decree 357/1997.
Approval of the document relating to conservation measures for the
zones under special protection pursuant to EU Directives 79/40 and
92/43 and Presidential Decree 357/1997.
3. Veneto Region Law n. 40 of 16 August 1984
New regulations for the institution of parks and regional nature
reserves.
4. Decree of the President of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano, n. 63
of 26 October 2001
Assessment of the impact of projects and plans inside the zones of the
European Ecological network, to implement EU Directive 92/43.
5. Law n. 11 of the Autonomous Province of Trento 23 May 2007
Government of the forest and mountain territory, water courses and
protected areas.

SCI
n.

component site

buffer

core

SPZ
buffer

core

PARK
buffer

1 Pelmo-Croda da Lago

99%

99%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2 Marmolada

70%

41%

0%

0%

0%

0%

3 Pale di San Martino –
San Lucano – Dolomites
Belluno – Vette Feltrine

98%

91%

97%

90%

62%

67%

4 Friulian Dolomites and
Oltre Piave

98%

90%

98%

90%

88%

71%

5 Northern Dolomites

95%

89%

95%

90%

72%

38%

6 Puez-Odle

99%

61%

38%

77%

99%

99%

7 Sciliar-CatinaccioLatemar

59%

69%

42%

51%

47%

60%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

37%

100% 100%

100%

94%

100%

100%

83%

82%

71%

60%

8 Rio delle Foglie
9 Brenta Dolomites
TOTAL
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94%
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c.

other special protection regulations

Further protection to some of the candidate zones is given by the presence in the
territory of both Regional and National Nature Reserves. 71 % of the candidate
zone (core zone) falls within the following reserves:
1 National park of the Belluno Dolomites established by Presidential Decree of
12 July 1993;
2 Regional Nature Park of the Ampezzo Dolomites established by law n. 21 of
the Region of the Veneto on 22 March 1990;
3 Friulian Dolomites Nature Park established by article 41 of Law n. 42 of the
Region of Friuli Venezia-Giulia on 30 September 1996;
4 Paneveggio-Pale di San Martino provincial Nature Park established by Law
n. 7 of the Autonomous Province of Trento on 12 September 1967;
5 Adamello-Brenta provincial Nature Park established by Law n. 7 of the
Autonomous Province of Trento on 12 September 1967;
6 Fanes – Senes – Braies Nature Park established by Presidential Decree n.
72/V/LS of the President of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano on 4 March
1980;
7 Puez Odle Nature Park established by Presidential Decree n. 29/V/LS of the
President of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano on 31 October 1977 and
n. 400 on 13 October 1999;
8 Sciliar – Catinaccio Nature Park established by Decree n. 68 of the President
of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano on 16 September 1974;
9 Sesto Dolomites Nature Park in the Municipality of Dobbiaco, Sesto and San
Candido established by Decree n. 103/V/81 of the President of the
Autonomous Province of Bolzano on 22 December 1981.
The managing bodies of the nature reserves not only apply the state and European
regulations adopted by the proponents, but they constantly link up in implementing
institutive regulations with the local communities. Every intervention inside the
nature reserves is subject to building authorization and the landscape and
environment protection which ensures complete protection of the zone.
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Some zones are also the subject of special disciplines, where required. For
example, the following dispositions should be noted:
• Law n. 42 of the Region of Friuli Venezia-Giulia on 30 September 1996
Regulations concerning regional parks and nature reserves.
• Veneto Region Law n. 40, 16 August 1984
New Regulations for the institution of regional parks and nature reserves
• Provincial law n. 16 of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano on 25 July 1970
Protection of the countryside.
• Provincial law n. 17 of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano on 12 March 1981
Dispositions or interventions to optimize nature reserves
• The area of Bletterbach/Rio delle Foglie is protected as a Natural Monument
by Decree n. 2/28.1 of the Director of Division on 15 March 2001 “Approval
of the revised landscape plan of the Municipality of Aldino”.
• Law n. 37 of the Autonomous Province of Trento on 31 October 1983
Protection of the mineral, paleontological, palaeothnological, speleological
and karst heritage.
• Law n. 10 of the Autonomous Province of Trento on 15 December 2004
Dispositions concerning town planning, protection of the environment,
public water, transport, fire fighting services, public works and hunting.

11
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Map of the nominated property,
showing the park areas

h reference to ND p. 310-311 §5.b
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A.2.1. SYNOPTIC TABLES OF MANAGEMENT PLANS,
RESOURCES AND FACILITIES PER CS
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Planning status
Key topics of existing management plans
Human and Financial resources
Visitors statistics and facilities
Supplementary information regarding Marmolada and Tofana

h reference to A. 5.1.; A. 5.2

1

L.P. 4 marzo 2008, n. 1
Urban planning and government of the territory
Ministerial decree 25 March 2004

L.R. 27 April 2004, n.11
Norms for the government of the territory
SCI IT3230005 D.G.R. Veneto n.1130 dd. 6.5.2002
SCI IT3230005 D.G.R. Veneto n.1522 dd. 7.6.2002

Conservation constrained area

Conservation constrained area

SCI IT3230005 Gruppo Marmolada (BL)

Park Management Plan

Territorial Co-ordination Plan (BL)

Territorial Co-ordination Plan (BL)

SCI/SPZ IT3230083
Dolomiti Feltrine and Dolomiti Bellunesi (BL)

SCI/SPZ IT3230084
Civetta - Cime di San Sebastiano (BL)

L.R. 27 April 2004, n.11
Territorial Co-ordination Plan (BL)
Norms for the government of the territory
SCI IT3230084 D.G.R. Veneto n.1522 dd. 7.6.2002 SCI/SPZ Management measures
IT3230084 D.G.R. Veneto n.4059 dd. 11.12.2007
Natura 2000 management plan in preparation by
Comunità Montana Cadore Longaronese Zoldo (BL)
SCI IT3230083 D.G.R. Veneto n.1522 dd. 7.6.2002 SCI/SPZ Management measures
IT3230083 D.G.R. Veneto n.4059 dd. 11.12.2007
Natura 2000 management plan in preparation by
Belluno Dolomites National Park

Conservation constrained area

Approval deliberation of provincial Council 30
December 2005 n. 2956 on safeguard measures of SCI

SIC - Ministerial decree 25 March 2004
ZPS Lagorai - Delib.G.P. 22 February 2007 n. 329

SCI IT3120011
Val Venegia (TN)*

in preparation

D.C.P. n.55
07/11/2008
in preparation

30/12/2005

30/12/2005

25/12/1996

d.G.R.Veneto, 21
November 2000
in preparation

D.C.P. n.55
07/11/2008
D.C.P. n.55
07/11/2008

L.P., n.5
27/05/2008
30/12/2005

Provincial Territorial Plan (TN)
Approval deliberation of provincial Council 30
December 2005 n. 2956 on safeguard measures of SCI

D.C.P. n.55
07/11/2008

D.C.P. n.55
07/11/2008

Territorial Co-ordination Plan (BL)

Territorial Co-ordination Plan (BL)

-

-

-

-

10 years

10 years

unlimited

-

-

2010

-

-

2028

-

-

last revision next planned
(ev.)
revision

10 years in course

10 years

10 years

unlimited

unlimited

20 years

unlimited

unlimited

PLANNING STATUS PER COMPONENT SIT E
plan type
plan term
approval date
(territorial plan / management plan)

SCI IT3230083 D.G.R. Veneto n.1522 dd. 7.6.2002 SCI/SPZ Management measures
IT3230083 D.G.R. Veneto n.4059 dd. 11.12.2007
Natura 2000 management planin preparation by Belluno
Dolomites National Park
Park Management Plan
Paneveggio-Pale di San Martino Provincial Natural L.P. 6 May 1988, n. 18
Park
Natural parks order
SCI IT3120010
SIC - Ministerial decree 25 March 2004
Approval deliberation of provincial Council 30
Pale di San Martino (TN)*
ZPS Lagorai - Delib.G.P. 22 February 2007 n. 328
December 2005 n. 2956 on safeguard measures of SCI

D.P.R. dd. 12 July 1993

SCI IT3230017 D.G.R. Veneto n.1130 dd. 6.5.2002 SCI
IT3230017 D.G.R. Veneto n.1522 dd.l 7.6.2002 SCI
IT3230017 D.G.R. Veneto n.4059 dd. 11.12.2007

SCI IT3230017
Monte Pelmo - Mondeval – Formin

SCI IT3120129
Ghiacciaio Marmolada (TN)

L.R. 27 April 2004, n.11
Norms for the government of the territory

Conservation constrained area

*(coincides with the perimeter of the Park and is always managed from the relevant Parks offices)

act / date of institution

PROTECTIVE STATUS PER COMPONENT SIT E

Belluno Dolomites National Park
CS 3
Pale di San MartinoSan Lucano - Dolomiti SCI/SPZ IT3230083
Dolomiti Feltrine and Dolomiti Bellunesi (BL)*
Bellunesi

CS 2
Marmolada

CS 1
Pelmo-Croda da lago

2

protective designation

a. Planning status

unlimited

D.C.P. n.55
07/11/2008

D.C.P. n.55
07/11/2008
in preparation

SCI IT3230078 D.G.R. Veneto n.1522 del 7.6.2002 SCI/SPZ Territorial Co-ordination Plan (BL)
IT3230078 D.G.R. Veneto n.4059 del 11.12.2007

SPZ IT3230089 D.G.R. Veneto n.4059 del 11.12.2007

Management measures

SCI IT3230002 D.G.R. Veneto n.1130 del 6.5.2002
SCI IT3230079 D.G.R. Veneto n.1522 del 7.6.2002
SCI/SPZ IT3230071 D.G.R. Veneto n.4059 del 11.12.2008

SCI IT3230086 D.G.R. Veneto n.4059 del 11.12.2007

L.R. 27 April 2004, n.11
Norms for the government of the territory

SCI/SPZ IT3230081
Gruppi Antelao - Marmarole – Sorapis (BL)

SPZ IT3230086
Col di Lana – Settsas – Cherz (BL)

Conservation constrained area

Territorial Co-ordination Plan (BL)

Management measures
Natura 2000 management plan in preparation by
Comunità Montana Comelico-Sappada (BL)
Management measures
Natura 2000 management plan in preparation by
Comunità Montana Centro Cadore (BL)

Management measures
Natura 2000 management plan in preparation by
Regole d'Ampezzo – Cortina (BL)

Environmental Plan

Natura 2000 management plan

Landscape Plan

D.G.R. Veneto
n.2371
27/07/2009
D.C.P. Belluno
n.55
07/11/2008

in preparation

D.C.R. Veneto
n.15
24/02/1999
in preparation

D.P.G.P.
22/12/1981
D.P.G.P. n. 3430
22/09/2008

SCI IT3230078
Gruppo del Popera - Dolomiti di Auronzo and
Dolomiti di Val Comelico (BL)
SPZ IT3230089
Dolomiti del Cadore e Dolomiti di Comelico (BL)

Ampezzo Dolomites Regional Natural Park

SPZ/SCI IT3110050
Parco Naturale Dolomiti di Sesto – Naturpark
Sextner Dolomiten (BZ)*

Sesto Dolomites Natural Park

Natura 2000 management plan

unlimited

unlimited

-

2010

10 years

10 years

2018

-

2017

-

-

2010
2010

10 years

unlimited

10 years

unlimited

10 years

in preparation

D.P.G.P.
04/03/1980
D.P.G.P. n. 4644
28/12/2007

unlimited

10 years
10 years

D.C.P. n.55
07/11/2008

1989

SCI IT3230002 D.G.R. Veneto n.1130 dd. 6.5.2002
SCI IT3230079 D.G.R. Veneto n.1522 dd. 7.6.2002
SCI/SPZ IT3230071 D.G.R. Veneto n.4059 dd. 11.12.2007

Landscape Plan

Management measures
Natura 2000 management plan in preparation by
Comunità Montana Comelico-Sappada (BL)
Territorial Co-ordination Plan (BL)

Conservation and Development Plan
Natura 2000 management plan in preparation by Friulan
Dolomites Natural Park
Territorial Co-ordination Plan (BL)

SCI/SPZ IT3230071
Dolomiti di Ampezzo (BL)*

L.R. 27 April 2004, n.11
Norms for the government of the territory

SCI IT3230080 D.G.R. Veneto n.1130 del 6.5.2002
SCI IT3230080 D.G.R. Veneto n.1522 del 7.6.2002
SCI IT3230080 D.G.R. Veneto n.4059 del 11.12.2007
SPZ IT3230089 D.G.R. Veneto n.4059 del 11.12.2007

L.R.Friuli Venezia-Giulia 30 September 1996, n. 42

Approval decree of the Provincial Council President of 4 May
1980, n. 72/V/LS
Decree of the Provincial Council President of 26 October
2001, n. 63; Updating: Provincial Council Deliberation n. 467
dd. 16.02.2004 and Decree of the Provincial Council
President n. 8 dd. 22.02.2006
Approval decree of the Provincial Council President of 22
December 1981, n. 103/V/81
Decree of the Provincial Council President of 26 October
2001, n. 63; Updating: Provincial Council Deliberation n. 467
dd. 16.02.2004 and Decree of the Provincial Council
President n. 8 dd. 22.02.2006
L.R. Veneto 22 March 1990, n. 21

Friulan Dolomites Regional Natural Park
SCI - IT3310001
Dolomiti Friulane (PN-UD)*
SCI IT3230080
Val Talagona - Gruppo Monte Cridola - Monte
Duranno (BL)
SPZ IT3230089
Dolomiti del Cadore and Dolomiti di Comelico
(BL)
Conservation constrained area

Fanes-Sennes-Braies Natural Park
CS 5
Dolomiti Settentrionali
Nördliche Dolomiten SPZ/SCI IT3110049
Parco Naturale Fanes-Senes-Braies – Naturpark
Fanes-Sennes-Prags (BZ)*

CS 4
Dolomiti Friulane /
Dolomitis Furlanis e
d'Oltre Piave

Nomination of the Dolomites
for inscription on the
World Natural Heritage List
UNESCO

APPENDIX 2.1
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CS 8
Rio delle
Foglie/Bletterbach

act / date of institution

plan type
(territorial plan / management plan)

L.P. 4 marzo 2008, n. 1
Urban planning and government of the territory

Approved as Natural Monument with the Landscape Plan of
Landscape Plan
the Aldino Commune (Decree of the director of the Natura and
Landscape Division of 15 March 2001, n. 2/28/1, published
on Official Bulletin n. 15/I-II del 10.04.2001

Conservation constrained area

Natural Monument
(protection category in observance of the
provincial Law 25 July 1970, n. 16, "Landscape
protection")

Provincial Territorial Plan

Approval deliberation of provincial Council 30
December 2005 n. 2956 on safeguard measures of SCI

Ministerial decree 25 March 2004

SCI IT3120119
Val Duron (TN)

Approval deliberation of provincial Council 30
December 2005 n. 2956 on safeguard measures of SCI

Ministerial decree 25 March 2004

Nova Ponente / Deutschnofen Landscape Plan

Nova Levante / Welschnofen Landscape Plan

Natura 2000 management plan in preparation

Landscape Plan

SCI IT3120106
Nodo del Latemar (TN)

Landscape conservation constrained area

Decree of the Provincial Council President of 16 September
1974, n. 68
Decree of the Provincial Council President of 26 October
2001, n. 63; Updating: Provincial Council Deliberation n. 467
dd. 16.02.2004 and Decree of the Provincial Council
President n. 8 dd. 22.02.2006
Decree of the Provincial Council President of 16 July 2007, n.
2434
Decree of the Provincial Council President of 14 March 1980,
n. 73/V/LS

Approval decree of the Provincial Council President of 31
Landscape Plan
October 1977, n. 29/V/LS
SCI IT3110027
Decree of the Provincial Council President of 26 October
Natura 2000 management plan
Gardena-Valle Lunga-Puez nel PN Puez-Odle –
2001, n. 63; Updating: Provincial Council Deliberation n. 467
Gröden-Langental-Puez im Naturpark Puez-Geisler dd. 16.02.2004 and Decree of the Provincial Council
(BZ)*
President n. 8 dd. 22.02.2006
Decree of the Provincial Council President of 26 October
SCI/SPZ IT3110026
Natura 2000 management plan
2001, n. 63; Updating: Provincial Council Deliberation n. 467
Valle di Funes-Sas de Putia nel Parco Naturale
dd. 16.02.2004 and Decree of the Provincial Council
Puez-Odle – Villnöß-Peitlerkofel im Naturpark
President n. 8 dd. 22.02.2006
Puez-Geisler (BZ)*

Puez-Odle Natural Park

protective designation

Sciliar-Catinaccio Natural Park
CS 7
Sciliar-Catinaccio /
– code IT 3110029
Schlern-Rosengarten SCI/SPZ
Parco Naturale dello Sciliar (BZ)*
Latemar

CS 6
Puez-Odle / PuezGeisler / Pöz-Odles

4
10/04/2001

L.P., n.5
27/05/2008

D.M 30/12/2005

D.M 30/12/2006

D.P.G.P.
16/07/2007
D.P.G.P.
14/03/1980

D.P.G.P.
16/09/1974
in preparation

D.P.G.P..n. 4643
28/12/2007

D.P.G.P.
31/10/1977
D.P.G.P. n. 4643
28/12/2007,

approval date

10 years

20 years

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited

10 years

10 years

unlimited

plan term

2011

2028

2017

2017

last revision next planned
(ev.)
revision

CS 9
Dolomiti di Brenta

L.P. 6 May 1988, n. 18
Natural Parks Order
L.P. 23 May 2007, n. 11
Government of the forest territory, mounts, water course and
protected areas

Ministerial decree 25 March 2004
Provincial Council Deliberation 22 February 2007 n. 328

Adamello-Brenta Provincial Natural Park

SCI IT3120009
Dolomiti di Brenta (TN)*

Approval deliberation of provincial Council 30
December 2005 n. 2956 on safeguard measures of SCI

Park Management Plan

D.M 30/12/2005

D.G.P. n. 6266
23/07/1999

10 years D.G.P. n. 2019-20
2306
11/09/20
08

Nomination of the Dolomites
for inscription on the
World Natural Heritage List
UNESCO
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Territorial Co-ordination Plan 2008 (Belluno)
SCI IT3230017 Monte Pelmo - Mondeval – Formin

Provincial Territorial Plan 2007 (Trento)
SCI IT3120129 Ghiacciaio Marmolada (TN)

CS 2
Marmolada

6

CS 1
Pelmo-Croda da lago

protective designation

In the geosites (Dolomites) the plan prohibits:
- actions that entail transformation, if not for their preservation, enhancement and protection,
- morphological and hydrogeological modifications, if not for reasons of public safety, security, and
the stabilization of slopes and land reclamation
In addition, the plan provides for specific measures with a view to the:
- the protection of the skyline and panoramas.
The plan provides for the identification of new geosites or modifications to the boundaries of those
already surveyed.

On and around the glaciers only special buildings with the sole function of civil defence and for the
safety of the area may be erected.

As part of the area’s ecological connectivity systems the land-use types and transformations
compatible with the protection and enhancement of both ecosystems and the cultural components
typical of the landscape of such places, will be identified.

The treasure of the Dolomites is a timeless asset - landscape features which go to make up the
distinctive characteristic of the area’s environment and territorial identity, with a stable or slowlychanging configuration and which are deserving of protection and promotion in order to ensure their
balanced and sustainable development within processes of evolution provided for and promoted by
means of territorial planning tools.
Topics covered in the legislation in the field of environmental and landscape protection:
- landscape protection
- preservation of environmental quality
- preservation of habitats
- protection of air and water from pollutants
- protection of protected areas from pollution produced by aircraft

Topics covered in the legislation in the field of environmental management and landscape:
- rules for projects within natural parks;
- rules for municipal solid waste disposal;
- rules on the use of containers in commerce (packaging regulations);
- rules covering the operation of aircraft within protected areas;
- rules covering the installation of broadcasting systems;
- measures covering energy conservation and the prevention of light pollution;
- rules covering the disposal of waste water.

The set of rules governing dolomitic treasures is the subject of an interprovincial programme that is
the basis of the candidature of the Dolomites as a world natural heritage site with the aim
of ensuring uniformity in their management and overall conservation and development.
In areas of high integrity the construction of special buildings may be permitted with the sole
function of civil defence for the safety of the area in question along with other
infrastructural works in the public interest, including alpine refuges.

The areas with high integrity, those made up of glaciers, rocks and wooded cliffs are timeless, and
are, as places that, for reasons of altitude, topography and geomorphology, the nature of their soils
and their accessibility, have suffered little or no human impact. therefore contribute significantly to
the identity of the landscape and the area of province itself. The dolomitic systems fall within this
category.

The dolomitic systems (treasures whose protection is essential), which play such an important role in
the landscape of the province, bring an aspect of high naturalness, remain timeless.
The management of the dolomitic systems making up the candidature of the Dolomites as a world
natural heritage site by UNESCO is the subject of an interprovincial programme to ensure uniformity
in their management and overall conservation and development.

In the area covered by glaciers only the maintenance and modernization of infrastructure and existing
buildings linked to the practice of skiing is permitted, including time limits and under the following
conditions:
- the structural integrity of the glacier must be guaranteed, including with regard to the practice of
skiing;
- rationalization measures and improvement work must also ensure improved environmental and
landscape quality.

Legislative topics in the sector covering the protection of geological heritage:
- Protection of national mineralogical, paleontological, paleoethnological and karstic treasures
- extraction or removal of minerals and fossils is forbidden.

topics on
geoheritage protection and management

topics on
landscape protection and management

b. Key topics of existing
management plans

CS 3
Pale di San Martino-San
Lucano - Dolomiti
Bellunesi

As part of the area’s ecological connectivity systems the land-use types and transformations
compatible with the protection and enhancement of both ecosystems and the cultural components
typical of the landscape of such places, will be identified.

The dolomitic systems (treasures whose protection is essential), which play such an important role in
the landscape of the province, bring an aspect of high naturalness, remain timeless.
The management of the dolomitic systems making up the candidature of the Dolomites as a world
natural heritage site by UNESCO is the subject of an interprovincial programme to ensure uniformity
in their management and overall conservation and development.
In the geosites (Dolomites) the plan prohibits:
- actions that entail transformation, if not for their preservation, enhancement and protection,
- morphological and hydrogeological modifications, if not for reasons of public safety, security, and
the stabilization of slopes and land reclamation
In addition, the plan provides for specific measures with a view to the:
- the protection of the skyline and panoramas.
The plan provides for the identification of new geosites or modifications to the boundaries of those
already surveyed.

The areas with high integrity, those made up of glaciers, rocks and wooded cliffs are timeless, and
are, as places that, for reasons of altitude, topography and geomorphology, the nature of their soils
and their accessibility, have suffered little or no human impact. therefore contribute significantly to
the identity of the landscape and the area of province itself. The dolomitic systems fall within this
category.

Consented activities:
- natural history observation and scientific research;
- hiking and mountain climbing
Prohibitions:
- forestry use, grazing and hay-cutting.
The plan foresees specific:
- provisions for the protection and restoration of the environment
- regulation of forestry and grazing activities
- limitations on roads and other infrastructure
- regulation of sporting and recreational activities
Prohibitions:
- introduction and use of any means of destruction or alteration of biogeochemical cycles;
- lighting fires outdoors;
- opening-up new roads or the widening of existing ones;
- opening-up and development of quarries;
- use of motorized vehicles apart from on state and provincial roads except for the use of vehicles req
- low-flying and landing of aircraft except for those used during emergencies, surveillance and fire-fig
- creation of landfills or any other activity which produces hydrogeological alterations, air, soil or wate
- diversion and utilization of surface or groundwater.

Glaciers
Within the park there are two glaciers (Fradusta and Travignolo) and both fall completely within the
area of the integral reserve. The Park promotes their monitoring in order to measure their state of
health.
In these areas the only activities allowed are for scientific research and educational and
Park management plan
Geological sites (Geotopes)
mountaineering trips. Also permitted, unless there are specific reasons for not doing so, are the
The Park promotes detailed surveys of sites of geomorphological interest (‘Geotopes’), with particular
*(coincides with the perimeter of the Paneveggio-Pale di San Martino maintenance and restoration of existing support infrastructure for hiking, climbing activities and
reference to karstic phenomena, dolinas, gorges, erratic boulders, alluvial cones, springs, waterfalls,
Natural Park and is always managed from the Natural Parks offices)
refuges. To guarantee the conduct of these activities, the ordinary and extraordinary maintenance of moraines, as well as stratigraphic aspects and mineral deposits.
the network of paths is permitted.
The Park takes care of the publication and the keeping up-to-date of geomorphological research,
identifying and classifying as "natural monuments”, any that constitute sites of great natural history
To limit and control the presence of people in areas covered by the integral reserve, the Park
interest.
Authority issues specific provisions regarding:
- limitations on the presence of tourists at certain sites or on certain routes at certain times of the
Prohibitions:
year, by controlling or discouraging the presence of walkers and following established guidelines
- undertaking any morphological transformation of the territory in these areas and to erect buildings
governing access to the Park;
of any kind.
- regulation of the sport of ski mountaineering, limited to the guidelines set out in the maps covering - engaging in the practice of grazing; for areas currently used for this purpose that fall into the land
Prohibitions:
use classifications of "cliffs", "grazing" and "forests with limited naturalness" the Park Authority
- transit using any vehicle, unless authorized by the Director of the Park for reasons of environmental promotes a policy of gradual disengagement;
- mushrooms collection;
- implementing any silvicultural or agricultural work in areas of land use classifications of "cliffs", "gra
- opening up additional roads or paths;
- opening new quarries and mines,
- camping, except in emergency situations;
- extracting and / or collection of minerals, fossils and karstic concretions.
- use of mountain bikes or engaging in the activity of grass skiing;
The extraction and/or collection, only for scientific reasons and for study may be approved in complia
- engaging in any organized sporting event

Paneveggio-Pale di San Martino Provincial Natural Park In areas within the integral reserve (zone A) lie areas of high value natural resources, which may be
very sensitive and vulnerable. These are areas of high naturalness, in which, however, human
SCI IT3120010 Pale di San Martino (TN)*
activities take place, particularly Alpine hiking.
SCI IT3120011 Val Venegia (TN)*

and is always managed from the National Parks offices)

The zones of integral reserve occur largely in areas of higher environmental value and with more
Integral reserve zones
evident sensitivity, or in areas which are closest to conditions of natural balance, containing systems
and components of significant biological, hydrological, geomorphological and landscape importance
that are almost always unaffected by serious degradation and risk factors right up until the present
day.
Park management plan
In areas within the integral reserve the protection will be passive, no activity being anticipated,
*(coincides with the perimeter of the Belluno Dolomites National Park except such requests that occur in the light of potentially catastrophic events.

Belluno Dolomites National Park
SCI/SPZ IT3230083 Dolomiti Feltrine and Dolomiti
Bellunesi (BL)*

Territorial Co-ordination Plan 2008 (Belluno)
SCI IT3230005 Gruppo Marmolada (BL)

Nomination of the Dolomites
for inscription on the
World Natural Heritage List
UNESCO
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Park management plan

Territorial Co-ordination Plan 2008 (Belluno)
SCI IT3230080 Val Talagona - Gruppo Monte Cridola Monte Duranno (BL)
SPZ IT3230089 Dolomiti del Cadore and Dolomiti di
Comelico (BL)

*(coincides with the perimeter of the Friulan Dolomites Natural Park
and is always managed from the Natural Parks offices)

The areas with high integrity, those made up of glaciers, rocks and wooded cliffs are timeless, and
are, as places that, for reasons of altitude, topography and geomorphology, the nature of their soils
and their accessibility, have suffered little or no human impact. therefore contribute significantly to
the identity of the landscape and the area of province itself. The dolomitic systems fall within this
category.
In the geosites (Dolomites) the plan prohibits:
- actions that entail transformation, if not for their preservation, enhancement and protection,
- morphological and hydrogeological modifications, if not for reasons of public safety, security, and
the stabilization of slopes and land reclamation
In addition, the plan provides for specific measures with a view to the:
- the protection of the skyline and panoramas.
The plan provides for the identification of new geosites or modifications to the boundaries of those
already surveyed.

As part of the area’s ecological connectivity systems the land-use types and transformations
compatible with the protection and enhancement of both ecosystems and the cultural components
typical of the landscape of such places, will be identified.

In the geosites (Dolomites) the plan prohibits:
- actions that entail transformation, if not for their preservation, enhancement and protection,
- morphological and hydrogeological modifications, if not for reasons of public safety, security, and
the stabilization of slopes and land reclamation
In addition, the plan provides for specific measures with a view to the:
- the protection of the skyline and panoramas.
The plan provides for the identification of new geosites or modifications to the boundaries of those
already surveyed.

The areas with high integrity, those made up of glaciers, rocks and wooded cliffs are timeless, and
are, as places that, for reasons of altitude, topography and geomorphology, the nature of their soils
and their accessibility, have suffered little or no human impact. therefore contribute significantly to
the identity of the landscape and the area of province itself. The dolomitic systems fall within this
category.

topics on
geoheritage protection and management

The dolomitic systems (treasures whose protection is essential), which play such an important role in
the landscape of the province, bring an aspect of high naturalness, remain timeless.
The management of the dolomitic systems making up the candidature of the Dolomites as a world
natural heritage site by UNESCO is the subject of an interprovincial programme to ensure uniformity
in their management and overall conservation and development.

Activities allowed
- restoration of the highest possible levels of naturalness and balance with development slanted
towards communities of plants, forests and wildlife.
- Structures with uses closely related to the management and for scientific, educational and hiking
purposes
- forestry activities in coppiced areas and plantations in order to facilitate the natural process of
conversion and re-establishment of native vegetation
- promoting forest health and the prevention of fires
Prohibitions
- construction of roads, including those for forestry or mountain restoration.

The candidate areas are particularly inaccessible environments in terms of terrain, with a vegetation
mostly in an advanced state of balance with the overall ecological conditions. They also represent the
environments that encompass the highest degrees of naturalness as well as spectacular landscapes.

Friulan Dolomites Regional Natural Park
SCI - IT3310001 Dolomiti Friulane (PN-UD)*
SPZ - N.IT3311001 Dolomiti Friulane (PN-UD)*

CS 4
Dolomiti Friulane /
Dolomitis Furlanis e
d'Oltre Piave

topics on
landscape protection and management

The dolomitic systems (treasures whose protection is essential), which play such an important role in
Territorial Co-ordination Plan 2008 (Belluno)
SCI/SPZ IT3230043 Pale di San Martino: Focobon, Pape the landscape of the province, bring an aspect of high naturalness, remain timeless.
The management of the dolomitic systems making up the candidature of the Dolomites as a world
-San Lucano, Agner Croda Granda (BL)
SCI/SPZ IT3230084 Civetta - Cime di San Sebastiano natural heritage site by UNESCO is the subject of an interprovincial programme to ensure uniformity
in their management and overall conservation and development.
(BL)
SCI IT3120126 Val Noana (BL)
As part of the area’s ecological connectivity systems the land-use types and transformations
compatible with the protection and enhancement of both ecosystems and the cultural components
typical of the landscape of such places, will be identified.

protective designation

CS 3
Pale di San Martino-San
Lucano - Dolomiti
Bellunesi
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CS 5
Dolomiti Settentrionali /
Nördliche Dolomiten

and is always managed from the Natural Parks offices)

Ampezzo Dolomites Regional Natural Park
SCI/SPZ IT3230071 Dolomiti di Ampezzo (BL)*

Prohibitions
- Modification of the hydrology of surface and underground water courses
- new overhead cable infrastructure
The plan establishes the following regulations for environmental management:
- regulations applied to water;
- regulations applied to forestry and grazing;
- regulations applied to differentiation of waste;
- underground network infrastructure;
- maintenance of footpaths;
- reorganizing of signs and markers;
- regulations applied to fencing;
- regulations applied to building work.

Areas of ‘general and directed’ reserve: active protection of the environment, particularly through the
regulation of tourist flows, which are the only human pressure factor; regulation of tourist activity in
the area and criteria for the for the maintenance of paths and infrastructure present.
Reserve areas given over to natural evolution: passive protection and the prohibition of forestry and
Park management plan
grazing activities.
*(coincides with the perimeter of the Ampezzo Dolomites Natural Park Activities allowed: research and teaching, traditional activities and hiking.

*(coincides with the perimeter of the Sesto Dolomites Natural Park
and is always managed from the Natural Parks offices of the
Autonomous Province of Bolzano)

Prohibitions
- landscaping and excavations
- the opening of quarries and mining
- the extraction of minerals

The management plan for the Natura 2000 site shows how the protected area is both well preserved The purely geological and geomorphological aspects were only partially considered in the drafting of
Natura 2000 management plans, which, by their very nature are based mostly on the biological
and presents characteristics of strong naturalness. 74.59% of the area is classified as very well
components of the area.
preserved, 25.31% as well preserved and just 0.1% is defined as being in poor condition.
The areas of greatest geomorphological and geological significance are mainly located in the areas
Conservation measures planned for the site are as follows: for 75.83% of the area "Conservation
considered in a good or very good state of preservation.
without intervention" is planned, indicating an intention to leave the area completely to natural
evolution whilst on 23.81% of the area "Conservation with intervention" is planned, indicating a good
state of preservation that may be maintained in its present state, only by undertaking active measures
(e.g. mowing of grasslands without which there would be a move towards forest) whilst 0.36% of the
area is placed in the category "Develop", indicating that changes in management are necessary to
improve the current negative situation (primarily that of small overfertilised hay-meadow areas).

SPZ/SCI IT3110050*
Natura 2000 management plan

General prohibition of changing the morphology of the area, for example through the opening of
quarries or mines. Prohibition, with limited exceptions, on the use of explosives and on military drills.
Prohibition on collection for minerals and fossils. Cataloguing and protection of geological,
geomorphological and hydrological emergency conditions.

General prohibition of changing the morphology of the area, for example through the opening of
quarries or mines. Only construction activities associated with traditional forestry and pastoral
activities and improvements to traditional mountain huts are allowed. The diversion of water for
hydroelectric plants of greater than local municipal scale is prohibited. Regulations for visitors and a
general prohibition on the collection mushrooms and flora. Cataloguing and protection for landscape,
faunal and floral emergencies

Sesto Dolomites Natural Park
Park management plan

*(coincides with the perimeter of the Fanes-Sennes-Braies Natural
Park and is always managed from the Natural Parks offices of the
Autonomous Province of Bolzano)

The management plan for the Natura 2000 site shows how the protected area is both well preserved The purely geological and geomorphological aspects were only partially considered in the drafting of
Natura 2000 management plans, which, by their very nature are based mostly on the biological
and presents characteristics of strong naturalness. 67.04% of the area is classified as very well
components of the area.
preserved, 32.44% as well preserved and just 0.52% is defined as being in poor condition.
The areas of greatest geomorphological and geological significance are mainly located in the areas
Conservation measures planned for the site are as follows: for 73.68% of the area "Conservation
considered in a good or very good state of preservation.
without intervention" is planned, indicating the intention to leave the area completely to natural
evolution whilst on 23.95% of the area "Conservation with intervention" is planned, indicating a good
state of preservation that may be maintained in its present state, only by undertaking active measures
(e.g. mowing of grasslands without which there would be a move towards forest) whilst 2.38% of the
area is placed in the category "Develop", indicating that changes in management are necessary to
improve the current negative situation (i.e. primarily that of small overgrazed wetland areas).

SPZ/SCI IT3110049*
Natura 2000 management plan

General prohibition of changing the morphology of the area, for example through the opening of
quarries or mines. Prohibition, with limited exceptions, on the use of explosives and on military drills.
Prohibition on collection for minerals and fossils. Cataloguing and protection of geological,
geomorphological and hydrological emergency conditions.

General prohibition of changing the morphology of the area, for example through the opening of
quarries or mines. Only construction activities associated with traditional forestry and pastoral
activities or improvements to traditional mountain huts are allowed. The diversion of water for
hydroelectric plants of greater than local municipal scale is prohibited. Regulations for visitors and
general prohibition on the collection mushrooms and flora. Cataloguing and protection for landscape,
faunal and floral emergencies.

Fanes-Sennes-Braies Natural Park
Park management plan

Nomination of the Dolomites
for inscription on the
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CS 7
Sciliar-Catinaccio Natural Park
Park management Plan
Sciliar-Catinaccio /
Schlern-Rosengarten Latemar

Bolzano)

General prohibition of changing the morphology of the area, for example through the opening of
quarries or mines. Only construction activities associated with traditional forestry and pastoral
activities and improvements to traditional mountain huts are allowed. The diversion of water for
hydroelectric plants of greater than local municipal scale is prohibited. Regulations for visitors and a
general prohibition on the collection mushrooms and flora. Cataloguing and protection for landscape,
faunal and floral emergencies

The management plan for the Natura 2000 site shows how the protected area is both well preserved The purely geological and geomorphological aspects were only partially considered in the drafting of
Natura 2000 management plans, which, by their very nature are based mostly on the biological
and presents characteristics of strong naturalness. 69.7% of the area is classified as very well
components of the area.
preserved, 29.6% as well preserved and just 0.69% is defined as being in poor condition.
The areas of greatest geomorphological and geological significance are mainly located in the areas
Conservation measures planned for the site are as follows: for 56.5% of the area "Conservation
considered in a good or very good state of preservation.
without intervention" is planned, indicating an intention to leave the area completely to natural
evolution whilst on 37.35% of the area "Conservation with intervention" is planned, indicating a good
state of preservation that may be maintained in its present state, only by undertaking active measures
(e.g. mowing of grasslands without which there would be a move towards forest) whilst 6.15% of the
area is placed in the category "Develop", indicating that changes in management are necessary to
improve the current negative situation (primarily that of overgrazed grasslands).

SPZ/SCI IT3110026 *
SCI IT3110027
*
Natura 2000 management plan

*(coincides with the perimeter of the park and is always managed
from the Natural Parks offices of the Autonomous Province of

General prohibition of changing the morphology of the area, for example through the opening of
quarries or mines. Only construction activities associated with traditional forestry and pastoral
activities and improvements to traditional mountain huts are allowed. The diversion of water for
hydroelectric plants of greater than local municipal scale is prohibited. Regulations for visitors and a
general prohibition on the collection mushrooms and flora. Cataloguing and protection for landscape,
faunal and floral emergencies

Puez-Odle Natural Park
Park management plan

General prohibition of changing the morphology of the area, for example through the opening of
quarries or mines. Prohibition, with limited exceptions, on the use of explosives and on military drills.
Prohibition on collection for minerals and fossils. Cataloguing and protection of geological,
geomorphological and hydrological emergency conditions.

General prohibition of changing the morphology of the area, for example through the opening of
quarries or mines. Prohibition, with limited exceptions, on the use of explosives and on military drills.
Prohibition on collection for minerals and fossils. Cataloguing and protection of geological,
geomorphological and hydrological emergency conditions.

In the geosites (Dolomites) the plan prohibits:
- actions that entail transformation, if not for their preservation, enhancement and protection,
- morphological and hydrogeological modifications, if not for reasons of public safety, security, and
the stabilization of slopes and land reclamation
In addition, the plan provides for specific measures with a view to the:
- the protection of the skyline and panoramas.
The plan provides for the identification of new geosites or modifications to the boundaries of those
already surveyed.

The areas with high integrity, those made up of glaciers, rocks and wooded cliffs are timeless, and
are, as places that, for reasons of altitude, topography and geomorphology, the nature of their soils
and their accessibility, have suffered little or no human impact. therefore contribute significantly to
the identity of the landscape and the area of province itself. The dolomitic systems fall within this
category.

topics on
geoheritage protection and management

CS 6
Puez-Odle / Puez-Geisler
/ Pöz-Odles

topics on
landscape protection and management

The dolomitic systems (treasures whose protection is essential), which play such an important role in
Territorial Co-ordination Plan 2008 (BL)
SCI IT3230078 Gruppo del Popera - Dolomiti di Auronzo the landscape of the province, bring an aspect of high naturalness, remain timeless.
The management of the dolomitic systems making up the candidature of the Dolomites as a world
and Dolomiti di Val Comelico (BL)
natural heritage site by UNESCO is the subject of an interprovincial programme to ensure uniformity
SPZ IT3230089 Dolomiti del Cadore e Dolomiti di
in their management and overall conservation and development.
Comelico (BL)
SCI/SPZ IT3230081 Gruppi Antelao - Marmarole –
As part of the area’s ecological connectivity systems the land-use types and transformations
Sorapis (BL)
compatible with the protection and enhancement of both ecosystems and the cultural components
SPZ IT3230086 Col di Lana – Settsas – Cherz (BL)
typical of the landscape of such places, will be identified.

protective designation

CS 5
Dolomiti Settentrionali /
Nördliche Dolomiten

10

Adamello-Brenta Provincial Natural Park
SCI IT3120009 Dolomiti di Brenta (TN)*

CS 9
Dolomiti di Brenta

*(coincides with the perimeter of the Adamello -Brenta Natural Park
and is always managed from the Natural Parks offices)

Park management plan 2008

Landscape Management Plan 2001(BZ)

CS 8
Rio delle
Foglie/Bletterbach

Provincial Territorial Plan 2007 (Trento)
SCI IT3120119 Val Duron (TN)
SCI IT3120106 Nodo del Latema (TN)

*(coincides with the perimeter of the Sciliar-Catinaccio Natural Park
and is always managed from the Natural Parks offices of the
Autonomous Province of Bolzano)

SPZ/SCI IT3110029 *
Natura 2000 management plan

Legislative topics in the sector covering the protection of geological heritage:
- Protection of national mineralogical, paleontological, paleoethnological and karstic treasures
- extraction or removal of minerals and fossils is forbidden.

On and around the glaciers only special buildings with the sole function of civil defence and for the
safety of the area may be erected.

In areas classified as ‘integral reserve’ and the glaciers, all activities, prolonged stays or the removal
Prohibitions
of any resources of any kind is strictly prohibited. The paths, accessible exclusively on foot in these
Under normal situations the removal of renewable resources is forbidden.
areas, will be limited to just a few trails, with a complete ban on leaving the route, except for reasons
In the areas of abandoned pasture no re-afforestation is planned and the recolonization of higher
ground by woodland is left to natural processes. A ban on the transit of any vehicles: it is forbidden toof service, scientific research and/or management of natural resources with the written permission of
leave the footpaths and specially-marked stopping areas, with the exception of activities carried out the Director of the Park.
by people with rights in the area and climbing activities in alpine areas where this is allowed.
The Park takes care of the promotion and the updating of geomorphological research with the aim of
identifying and classifying, as "natural monuments"- the sites that contribute important
Special environmental and landscape projects may be carried out to promote nature restoration in
environmental diversity and prove the most important from a scientific perspective.
areas that have been damaged.
Permitted and regulated activities
Prohibitions:
Only activities deemed necessary for the carrying out of scientific research and for educational
- A ban on the carrying out of any landscaping or the erection of structures of any kind likely to alter
activities inherent in a natural park, are permitted and, in particular, the following:
the existing landscape;
- ordinary and extraordinary maintenance of the network of footpaths and
- A ban on the removal of minerals and fossils, if not solely for research purposes and subject to
their associated infrastructure;
authorization by the Director of the Park.
- restoration of the structures and functions of buildings designated to service the park or as refuges
or facilities for visitors and the like;
- restoration and improvement of the visual and landscape impact of overhead cable
infrastructure and their associated service areas, set up for the supply of refuges and / or
for the removal to landfills of solid or liquid wastes;
- demolition of ‘eyesore’ buildings at odds with the aims of the Park
- regulating of access and transit by visitors, who, normally, will only be allowed to visit on foot.

Natural Monument. Geologic Park
General prohibition on the modification of the landscape and environmental status quo.
In the area protected as Natural Monument a ban on construction is established, as well as the
Ban on the extraction of minerals and fossils.
prohibition on modification of the physical and environmental status quo through settlements of any
kind as well as equipment and infrastructure in general.

Topics covered in the legislation in the field of environmental management and landscape:
- rules for projects within natural parks;
- rules for municipal solid waste disposal;
- rules on the use of containers in commerce (packaging regulations);
- rules covering the operation of aircraft within protected areas;
- rules covering the installation of broadcasting systems;
- measures covering energy conservation and the prevention of light pollution;
- rules covering the disposal of waste water.

In the area covered by glaciers only the maintenance and modernization of infrastructure and existing
buildings linked to the practice of skiing is permitted, including time limits and under the following
conditions:
- the structural integrity of the glacier must be guaranteed, including with regard to the practice of
skiing;
The set of rules governing dolomitic treasures is the subject of an interprovincial programme that is - rationalization measures and improvement work must also ensure improved environmental and
the basis of the candidature of the Dolomites as a world natural heritage site with the aim of ensuring landscape quality.
uniformity in their management and overall conservation and development.
In areas of high integrity the construction of special buildings may be permitted with the sole
function of civil defence for the safety of the area in question along with other
infrastructural works in the public interest, including alpine refuges.

The treasure of the Dolomites is a timeless asset - landscape features which go to make up the
distinctive characteristic of the area’s environment and territorial identity, with a stable or slowlychanging configuration and which are deserving of protection and promotion in order to ensure their
balanced and sustainable development within processes of evolution provided for and promoted by
means of territorial planning tools.
Topics covered in the legislation in the field of environmental and landscape protection:
- landscape protection
- preservation of environmental quality
- preservation of habitats
- protection of air and water from pollutants
- protection of protected areas from pollution produced by aircraft

The management plan for the Natura 2000 site shows how the protected area is both well preserved The purely geological and geomorphological aspects were only partially considered in the drafting of
plans for Natura 2000 management, which, by their very nature are based mostly on the biological
and presents characteristics of strong naturalness. 64.8% of the area is classified as very well
components of the area.
preserved, 32.97% as well preserved and just 2.23% is defined as being in poor condition.
The areas of greatest geomorphological and geological significance are mainly located in the areas
Conservation measures planned for the site are as follows: for 41.86% of the area "Conservation
considered in a good or very good state of preservation.
without intervention" is planned, indicating an intention to leave the area completely to natural
evolution whilst on 50.42% of the area "Conservation with intervention" is planned, indicating a good
state of preservation that may be maintained in its present state, only by undertaking active measures
(e.g. mowing of grasslands without which there would be a move towards forest) whilst 7.71% of the
area is placed in the category "Develop", indicating that changes in management are necessary to
improve the current negative situation (primarily that of small overgrazed wetlands).
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Province of Belluno
Refugios

Province of Trento

Parks

Province of Belluno
Refugios

Province of Trento

CS 5
Dolomiti
Settentrionali /
Nördliche
Dolomiten

Parks

Parks
CS 4
Dolomiti Friulane /
Dolomitis Furlanis Province of Belluno
e d'Oltre Piave Refugios

CS 3
Pale di San
Martino-San

CS 2
Marmolada

Province of Belluno
CS 1
Pelmo-Croda da Refugios
Lago

administrative structure

2 (1 academic
and 1 nonacademic)
5 rangers

4

Territory and Environment Division

Fanes-Sennes-Braies Natural Park

10

4
13

4

10

4
37

4 rangers,
1 secretary and 3
12 workers, 6
carpenters (for
all the 7 natural excursion guides
parks of the
Province of
Bolzano)

3

10

3
0

5

provincial

provincial

regional

provincial

provincial

2

national
provincial

provincial

15

15
22

4
3

provincial

20
2

3
0

1

14
24

4
1

5

provincial

2

provincial

320.000

n.q.

1.470.000

n.q.

n.q.

n.q.

1.400.000
988.000

n.q.

n.q.

n.q.

n.q.

400.000

90.000

2.080.000

FINANCIAL RESOURCES PER CS
sources
ordinarly
special
financing
investment

15

4
13

seasonal staff

provincial

3
0

part-time staff

1

4
3

Friulan Dolomites Regional Natural Park

Belluno Dolomites National Park
Paneveggio-Pale di san Martino Provincial
Natural Park
Nature Conservation and Environmental
Promotion Service
Urban Planning and Landscape
Conservation Service
Territory and Environment Division

Nature Conservation and Environmental
Promotion Service
Urban Planning and Landscape
Conservation Service
Territory and Environment Division

Territory and Environment Division

HUMAN RESOURCES PER COMPONENT SITE
management division
full-time staff

c. Human and financial
resources

Nature and Landscape Division - Natural
Parks Office

Adamello-Brenta Natural Park

Parks
CS 9
Dolomiti di Brenta Refugios

Nature Conservation and Environmental
Promotion Service
Urban Planning and Landscape
Conservation Service

Sciliar-Catinaccio Natural park

Puez-Odle Natural park

Territory and Environment Division

Province of Bolzano
CS 8
Aldino Commune
Rio delle
Foglie/Bletterbach

Refugios

Parks
CS 7
Sciliar-Catinaccio /
SchlernRosengarten Province of Trento
Latemar

Refugios

Parks
CS 6
Puez-Odle / PuezGeisler / Pöz-Odles

Province of Belluno
Refugios

Ampezzo Dolomites Regional Natural Park

Sesto Dolomites Natural Park

4
110÷144

3 rangers, 6
workers,
3 excursion
guides

39
17

1

28

3
0

2

0

70
20

21 guides, 3
forest workers

36

5

provincial

provincial

provincial

2

15

provincial

provincial

provincial

regional

provincial

provincial

2 rangers and 7
workers; 1
excursion guide

1 secretary and 3
2 rangers; 8
carpenters (for
workers; 7
all the 7 natural excursion guides
parks of the
Province of
Bolzano)
0
10

3
0

1 secretary and 3
carpenters (for
all the 7 natural
parks of the
Province of
Bolzano)
2

1

1 academic and
2 non-academic
3 rangers

10

1 academic; 1
non-academic
4 rangers

4
66

9

2 (1 academic
and 1 nonacademic)
2 rangers

1.780.000

140.500

n.q.

n.q.

289.000

288.000

n.q.

500.000

215.000

3.350.000

250.000

387.000

350.000

200.000
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n.q. = not quantifiable
In some cases, it is not possible to
quantify the financial resources
because they are not directly
devoted to particular sites. Financial
resources come from provincial
budgets, which concern the
protection and management of all of
the province’s protected areas,
including those that are not
nominated.
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inventory

mountain cabins

Grisetti
Tomè

Mulaz (Volpi di Misurata)
Dal Piaz
Pian de Fontana
Bianchet
Torrani
"Giovanni Pedrotti"
Pradidali
Treviso
Velo della Madonna

inventory

Malga Ombretta

others (malghe,
hotels,

CS 3 Pale di San
Martino-San
shelters

Dal Bianco

Falier
Punta Rocca (fino al 2003)
Serauta (fino al 2003)
Capanna Punta Penia

none
none

mountain cabins

shelters / refugios

CS 2 Marmolada

mountain cabins
others (malghe,

Venezia

14

9

1

1

4

2

1965
1969

1907
1962
1993
1972
1935 (restr.1973)
1952
1896
1897
1980

construction year

1923

1968

1911
1933
1970

construction year

(costr XVII sec.–
rist.1924) 1964
1892 (ric.1954)

construction year

2050m
2860m

2571m
1993m
1632m
1250m
2984m
2578m
2278m
1631m
2359m

altitude

1904m

2727m

2080m
3280m
2950m
3340m

altitude

1947m

1917m

altitude

CAI
CAI

CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
SAT
CAI Treviso
CAI Treviso
SAT

ownership

Rocca Pietore
Municipality

CAI

CAI
Private

ownership

CAI

CAI

ownership

always
“

26.06-20.09
20.06-20.09
20.06-20.09
20.06-20.09
01.07-15.09
VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-IX

opening period

20.06-15.09

always

20.06-20.09
VI-IX

opening period

10.06-30.09 /
26.12-06.01
15.06-24.09

opening period

1222
382
441
299
217
2437
1500
750
580
7828
n.a
n.a

overnights

-

n.a

477
n.a
n.a
n.a.

overnights

1439
3132

1693

overnights

9

-

6

9

-

dormitory

9
-

6
6

dormitory

-

-

dormitory

sleeping
spaces
39
22
26
40
18
77
64
39
64
389
-

-

sleeping
spaces
16
16

55
80

sleeping
spaces
25

NB n.a. = record not
available
--- = no record

Città di Fiume

inventory

staff
(full time)
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
13
-

4

4

staff
(full time)
1
n.a
n.a.
1

2
3

staff
(full time)
1

Data on shelters, refugios, mountain
cabins, others facilities existing in
core zones of the nominated property

CS 1 Pelmo-Croda
da Lago
shelters / refugios

staff
(seasonal)
5
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
19
-

4

4

staff
(seasonal)
3
n.a
n.a.
3

7
13

staff
(seasonal)
6

d. Visitors statistics
and facilities

others (malghe,

mountain cabins

CS 4 Dolomiti
Friulane /
shelters / refugios

others (malghe,
hotels,

-

-

-

1810
1988
2080
1871
2048m
2050m
2162m
1940m
1732m
-

-

1249
940
1730

altitude

1869m

1708m

2575m
2650m
1398m
2210m
2665m
2010m
2000m
2320m
2265m
1930m
1540m
2595m
2982m
2250m
3005m

Rist 1988
1978
1978
1970
1976
-

-

1930 (1972)
1971 (1982)
1963 (1998)

Rifugio Pordenone
Rifugio Pussa
Rifugio Maniago

3
shelter "Anita Goitan"
bivacco Paolo Greselin
bivacco Giuliano Perugini
bivacco Anita Goitan
bivacco casera Laghet de Sora
bivacco Montanel
bivacco A. Vaccari
bivacco Marchi-Granzotto
Gervasutti
Baroni
ricovero Bedin di sopra
ricovero Casera Galvana
ricovero Casera Lodina
ricovero Casera Roncada
ricovero Casera Pramaggiore
ricovero Casera Bregolina
piccola
ricovero Casera Bregolina
grande
ricovero Cason di Brica
18
none

construction year

inventory

end of 1800

Malga Vette Grandi

2

end of 1800

17

1976
1965
1972
1977
1966
1970
1963
1959
1968
1958-1972
1971
-

Malga Erera-Brendol

Ghedini
Biasin
Cozzolino
Bedin
Brunner
Carnielli
Sperti
Dalla Bernardina
Bocco al Marmol
Feltre e Bodo
Valdo
Reali
Guide Alpine
Minazio
Fiamme Gialle

-

-

CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
-

CAI Trieste
CAI
CAI

CAI
CAI
CAI

ownership

ex ASFD ora
Uff.Terr.Biodiversità
ex ASFD ora
Uff.Terr.Biodiversità

CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
Fiamme Gialle
Guide Alpine
CAI
Guide Alpine

always

always

always
always
always
always
always
always
always
always
always
always
always
always
always
always
always
always

VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-IX

opening period

15.06-15.09

15.06-15.09

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

n.a

n.a

n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a

n.a
n.a
n.a

overnights

_

_

n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a

-

4
167

14

9
9
9
9
8
4
9
12
9
9
14
6
10
10
8
14

-

dormitory

_

4
9
9
9
9
9
6
6
9
19
9
6
9
12
9
149
_

-

-

sleeping
spaces
60
30
22
112
-

_

_

-

-

-

-

-

staff
(full time)
n.a
n.a
n.a

4

2

2

-

-

-

-

-

staff
(seasonal)
n.a
n.a
n.a

8

4

4

-
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mountain cabins

Bivacco della pace
Battaglion Cadore
De Toni
Baracca degli Alpini
Comici
Slataper
Voltolina
Cosi
Musatti

Galassi
Giussani
Biella
Cima Tofana
Vandelli

Rifugio Fanes
Rifugio Lavarella
Rifugio Fodara Vedla
Albergo Pederü
Rifugio Munt de Senes
Rifugio Senes
Rifugio Scotoni
Albergo Ponticello
Rifugio Tre Scarperi
Rifugio Zsigmondy Comici
Rifugio Pian di Cengia
Rifugio Locatelli
Rifugio Fondo Valle
Città di Carpi
Fonda Savio
Lavaredo
Carducci
Berti
Bosi

inventory

24

1952 (rebuilt 1977)
1960
1982
1961
1965
1961
1956
1961

1905
1972
1907 (1926)
1973 (until2003)
1891 (rebuilt 1924)

1939
1967
1905
1972
1886
1964
1882
1953
1970
1962
1954
1908
1962
1931

1928
1912
1936
1980

construction year

2760
2250m
2578m
2922m
2000m
2600m
2082m
3111m
2111m

2018m
2580m
2327m
3244m
1928m

2060
2042
1966
1548
2176
2116
1985
1491
1626
2240
2528
2405
1548
2110m
2367m
2344m
2297m
1950m
2205m

altitude

CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI

CAI
CAI
CAI
CAI

Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Alpenverein Süd.
CAI
Private
CAI
Private
CAI
CAI
Private
CAI
CAI
Private

ownership

always
always
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

VI-X e XII-III
XI-X e XII-IV
Vi-X e III-IV
Vi-X e XII-IV
VII-IX
VI-X e XII-IV
VII-IX e XII-III
always
V-X e XII-III
Vi-X
Vi-X
VI-IX
V-X e XII-III
20.06-20.09
20.06-10.10
25.05-31.10
20.06-20.09
20.06-30.09
20.06-30.09
26.12-06.01
20.06-20.09
18.06-20.09
20.06-30.09
closed
20.06-20.09

opening period

526
512
2216
363
29791
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a

700
n.p.
850
3000
450
6500
1500
391
760
208
937
833
73

7700
4200
2200
1900
400

overnights

283
9
9
9
7
9
7
9
9
9

-

-

0
28
45
100
-

30

30
26
14
10

dormitory

99
55
46
43
740
-

sleeping
spaces
44
25
32
24
15
31
20
24
24
41
11
40
18
22
16
17
25
48
20

NB n.a. = record not
available
--- = no record

CS 5 Dolomiti
Settentrionali /
shelters / refugios

8
7
5
3
110-144
-

4

2
6
4
2
2
65-66
-

staff
(seasonal)
5
5
3
5
0
5
7
3
5-7
5
1-3
15-20
6 -13
6
5+1stage
8
3

staff
(full time)
7
3
5
3
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
1
2
5+1stage
4
3

Data on shelters, refugios, mountain
cabins, others facilities existing in
core zones of the nominated property

Malga Ra Stua

inventory

mountain cabins
others (malghe,

CS 9 Dolomiti di
Brenta
shelters / refugios

CS 8 Rio delle
Foglie/Bletterbach
shelters / refugios
mountain cabins
others (malghe,

inventory

none
none

Al Cacciatore
Alimonta
Croz dell'Altissimo
Dodici Apostoli
F.F. Tuckett e Q. Sella
Maria e Alberto "ai Brentei"
Selvata
Silvio Agostini
Tosa "Tommaso Pedrotti"

none
none
none

inventory

8

Rif. Bergamo-Grasleitenhütte
Rif. Alpe di Tires
Rif. Re Alberto I - Gartlhütte
Rif. P.sso Santner
Rif. Schlernbödele
Rif. Bolzano - Schlernhaus
Rif. Al Passo Principe
Rif. Antermoia
Rif. Paul Preuss
Rif. Roda di Vael
Rif. Vajolet
Rif. Torre di Pisa
12
mountain cabins
none
others (malghe,
none

CS 7 SciliarCatinaccio /
shelters / refugios

1

10

inventory
CS 6 Puez-Odle /
Puez-Geisler / Pözshelters / refugios Rifugio Gherdenacia
Rifugio Puez
Rifugio Stevia
Schlüterhütte - Rifugio Genova
mountain cabins
none
others (malghe,
none

others (malghe,
hotels,

Tiziano

1957
1970
1964
1908
1906
1932
1979
1937
1881

construction year

construction year

1887
1963
1933
1965
1960
1885
1950
1911
1890
1904
1897
1979

construction year

1937
1889
n.a.
1898

construction year

1876 1974

1899 1977

1820
2580
1431
2489
2271
2182
1630
2410
2491

altitude

altitude

2134
2440
2440
2734
1733
2475
2601
2497
2243
2283
2243
2671

altitude

2050
2475
2312
2297

altitude

1668m

2246m

Private
Private
Private
SAT
SAT
CAI - Monza
Private
SAT
SAT

ownership

ownership

CAI Bergamo
Private
Private
Private
AVS
CAI Bolzano
Private
SAT
Private
SAT
SAT
Private

ownership

Private
CAI
Private
CAI

ownership

Regole d'Ampezzo

CAI

VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-IX

opening period

opening period

15.6 - 30.9
15.6 - 30.9
1.6 - 30.9
1.6 - 30.9
15.5 - 15.10
15.6 - 30.9
VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-IX
VI-X

opening period

chiuso
VI-X
VII-X
VII-X

opening period

01.06-30.10 /
26.12-20.04

“

200
3000
n.a.
929
3438
3500
n.a.
1421
4140
16628

overnights

overnights

1500
4000
1200
300
1200
3800
650
1900
2414
3334
144
20442

overnights

2000-2500
---2500-3000

overnights

n.a
0

-

50
27
77

-

dormitory

dormitory

34
20
60
65
179

dormitory

-

dormitory

17
94

sleeping
spaces
56
54
19
40
62
70
24
54
135
514

sleeping
spaces

sleeping
spaces
70
20
20
8
20
30
14
38
8
50
58
6
342

sleeping
spaces
25
78
18
95

17

17

-

staff
(full time)
1
3
2
1
2
3
1
2
2
17

staff
(full time)

staff
(full time)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
2
28

staff
(full time)
4
4
2

-

staff
(seasonal)
2
3
1
2
2
5
1
2
2
20

staff
(seasonal)

staff
(seasonal)
2
5
1
0
1
5
1
4
1
4
10
2
36

staff
(seasonal)
3
1
6

-
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CS 4 Dolomiti
visitors
Friulane /
Dolomitis Furlanis
e d'Oltre Piave

cable car

footpath
parco Dolomiti Bellunesi
Pale S.Lucano
Parco Pale S.Martino

CS 3 Pale di San
visitors
Martino-San
Lucano - Dolomiti Parco Dolomiti Bellunesi
Pale S.Lucano
Bellunesi
Parco Pale S.Martino

skilift

n° (evaluation)
70.000

period
annual

construction year
1980-2004

kmq
316,65

length
818,95
460,00
237,52
121,43

inventory
Colverde - Rosetta

period
V-X

n° (evaluation)
289.000
250.000
18.000
21.000

construction year
1967 - 2000
1969 - 2004
1970 - 2004
1970

kmq
22,07

length
17,50

inventory
Malga Ciapela-Coston d'Antermoia
Coston d'Antermoia-Serauta
Serauta-Punta Rocca
Sas de Mul (closed)

period
V-X

kmq
43,43

length
50,82
n° (evaluation)
150.000

period
VI-X

n° (evaluation)
125.000

density (p/km²/days)
3

altitude
1956-2630

density (km/km²)
2,59

density (p/km²/days)
6

altitude
1472-2359
2359-2940
2940-3262

density (km/km²)
0,62

density (p/km/days)
45

density (km/km²)
1,11

density (p/km²/days)
24

opening period
VI-IX XII-IV

opening period
XII-IV VI-IX
XII-IV VI-IX
XII-IV VI-IX
XII-IV

passes (mount)
46.723

263.070
45.150 (2006)

passes (mount)
275.420

Visitor numbers, footpaths and
data on cable car existing in
nominated property

cable car

footpath

CS 2 Marmolada
visitors

footpath

CS 1 Pelmo-Croda
visitors
da Lago

passes (valley)
40.957

passes (valley)
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
-

d. Visitors statistics
and facilities

period
annual
kmq
2,71

n° (evaluation)
60.000
length
6,40

footpath

CS 9 Dolomiti di
visitors
Brenta

footpath

CS 8 Rio delle
Foglie/Bletterbach visitors

kmq
111,35

kmq
93,02

length
271,03
194,00
44,99
32,04

footpath
Parco naturale Sciliar-Catinaccio
Catinaccio
Latemar

length
250,00

period
V-X

n° (evaluation)
750.000
350.000
250.000
150.000

visitors
Parco naturale Sciliar-Catinaccio
Catinaccio
Latemar

period
V-X

kmq
79,3

length
170,00

footpath

n° (evaluation)
500.000

period
V-X

CS 6 Puez-Odle /
Puez-Geisler / Pöz- visitors
Odles

CS 7 SciliarCatinaccio /
SchlernRosengarten Latemar

kmq
535,85

length
710,00
217,00
263,00
230,00
construction year
n.a.

period
V-X

n° (evaluation)
1.680.000
430.000
750.000
500.000

inventory
Ra Valles - Tofana di Mezzo

kmq
214,6

length
115,32
21,32
94,00

n° (evaluation)
430.000

cable car

footpath
Parco naturale Dolomiti di Sesto
Parco naturale Fanes-Senes-Braies
Parco naturale Dolomiti Ampezzane

CS 5 Dolomiti
Settentrionali / visitors
Parco naturale Dolomiti di Sesto
Nördliche
Parco naturale Fanes-Senes-Braies
Dolomiten
Parco naturale Dolomiti Ampezzane

footpath
Dolomiti d'Oltre Piave
parco Dolomiti Friulane

density (km/km²)
2,25

density (p/km²/days)
37

density (km/km²)
2,36

density (p/km²/days)
82

density (km/km²)
2,91

density (p/km²/days)
54

density (km/km²)
2,14

density (p/km²/days)
36

altitude
2472-3191

density (km/km²)
1,32

density (p/km²/days)
21

density (km/km²)
0,54

opening period
VI-IX

passes (mount)
8.179

passes (valley)
8.529
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e. Supplementary information regarding Marmolada and Tofana

The historical situation of the Marmolada
on the boundary between Trentino and Veneto
The situation regarding the ski slopes of the Marmolada is to frame in the querelle
about the mountain's border between Trentino and Veneto, that began in the 1982
when the Comune di Canazei in Trentino found an error in the definition of land
border of the Marmolada. With the Decision of the President of the Repubblica
Italiana, adopted on the 29th may 1982, was prescribed that the border of the
mountain was on the crest and not on its north side. Compared to this decision was
appealed by Regione Veneto, Comune di Rocca Pietore and the Tofane-Marmolada
Skislopes. In the 1994 e then in the 1998 the Comune di Canazei and the Provincia
autonoma di Trento won the appeal.
To close finally the contention on the 13th may 2002 Provincia autonoma di Trento,
Regione Veneto, Provincia di Belluno, Comune di Canazei and Comune di Rocca
Pietore signed the Protocol of agreement to the protection of the Marmolada in its
historical and cultural, mountaineering, environmental, skiing components (taking
into account the facilities established at the time by the Veneto and now on the
territory of Trentino).
At the same time was established a Coordination committee, composed of Comune
di Canazei, Comune di Rocca Pietore, Museo della grande guerra in Marmolada,
Istituto culturale ladino di Fassa, Club alpino italiano, Società alpinisti tridentini,
Mountain wilderness, Associazione albergatori di Canazei. This Commitee decided
that the priorities for action were: promotion of historical and cultural assetts and of
natural components, sistemation of alpinistic routes, upgrading tourist
environment of the mountain, improvements in road links and security of the
territory.
The Provincia autonoma di Trento gave to the Museo Tridentino of Natural Science
the task to study a proposed development towards the natural tourism for the this
mountain.
The Marmolada in the territorial Plan of the Provincia autonoma di Trento

20

In the provincial territorial Plan, approved by provincial legislation (the first plan was
approved in 1967, the second in 1987 and the third was approved in the may 2008
with the provincial law n. 5, 27 maggio 2008), instructions are given for the
municipal planning ad regards destinations of use oth the territory. Among other
things it identifies and delimits the areas designated as natural park (it was
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precisely with the first provincial territorial Plan, approved in 1967, that the Parco
naturale Adamello-Brenta and Parco naturale Paneveggio-Pale di San Martino
were delimited and founded). The Plan governs too the provincial territory for
agricultural crops and areas for productive activities, including the skiing areas.
The nominated area in the invariantes of the Plan. The new provincial territorial
Plan, approved in the may 2008, identifies the “invariants”, permanent elements of
the territory subject to special protection to ensure the sustainable and correct
development of the province. Between the invariants are covered elements
geological and geomorphological, the areas of the nomination for the Unesco List,
the hydrographic net, the forests owned by the province, the properties
representative for the high landscape and cultural values. These elements are
governed by the article 8 of the Plan's rules, that prescribes that the areas of the
Dolomites nominated for the Unesco List are subjected to the programme
agreement approved by the five provinces.
The glacier of the Marmolada in the areas with high integrity of the Plan. The new
provincial territorial plan also prescribes that a special protection for the glaciers.
The article 28 - “Areas with high integrity” - includes glaciers, between the glacier of
the Marmolada, in areas with high integrity and in these areas provides the only
maintenance and rationalization of plant and the existing structures linked to the
practice of skiing, including time limits and conditions that will be fixed in a program
that must be approved by the provincial executive administration.
The conditions prescribe that in the programme:
• must be guaranteed the structural integrity of the glacier, even with regard to
the practice of skiing;
• the rationalization measures and the valorization intervents must ensure
better environmental and landscape.
This takes into account the decision adopted by the Provincia autonoma di Trento
in the article 4 of the “Manifesto delle Alpi della Regione Europea Tirolo, Alto Adige,
Trentino”, signed on the 26th January 2001 by the presidents of the Provincia
Autonoma di Bolzano, the Provincia Autonoma di Trento and Land Tyrol, states that
the characteristics of the alpine territory and the environmental impact and
landscape must be considered in the future management of the tourist
infrastructures and in particular “further exploitation of the glacier zones must be
limited”.
The monitoring of the Marmolada in the Management Framework of the
Nomination
In the Manegement Framework, at page 43, particularly regarding the system of
Marmolada, is written that according with the Manifesto delle alpi and the new
provincial territorial Plan the Provincia autonoma di Trento the proposing parties
21

have already undertaken not to increase the level of human interventions on the
Marmolada, even in the razionalization of the existing structures. In the periodic
reports, to submit to the World Heritage Committee on the state of conservation of
the properties, will be given notice about this rationalization.

Table A summarizes the current situation about the facilities on Marmolada.

Facility
1 Fedaia (2059) – Pian
dei Fiacconi (2617)
(chairlift)
2 Passo Fedaia (2059)Sass del Mul (2617)
(chiarlift)
3 Sass del Mul
(skilift)

A Malga Ciapela (1472) –
Coston d'Antermoia
(2359)
(ropeway)
B Coston d'Antermoia
(2359) – Serauta
(2940)
(Cableway)
C Serauta (2940)-Punta
Rocca (3262)
(ropeway)
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Territory
The chairlift is completely located
in the autonomous Province of
Trento area
The chairlift start station is located in
the Province of Belluno area and
the end station in the Provincia
autonoma di Trento area
The skilift is located in the
territory of the autonomous
Province of Trento. However the
concession was grant by the
Province of Belluno before the
1981, when the Provincia di
Belluno was the reference
territorial authority

Technical life deadline
4 December 2014

Concession expiry
31 October 2010

10 December 2017

31 July 2009

10 December 2007

30 June 2009

The lift had exceed its
yechnical end of life. Its
substitution is
subordinated by the
environmental impact
assessment for the
presence of the SCI and
by the approval of the
specific programme
defined by provincial
territorial plan for all the
high natural integrity
areas
9 April 2064

8 April 2064

The cableway is completely
located in Province of Belluno

9 April 2064

8 April 2064

The ropeway fly over the
autonomous Province of Trento
territory, but the end and start
stations are in the Province of
Belluno area

Just modernized
ropeway
21 April 2064

20 April 2064

The cableway is completely
located in Province of Belluno
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The situation of the Tofana
The situation regarding the ski slopes and the facilities of the Tofana is to explained
in the table below. Only the mount station of the Ra Valles-Tofana di Mezzo is inside
of the nominated core zone; it is important to note that the cable car is closed in the
winter season.
Table B summarizes the current situation about the facilities on Tofana.

Facility
Cortina (1217) – Col Druscè
1 (1778)
(Cableway)
2

Col Druscè (1778) – Ra Valles
(2472)(Cableway)

Ra Valles (2472) – Tofana di
3 Mezzo (3191)
(Cableway)
Ra Valles (2464) – Bus di
4
Tofana (2828) (chairlift)

Territory

Technical life deadline

Concession expiry

The cableway is completely located in
Province of Belluno

5 February 2029

4 February 2029

The cableway is completely located in
Province of Belluno

18 December 2057

18 December 2037

The cableway is completely located in
Province of Belluno

18 May 2031

17 May 2031

The chairlift is completely located in
Province of Belluno

12 December 2015

30 December 2015

Col Fiere (1445) – Col Druscè
5 (1777)
(chairlift)

The chairlift is completely located in
Province of Belluno

30 June 2028

19 February 2028

Forcella Ra Valles (2208) –
6 Pian Ra Valles (2473)
(chairlift)

The chairlift is completely located in
Province of Belluno

25 March 2031

31 December 2009

The chairlift is completely located in
Province of Belluno

27 December 2031

16 December 2031

The chairlift is completely located in
Province of Belluno

30 December 2038

29 December 2039

Pomedes (2092) – Tofana
Superiore (2305)

The cableway is completely located in
Province of Belluno

11 December 2032

11 December 2032

Passo Falzarego (2119) –
1
Monte Lagazuoi (2760)
0
(Cableway)

The cableway is completely located in
Province of Belluno

12 February 2048

15 February 2028

Col Drusciè (1675) – Rif. Duca
7 d'Aosta (2102)
(chairlift)
Ra Valles (2456) – Cacciatori
8
(2612)(chairlift)
9
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Marmolada facilities synoptic
scheme, in reference to table A
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Tofana facilities synoptic
scheme, in reference to table B
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A.2.2. FOUNDATION
Dolomiti – Dolomiten – Dolomites - Dolomitis UNESCO
a. Statute of the Foundation

Article 1
Name and registered office
On the initiative of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano and Trento and the
Provinces of Belluno, Pordenone and Udine, the Foundation "Dolomiti – Dolomiten
– Dolomites – Dolomitis UNESCO", hereinafter also referred to as Foundation, is
hereby established, with registered offices in ..........................................
Following an agreement on conditions, the Board of Directors shall decide on the
admission as new members of public subjects which, subsequent to the
establishment of the Foundation, intend to join the same, sharing the purposes
thereof and engaging to contribute to the funding for equipment and the annual
running costs.
The approval of all the founding members is necessary for the admission of new
members.
Article 2
Purpose
The Foundation intends to contribute to a conservative and lasting development of
the UNESCO World heritage site: the Dolomites.
The Foundation is the guarantor, through its own founding members, of the
implementation of the objectives defined in the management plan.
To reach this goal, the Foundation in particular:
a) promotes the cooperation between the Provinces, to ensure harmonisation
of the management policies of the UNESCO heritage set up by each body,
within the framework of the policies established by the management plan;
b) promotes, on the basis of the management plan, the possible adoption of
new instruments to protect the UNESCO heritage, in order to pursue
together further forms of protection, conservation and improvement, in full
respect of the institutional regulations of the Parties;
c) manages communication between the Provinces in order to implement the
management plan;
d) promotes and manages the exchange of documents and information
between the Provinces;
e) sets up discussion groups with the local Bodies, the Nature Reserves and
other public and private administrations and institutions and with experts;
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f) collaborates with all international, EU, national, regional and local
institutions;
g) prepares periodic information dossiers on the current state of
implementation of the management plan, which will be made available to
both public and private authorities which are working in the sector and have
requested such information;
h) transmits and spreads awareness about the UNESCO heritage;
i) works with schools and public and private institutions to spread the culture
of protecting the countryside;
j) organizes researches, exhibitions, reports, conferences and any other type
of event;
k) ensures that the appropriate web site and e-mail address are set up in order
to ensure a unified representation, official communications and consultation
for the public.
l) gives its opinion about town-and-country planning of the province keeping in
mind the interest of the heritage.
The Foundation is a no-profit organization.
Article 3
Assets
The initial assets of the Foundation are made up of real estate, immovable property
and financial endowments conferred by the founding members on the setting up of
the foundation as the first endowment fund.
These assets can subsequently be increased by further donations by the founding
members and supporters and by possible contributions, donations, legacies and
allocations in general of other public and private subjects and finally by
management surplus.
The assets must necessarily be used to pursue the aims of the Foundation and the
relative bodies must preserve the integrity of the assets.
The financial year begins on 1st January of each year and ends on the following
31st December.
Article 4
Supporter

2

The Board of Directors can attribute the status of supporter to individuals or legal
bodies, public or private, and in particular to Municipalities, Administrations of
Nature Reserves, Universities and any research bodies in the territory of the
UNESCO heritage, which share the aims of the Foundation and which contribute to
the management fund of the Foundation on an annual or on a long term basis
through contributions, in money or in kind, in a minimum measure or in the way
established by the Board of Directors, or with loans and activities of a particular
importance, also in a professional capacity.
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Article 5
Organs of the Foundation
The organs of the Foundation are:
a) the Board of Directors;
b) the Chairman;
c) the Panel of Auditors;
d) the Panel of Supporters;
e) the Scientific Committee.
Article 6
The Board of Directors
The Board of Directors is made up of five people including the Chairman, all
nominated by the founding members.
The Board is in office for six years and the board members can be reconfirmed.
The Board of Directors is responsible for all ordinary and extraordinary
management of the Foundation.
To achieve the purposes of the Foundation, the Board of Directors:
a) approves the annual programme of activities;
b) approves the estimated budget, any variations and the final balance;
c) appoints the Secretary General;
d) approves the regulations of the organization and the working of its services
as well as all the other regulations necessary for the smooth running of the
Foundation;
e) decides on the admission of new members and the relative conditions, the
dispositions set forth in Article 1 remaining valid;
f) decides on any other object of interest to the Foundation;
g) decides on all those subjects not specifically attributed to other organs and,
whenever it so decides, delegates to the Chairman the task of dealing with all
actions relating to management.
Article 7
Convocation and quorum
The Board of Directors is summoned by the Chairman, whenever the Chairman
deems it necessary, as well as on the request of at least two members of the Board
itself.
Notice of convocation is sent to all Board members at least ten days before the date
set for the meeting. In a particularly urgent situation 48 hours notification can be
sent. Notification can be sent via e-mail or by any other means able to demonstrate
that notification has been sent.
Notification of a meeting must contain the agenda, the place and the time.
The Board decides with a vote of at least three members in favour.
The decisions make up the minutes signed by the Chairman and the Secretary and
drawn up in the appropriate book, which is to be kept according to the way
envisaged for the corresponding book for joint stock companies.
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Article 8
The Chairman
The Chairmanship of the Board of Directors is assigned, in rotation and lasting three
years, to a member of the Board of Directors nominated by each Province, in
alphabetical order of the Provinces.
The chairman of the Board:
a) is the legal representative of the Foundation, he calls and presides over
Board meetings;
b) stipulates and signs contracts and all the deeds of the Foundation;
c) orders payments within the limits of the budget as established;
d) oversees the administrative and technical working of the Foundation on the
whole and is responsible, together with the Secretary General, for the regular
implementation of the decisions of the Board of Directors.
In the absence of the Chairman, or in the event of his incapacity, his functions are
carried out by the Vice Chairman, to whom the Chairman, with the approval of the
Board of Directors, may delegate certain categories of tasks.
Article 9
The Panel of Auditors
The founding members appoint from one to maximum three auditors, and their
substitutes. The office of the Panel of Auditors will last three years and their
mandate can be renewed only once.
The auditors must be registered on the register of auditors, accountants or book
keepers. They cannot be removed from office, unless they do not fulfil their duties,
and they can be reconfirmed.
The Panel of Auditors checks the administration activities of the Foundation
pursuant to articles 2403, 2404, 2405 and 2407 of the Civil Code, it draws up a
report on the preliminary budget as well as the balance of the year in progress and
expresses binding opinions on changes in the budget. It also gives financial advice
to the Board of Directors.
Article 10
Panel of Supporters

4

The Panel of Supporters is made up of all those supporters of the Foundation, as
well as the founders.
The Panel of Supporters:
a) gives opinions and proposals on the activities and programmes of the
Foundation, already outlined or to be determined;
b) can propose an increase in the contributions to be paid into the
management fund, in order to be able to qualify as a supporter.
The Panel of Supporters is presided over by the Chairman of the Foundation and is
summoned by him at least once a year, in order to promote new in depth
examinations and discussions about scientific matters or about topics connected to
UNESCO heritage and its management.
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Article 11
Scientific Committee
The Foundation sets up a Scientific Committee, made up of a minimum of three to
five members, and determine its duration. Its function is to give technical-scientific
advice on subjects and problems concerning the management and conservation of
the UNESCO heritage.
Moreover, the Scientific Committee can express its opinion about the monitoring of
the management and about research, and can even suggest improvements.
Article 12
The Secretary General
The office of Secretary General is conferred by the Board of Directors, and the term
of office lasts ………….. years. The office is renewable and can be revoked by the
Board itself at any moment on request of the Chairman or by the majority of the
Board.
The Secretary General implements the policies and the objectives concerning the
administration as established by the Board of Directors.
The Secretary General can participate in sessions of the organs of the Foundation
but does not have the right to vote.
Article 13
Facilitations given by members
In order to contain expenses, the members undertake to make available for the
Foundation structures and space for the activities of the Foundation, either free or
at a reduced rate.
Article 14
Winding up and transfer of goods
When the aim of the foundation has become impossible or the means to put it into
effect too onerous, the Foundation shall be terminated and the real estate and the
immovable property owned by the Foundation must be given back to the founding
members, net of the possible debit balance of liquidation.
Article 15
Legal dispositions to be referred to
For any matters which have not been provided for in this statute, reference should
be made to the dispositions of the Civil Code and other laws in force.
Article 16
Status of persons
The status of persons in this statute appearing as only male refers in fact to both
males and females. Formulas respecting gender in the statute have been avoided
in order not to compromise the legibility of the text.

5

b. Foundation's approval deliberations by Province
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(VWUDWWRGL9HUEDOHGLGHOLEHUD]LRQH
GHOOD*LXQWD3URYLQFLDOH
15HJ'HOLEHUHGHOIHEEUDLR
2**(772 $33529$=,21( '(//( 02',),&+( $//2 6&+(0$ ',
67$7872 '(//$ )21'$=,21( '2/20,7,'2/20,7(1
'2/20,7(6'2/20,7,681(6&2
/¶DQQR GXHPLODQRYH LO JLRUQR WUH GHO PHVH GL IHEEUDLR DOOH RUH  QHOOD VHGH
GHOOD3URYLQFLDGL%HOOXQRVLULXQLVFHOD*LXQWD3URYLQFLDOH

3UHVHQWH $VVHQWH
6HUJLR5(2/21

3UHVLGHQWH

;

9LFH3UHVLGHQWH



&ODXGLR&267$

$VVHVVRUH

;

$QJHOR&2672/$

$VVHVVRUH

;

'DQLHOD/$5(6(),/21

$VVHVVRUH

;

(]LR/,6(

$VVHVVRUH

;

4XLQWR3,2/

$VVHVVRUH

;

*LXVHSSH3,621

$VVHVVRUH

;

,UPD9,6$//,

$VVHVVRUH

;

&ODXGLD%(77,2/

;

3DUWHFLSD
3LHWUR
266,
VHJUHWDULR
JHQHUDOH
GHOOD
3URYLQFLD
$VVXPH OD SUHVLGHQ]D 6HUJLR 5(2/21 3UHVLGHQWH SURWHPSRUH GHOOD 3URYLQFLD
5LFRQRVFLXWD OHJDOH O¶DGXQDQ]D LO 3UHVLGHQWH LQYLWD LO &ROOHJLR D GHOLEHUDUH
/D *LXQWD 3URYLQFLDOH DGRWWD TXLQGL OD GHOLEHUD]LRQH QHO WHVWR SL DYDQWL YHUEDOL]]DWR




,OVHJUHWDULRJHQHUDOH
IWR3LHWUR266, 

,O3UHVLGHQWH
IWR6HUJLR5(2/21 
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/$*,817$3529,1&,$/(
35(0(662FKH
í OH 3URYLQFH GL %HOOXQR FRQ 'HOLEHUD GHO &RQVLJOLR 3URYLQFLDOH
QGHO 3RUGHQRQHH8GLQHHOH3URYLQFH$XWRQRPHGL
%RO]DQR H 7UHQWR KDQQR DYYLDWR OD SURFHGXUD SHU LO
ULFRQRVFLPHQWRGHOOH'RORPLWLTXDOHEHQHQDWXUDOHGHO3DWULPRQLR
0RQGLDOH GHOO 81(6&2 H KDQQR VRWWRVFULWWR XQ 3URWRFROOR
G ,QWHVD DSSURYDWR SHU TXHO FKH ULJXDUGD OD 3URYLQFLD GL
%HOOXQR FRQ GHOLEHUD]LRQH GHOOD *LXQWD 3URYLQFLDOH Q GHO

í VXOOD EDVH GL WDOH 3URWRFROOR G¶,QWHVD JOL (QWL LQWHUHVVDWL
DOODFDQGLGDWXUDGHOOH'RORPLWLKDQQRVWDELOLWR
 GL LQWUDSUHQGHUH XQ SHUFRUVR FRPXQH FKH SRUWL DOOD
FDQGLGDWXUD GHOOH 'RORPLWL TXDOH EHQH QDWXUDOH QHOOD OLVWD
GHO 3DWULPRQLR 0RQGLDOH GHOO¶81(6&2 QHOO¶DPELWR GL XQ
SURJHWWRSLDPSLRFKHFRLQYROJHO¶LQWHUDDUHDDOSLQD
 GL DYYLDUH LQ FRPXQH RJQL D]LRQH XWLOH SHU LO FRQVHJXLPHQWR
GHJOLRELHWWLYLGHOOHULVSHWWLYHSURYLQFHFRUULVSRQGHQWLDOOH
HVLJHQ]HHUHTXLVLWLULFKLHVWLGDOO¶81(6&2
 GLSUHGLVSRUUHXQ'RVVLHUGLFDQGLGDWXUDGHOOH'RORPLWLQHOOD
/LVWD GHO 3DWULPRQLR PRQGLDOH 81(6&2 HG LO FRQVHJXHQWH 3LDQR
GL*HVWLRQH
 GL SUHVHQWDUH LO WHUULWRULR GRORPLWLFR FRPH XQ ³XQLFXP´
FRQQRWDWR GD FRQGL]LRQL JHRJUDILFKH JHRPRUIRORJLFKH HG
DPELHQWDOL GLYHUVH HG LQWHJUDWH WUD ORUR LQ OLQHD FRQ L
FULWHULSUHGHILQLWLGDOO¶81(6&2SHULVLWLQDWXUDOL
 GL GHILQLUH O¶LQWHVD IUD OH 3URYLQFH FLUFD OH PRGDOLWj GL
JHVWLRQH GHO ³%HQH 'RORPLWL´ VXOOD EDVH GHOOH FRPSHWHQ]H H
GHOO¶DXWRQRPLDJHVWLRQDOHGLFLDVFXQD
í LO 'RVVLHU GL FDQGLGDWXUD H LO 3LDQR GL JHVWLRQH GHSRVLWDWL
DOO¶81(6&2 QHO VHWWHPEUH  VRQR VWDWL VRWWRSRVWL DOOD
YDOXWD]LRQH GD SDUWH GL ,8&1
8QLRQH PRQGLDOH SHU OD
&RQVHUYD]LRQH GHOOD 1DWXUD  $VVRFLD]LRQH LQWHUQD]LRQDOH
VSHFLILFDPHQWH LQFDULFDWD GD 81(6&2 GHOOD YHULILFD GHOOD
FDQGLGDWXUD GL EHQL QDWXUDOL H VXOOD EDVH GL WDOH YHULILFD LO
&RPLWDWRSHULO3DWULPRQLR0RQGLDOHQHOODVXDDVHVVLRQHFRQ
GHFLVLRQH Q &20 % GHO  VL q HVSUHVVR SHU LO
GLIIHULPHQWR GHOOD FDQGLGDWXUD GHOOH 'RORPLWL DO VXFFHVVLYR
FLFORGLYDOXWD]LRQH
5,/(9$72 FKH QHOOD GHFLVLRQH GHO &RPLWDWR SHU LO 3DWULPRQLR
PRQGLDOH VL UDFFRPDQGD GL ³ULIRFDOL]]DUH OD FDQGLGDWXUD VXL YDORUL
HVWHWLFL JHRORJLFL H LQ SDUWLFRODUH JHRPRUIRORJLFL GHOOH
'RORPLWL´ H GL ³LPSHJQDUVL DOOD PHVVD LQ RSHUD GL XQD SURWH]LRQH
JLXULGLFD WUDVSDUHQWH UHDOH H FRRUGLQDWD SHU WXWWD OD VHULH FKH
VDUj SURSRVWD´ OH FLQTXH 3URYLQFH KDQQR GDWR FRUVR DOOD
ULGHILQL]LRQH GHO 'RVVLHU GL FDQGLGDWXUD H GHO UHODWLYR 3LDQR GL
JHVWLRQHDOILQHGLUDSSUHVHQWDUHQHO PRGRSLHIILFDFHSRVVLELOH
ODJUDQGLRVLWjGHLYDORULXQLYHUVDOLGHOOH'RORPLWLHLO
KDQQR FRQVHJQDWR WXWWL L PDWHULDOL GL FDQGLGDWXUD ULYLVWL DO
0LQLVWHUR GHOO $PELHQWH H GHOOD 7XWHOD GHO 7HUULWRULR H GHO 0DUH
SHULOVXFFHVVLYRLQYLRDOO 81(6&2D3DULJL
266(59$72 FKH WDOL GRFXPHQWL D VXSSRUWR GHOOD FDQGLGDWXUD VRQR
VWDWL ULFDOLEUDWL ULVSHWWR DL FULWHUL JHRORJLFR H JHRPRUIRORJLFR
SDHVDJJLVWLFR H FKH LO UHODWLYR 3LDQR GL JHVWLRQH q VWDWR
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ULGHILQLWR VRWWR LO SURILOR GL XQ SL HIILFDFH FRRUGLQDPHQWR WUD
JOL (QWL WHUULWRULDOL FRLQYROWL QHOOD FDQGLGDWXUD UHQGHQGR
RSSRUWXQR SUHYHGHUH OD FRVWLWX]LRQH GL XQD )RQGD]LRQH ³'RORPLWL
'RORPLWHQ'RORPLWHV'RORPLWLV 81(6&2´ DO ILQH GL FRQWULEXLUH DG
XQRVYLOXSSRFRQVHUYDWLYRHGXUHYROHGHOSDWULPRQLRPRQGLDOH81(6&2
'RORPLWLHDOULJXDUGRGDSDUWHGHOOH*LXQWHSURYLQFLDOL SHUTXHO
FKH ULJXDUGD OD 3URYLQFLD GL %HOOXQR FRQ GHOLEHUD]LRQH Q  GHO
 qVWDWDDSSURYDWDODER]]DGL6WDWXWR
5,&25'$72 FKH WDOH ER]]D GL 6WDWXWR FRQ OD GRFXPHQWD]LRQH
LQWHJUDWLYD q VWDWD HVDPLQDWD QHOO DPELWR GHOOD PLVVLRQH
YDOXWDWLYD GHOOR ,8&1 FKH KD DYXWR OXRJR GDO  DO  VHWWHPEUH
HLYDOXWDWRULFRQQRWDGHOO KDQQRIRUPXODWRGHL
VXJJHULPHQWL SHU SLFFROH PRGLILFKH H LQWHJUD]LRQL LQ SDUWLFRODUH
DJOLDUWLFROLH
5,/(9$7$ SHUWDQWR O RSSRUWXQLWj GL UHFHSLUH OH RVVHUYD]LRQL GHOOR
,8&1 IRUPDOL]]DWH GRSR LO 3DQHO GL *ODQG 6YL]]HUD  FRQ OHWWHUD
GHOHGLDSSRUWDUHGHOOHPRGLILFKHHLQWHJUD]LRQLDOOR
6WDWXWR GHOOD LVWLWXHQGD )RQGD]LRQH LQ SDUWLFRODUH DJOL DUWLFROL
 H   FRQFRUGDWH WUD WXWWH H FLQTXH OH 3URYLQFH
LQWHUHVVDWHHULHSLORJDWHQHOO DOOHJDWDER]]D
'$72 $772 FKH LO WHVWR FRVu HPHQGDWR GDOOH ULVSHWWLYH *LXQWH
3URYLQFLDOL VDUj WUDVPHVVR D 3DULJL DVVLHPH DOOD GRFXPHQWD]LRQH
LQWHJUDWLYDHFRUUHWWDHQWURODGDWDILVVDWDGDO)RUPDW81(6&2GHO

$668172 LO SDUHUH UHVR SHU LVFULWWR VXO PRGXOR DOOHJDWR DO
SUHVHQWH YHUEDOH  DL VHQVL GHOO¶DUWGHO '/JV  Q
GDO UHVSRQVDELOH GHO VHUYL]LR LQWHUHVVDWR DWWHVWDQWH OD UHJRODULWj
WHFQLFDGHOSUHVHQWHDWWR
&21XQDQLPHYRWD]LRQHSDOHVH
'(/,%(5$
SHUOHUDJLRQLHVSUHVVHLQSUHPHVVD
 GL
PRGLILFDUH
OR
VFKHPD
GL
6WDWXWR
ILQDOL]]DWR
DOO¶LVWLWX]LRQH
GHOOD
)RQGD]LRQH
³'RORPLWL'RORPLWHQ
'RORPLWHV'RORPLWLV81(6&2´FRPSRVWDGDOOH3URYLQFH$XWRQRPH
GL 7UHQWR H %RO]DQR H GDOOH 3URYLQFH GL %HOOXQR 8GLQH H
3RUGHQRQHVHFRQGRLOWHVWRDOOHJDWRTXDOHSDUWHLQWHJUDQWHH
VRVWDQ]LDOHGHOSUHVHQWHSURYYHGLPHQWR
 GL GDUH DWWR FKH DOO¶DSSURYD]LRQH GHILQLWLYD GHOOR 6WDWXWR H
DOOD FRVWLWX]LRQH GHOOD )RQGD]LRQH VL SURYYHGHUj FRQ
GHOLEHUD]LRQH GHO &RQVLJOLR 3URYLQFLDOH DOO¶HVLWR SRVLWLYR
GHOOD SURFHGXUD GL LVFUL]LRQH GHOOH 'RORPLWL QHOOD OLVWD GHO
3DWULPRQLRPRQGLDOHGHOO¶81(6&2
 GL WUDVPHWWHUH LQ HOHQFR LO SUHVHQWH SURYYHGLPHQWR DL
FDSLJUXSSR FRQVLOLDUL DL VHQVL GHOO¶DUW GHO 'HFUHWR
/HJLVODWLYRDJRVWRQ
6XFFHVVLYDPHQWH FRQ HVSUHVVD VHSDUDWD XQDQLPH YRWD]LRQH SDOHVH
OD SUHVHQWH GHOLEHUD]LRQH YLHQH GLFKLDUDWD LPPHGLDWDPHQWH
HVHJXLELOH DL VHQVL GHOO DUW  FRPPD  GHO '/JV
Q
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$77(67$=,21(',&23,$&21)250($//¶25,*,1$/(

&RSLDFRQIRUPHDOO¶RULJLQDOHXVRDPPLQLVWUDWLYR




,/6(*5(7$5,2*(1(5$/(
3LHWUR266,

&(57,),&$72',38%%/,&$=,21(('(6(&87,9,7$¶

6L FHUWLILFD FKH OD FRSLD GHOOD SUHVHQWH GHOLEHUD]LRQH 1  GHO  IHEEUDLR
 q VWDWD DIILVVD SHU OD SXEEOLFD]LRQH DOO¶$OER SUHWRULR GHOOD 3URYLQFLD LO
BBBBBBBBBBBBHSHUJLRUQLFRQVHFXWLYL

6L FHUWLILFD DOWUHVu FKH LO SUHVHQWH SURYYHGLPHQWR q GLYHQXWR HVHFXWLYR DL
VHQVL GHOO¶DUW   FRPPD GHO '/JV  Q LQ GDWD  IHEEUDLR





,/6(*5(7$5,2*(1(5$/(
)WR3LHWUR266,
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5(38%%/,&$,7$/,$1$

3URYLQFLDGL3RUGHQRQH



'HOLEHUD]LRQHGHOOD*LXQWD3URYLQFLDOH
BBBBBBBBBB
5HJLVWUR'HOLEHUHGL*LXQWD1



2**(772 $SSURYD]LRQH GHOOH PRGLILFKH DOOR VFKHPD GL VWDWXWR GHOOD IRQGD]LRQH
³'RORPLWL'RORPLWHQ'RORPLWHV'RORPLWLV 81(6&2´ 'LFKLDUD]LRQH
GLLPPHGLDWDHVHJXLELOLWj





/¶DQQR GXHPLODQRYH LO JLRUQR GRGLFL GHO PHVH GL IHEEUDLR DOOH RUH  SUHVVR LO
086(2 3529,1&,$/( '(//$ 9,7$ &217$',1$

± 3$/$==2 $/7$1 ± 6$1 9,72 $/

7$*/,$0(172 VLqULXQLWDOD*LXQWDDSSRVLWDPHQWHFRQYRFDWD

5LVXOWDQR

&LULDQL$OHVVDQGUR
&HOOD/RUHQ]R
&RQVRUWL$QWRQLR
'HO3XS5LFFDUGR
*UL]]R(OLJLR
0DXUPDLU0DUNXV
3HGLFLQL*LXVHSSH
=RU]HWWR$OEHUWR

3UHVHQWH$VVHQWH
3UHVLGHQWHGHOOD
*LXQWD
&RPSRQHQWHGHOOD
*LXQWD
&RPSRQHQWHGHOOD
*LXQWD
&RPSRQHQWHGHOOD
*LXQWD
&RPSRQHQWHGHOOD
*LXQWD
&RPSRQHQWHGHOOD
*LXQWD
&RPSRQHQWHGHOOD
*LXQWD
&RPSRQHQWHGHOOD
*LXQWD

3UHVHQWH
3UHVHQWH
3UHVHQWH
3UHVHQWH
3UHVHQWH
$VVHQWH
3UHVHQWH
3UHVHQWH

7RWDOLSUHVHQWL
7RWDOLDVVHQWL

$VVLVWHLO6HJUHWDULR*HQHUDOHVLJ%ODUDVLQGRWW*LRYDQQL
,O VLJ &LULDQL GRWW $OHVVDQGUR QHOOD VXD TXDOLWj GL 3UHVLGHQWH 9LFDULR DVVXPH OD
SUHVLGHQ]D H FRQVWDWDWD OD OHJDOLWj GHOO¶DGXQDQ]D GLFKLDUD DSHUWD OD VHGXWD HG LQYLWD OD
*LXQWDDGHOLEHUDUHVXJOLRJJHWWLLVFULWWLDOO¶RUGLQHGHOJLRUQR
$OOHJDWLQ
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2JJHWWR $SSURYD]LRQHGHOOHPRGLILFKHDOORVFKHPDGLVWDWXWRGHOODIRQGD]LRQH
³'RORPLWL'RORPLWHQ'RORPLWHV'RORPLWLV81(6&2´ 'LFKLDUD]LRQHGL
LPPHGLDWDHVHJXLELOLWj 
/$*,817$3529,1&,$/(
3UHPHVVRFKH
í OH 3URYLQFH GL 3RUGHQRQH %HOOXQR H 8GLQH H OH 3URYLQFH$XWRQRPH GL %RO]DQR H7UHQWR
KDQQRDYYLDWRQHOODSURFHGXUDSHULOULFRQRVFLPHQWRGHOOH'RORPLWLTXDOHEHQHQDWXUDOH
GHO3DWULPRQLR0RQGLDOHGHOO 81(6&2
í LO 'RVVLHU GL FDQGLGDWXUD H LO 3LDQR GL JHVWLRQH GHSRVLWDWL DOO¶81(6&2 QHO VHWWHPEUH
 VRQR VWDWL VRWWRSRVWL DOOD YDOXWD]LRQH GD SDUWH GL ,8&1 8QLRQH PRQGLDOH SHU OD
&RQVHUYD]LRQH GHOOD 1DWXUD  $VVRFLD]LRQH LQWHUQD]LRQDOH VSHFLILFDPHQWH LQFDULFDWD GD
81(6&2 GHOOD YHULILFD GHOOD FDQGLGDWXUD GL EHQL QDWXUDOL H VXOOD EDVH GL WDOH YHULILFD LO
&RPLWDWRSHULO3DWULPRQLR0RQGLDOHQHOODVXDDVHVVLRQHFRQGHFLVLRQHQ&20%
GHOVLqHVSUHVVRSHULOGLIIHULPHQWRGHOODFDQGLGDWXUDGHOOH'RORPLWLDOVXFFHVVLYRFLFOR
GLYDOXWD]LRQH
5LOHYDWR FKH QHOOD GHFLVLRQH GHO &RPLWDWR SHU LO 3DWULPRQLR PRQGLDOH VL UDFFRPDQGD GL
³ULIRFDOL]]DUHODFDQGLGDWXUDVXLYDORULHVWHWLFLJHRORJLFLHLQSDUWLFRODUHJHRPRUIRORJLFLGHOOH
'RORPLWL´HGL³LPSHJQDUVLDOODPHVVDLQRSHUDGLXQDSURWH]LRQHJLXULGLFDWUDVSDUHQWHUHDOHH
FRRUGLQDWD SHU WXWWD OD VHULH FKH VDUj SURSRVWD´ OH FLQTXH 3URYLQFH KDQQR GDWR FRUVR DOOD
ULGHILQL]LRQH GHO 'RVVLHU GL FDQGLGDWXUD H GHO UHODWLYR 3LDQR GL JHVWLRQH DO ILQH GL
UDSSUHVHQWDUH QHO PRGR SL HIILFDFH SRVVLELOH OD JUDQGLRVLWj GHL YDORUL XQLYHUVDOL GHOOH
'RORPLWL H LO  KDQQR FRQVHJQDWR WXWWL L PDWHULDOL GL FDQGLGDWXUD ULYLVWL DO 0LQLVWHUR
GHOO $PELHQWH H GHOOD7XWHOD GHO7HUULWRULR H GHO 0DUH SHU LO VXFFHVVLYR LQYLR DOO 81(6&2 D
3DULJL
&RQVLGHUDWR FKH WDOL GRFXPHQWL D VXSSRUWR GHOOD FDQGLGDWXUD VRQR VWDWL ULFDOLEUDWL ULVSHWWR DL
FULWHUL JHRORJLFR H JHRPRUIRORJLFRSDHVDJJLVWLFR H FKH LO UHODWLYR 3LDQR GL JHVWLRQH q VWDWR
ULGHILQLWRVRWWRLO SURILORGL XQ SLHIILFDFHFRRUGLQDPHQWRWUDJOL(QWLWHUULWRULDOLFRLQYROWLQHOOD
FDQGLGDWXUD UHQGHQGR RSSRUWXQR SUHYHGHUH OD FRVWLWX]LRQH GL XQD )RQGD]LRQH ³'RORPLWL
'RORPLWHQ'RORPLWHV'RORPLWLV81(6&2´DOILQHGLFRQWULEXLUHDGXQRVYLOXSSRFRQVHUYDWLYR
H GXUHYROH GHO SDWULPRQLR PRQGLDOH 81(6&2 'RORPLWL H DO ULJXDUGR GD SDUWH GHOOH *LXQWH
SURYLQFLDOL SHU TXHO FKH ULJXDUGD OD 3URYLQFLD GL 3RUGHQRQH FRQ GHOLEHUD]LRQH Q  GHO
 qVWDWDDSSURYDWDODER]]DGL6WDWXWR
5LFRUGDWR FKH WDOH ER]]D GL 6WDWXWR FRQ OD GRFXPHQWD]LRQH LQWHJUDWLYD q VWDWD HVDPLQDWD
QHOO DPELWRGHOODPLVVLRQHYDOXWDWLYDGHOOR,8&1FKHKDDYXWROXRJRGDODOVHWWHPEUH
 H L YDOXWDWRUL FRQ QRWD GHOO  KDQQR IRUPXODWR GHL VXJJHULPHQWL SHU SLFFROH
PRGLILFKHHLQWHJUD]LRQLLQSDUWLFRODUHDJOLDUWLFROLH
5LOHYDWD SHUWDQWR O RSSRUWXQLWj GL UHFHSLUH OH RVVHUYD]LRQL GHOOR ,8&1 IRUPDOL]]DWH GRSR LO
3DQHO GL *ODQG 6YL]]HUD  FRQ OHWWHUD GHO  H GL DSSRUWDUH GHOOH PRGLILFKH H
LQWHJUD]LRQLDOOR6WDWXWRGHOODLVWLWXHQGD)RQGD]LRQH LQSDUWLFRODUHDJOLDUWLFROLH 
FRQFRUGDWHWUDWXWWHHFLQTXHOH3URYLQFHLQWHUHVVDWHHULHSLORJDWHQHOO DOOHJDWDER]]D
'DWR$WWR FKH LO WHVWR FRVu HPHQGDWR GDOOH ULVSHWWLYH *LXQWH 3URYLQFLDOL VDUj WUDVPHVVR D
3DULJL DVVLHPH DOOD GRFXPHQWD]LRQH LQWHJUDWLYD H FRUUHWWD HQWUR OD GDWD ILVVDWD GDO )RUPDW
81(6&2GHO
3URYLQFLDGL3RUGHQRQH±'HOLEHUD]LRQHGL*LXQWDQGHO
3URSRVWDQ6(7725(3,$1,),&$=,21(3$75,021,2(',/,=,$
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9LVWDODGHOLEHUD]LRQHGHOOD*LXQWDSURYLQFLDOHQGHOVHWWHPEUHGLDSSURYD]LRQH
GHOO¶$FFRUGRGLSURJUDPPDSHUO¶DUPRQL]]D]LRQHGHOOHSROLWLFKHGLJHVWLRQHGHOOH'RORPLWL
9LVWD OD 'HFLVLRQH GHO &RPLWDWR SHU LO 3DWULPRQLR PRQGLDOH Q  &20 % GHO 
SHUYHQXWD DOOD 3UHVLGHQ]D GHOOD 3URYLQFLD GL 3RUGHQRQH LQ GDWD  RWWREUH  SURW
 
'LVSRVWRFKH
í

XQD YROWD RWWHQXWR O¶LQVHULPHQWR GHOOH 'RORPLWL QHOOD OLVWD GHL %HQL SDWULPRQLR
GHOO¶81(6&2VDUjQHFHVVDULDODFRVWLWX]LRQHGLXQD)RQGD]LRQHLFXLVFRSLVRQRGHILQLWL
LQYLDSUHOLPLQDUHDOO¶DUWLFRORGHOO¶DOOHJDWR

í

OD JHVWLRQH GHJOL DPELWL ULFRQRVFLXWL SDWULPRQLR GHOO¶XPDQLWj GRYUj DYYHQLUH LQ
PDQLHUDFRRUGLQDWDVHFRQGROHPRGDOLWjSUHYLVWHGDO3LDQRGL*HVWLRQH

í

VDUj QHFHVVDULD O¶DSSURYD]LRQH GHOOR 6WDWXWR GHOOD )RQGD]LRQH GD SDUWH GHO
&RQVLJOLR 3URYLQFLDOH DL VHQVL GHOO¶DUW  FRPPD  OHWWHUD F  GHO '/JV  VROR
TXDORUD YHQJD ULFRQRVFLXWR O¶LQVHULPHQWR GHOOH 'RORPLWL QHOOD OLVWD GHL %HQL SDWULPRQLR
GHOO¶81(6&2HGDOILQHGLUHQGHUHRSHUDWLYDOD)RQGD]LRQH

5LWHQXWRSHUWDQWRGLDSSURYDUHLFRQWHQXWLGHOODSURSRVWDGL6WDWXWRLQDOOHJDWR
'DWR DWWR FKH L FRQWHQXWL GHOOD SUHVHQWH SURSRVWD GL VWDWXWR SRWUDQQR HVVHUH RJJHWWR GL
VXFFHVVLYHLQWHJUD]LRQLLQVHGHGLDSSURYD]LRQHGDSDUWHGHO&RQVLJOLR3URYLQFLDOH
5LWHQXWRDOWUHVuGLGLFKLDUDUHLOSUHVHQWHSURYYHGLPHQWRLPPHGLDWDPHQWHHVHJXLELOHDOILQHGL
SRWHUORDOOHJDUHDOODGRFXPHQWD]LRQHFKHVDUjLQYLDWDDOO¶8QHVFR
$FFHUWDWR FKH O¶DSSURYD]LRQH GHOOD SUHVHQWH GHOLEHUD QRQ FRPSRUWD DOFXQD DVVXQ]LRQH GL
VSHVD
9LVWRLOSDUHUHHVSUHVVRDLVHQVLGHO78((//Q
'(/,%(5$
SHUOHUDJLRQLHVSUHVVHLQSUHPHVVD

GL DSSURYDUH LQ YLD SUHOLPLQDUH SHU OH PRWLYD]LRQH HVSRVWH LQ SUHPHVVD OH
PRGLILFKH DOOR VFKHPD GL 6WDWXWR ILQDOL]]DWR DOO¶LVWLWX]LRQH GHOOD)RQGD]LRQH³'RORPLWL
'RORPLWHQ'RORPLWHV'RORPLWLV 81(6&2´ FRPSRVWD GDOOH 3URYLQFH GL 3RUGHQRQH
%HOOXQR H 8GLQH H GDOOH 3URYLQFH$XWRQRPH GL %RO]DQR H 7UHQWR VHFRQGR LO WHVWR
DOOHJDWRTXDOHSDUWHLQWHJUDQWHHVRVWDQ]LDOHGHOSUHVHQWHSURYYHGLPHQWR

GLGDUHDWWRFKHDOO¶DSSURYD]LRQHGHILQLWLYDGHOOR6WDWXWRGLFXLDOSXQWR HDOOD
FRVWLWX]LRQH GHOOD )RQGD]LRQH VL SURYYHGHUj FRQ VXFFHVVLYH GHOLEHUD]LRQL GHO
&RQVLJOLR 3URYLQFLDOH DL VHQVL GHOO¶DUW  FRPPD  OHWWHUD F  GHO 
VXERUGLQDWDPHQWH DOO¶HVLWR SRVLWLYR GHOOD SURFHGXUD GL LVFUL]LRQH GHOOH 'RORPLWL QHOOD
OLVWDGHO3DWULPRQLRPRQGLDOHGHOO¶81(6&2

GL GDUHDWWRFKHL FRQWHQXWLGHOODSUHVHQWHSURSRVWDGLVWDWXWRSRWUDQQRHVVHUH
RJJHWWR GL VXFFHVVLYH LQWHJUD]LRQL LQ VHGH GL DSSURYD]LRQH GD SDUWH GHO &RQVLJOLR
3URYLQFLDOH

GL GLFKLDUDUH OD SUHVHQWH GHOLEHUD]LRQH LPPHGLDWDPHQWH HVHJXLELOH DL VHQVL
GHOO¶DUWGHOOD/5QHVPLVWDQWHO¶LPPLQHQ]DGHOOHDWWLYLWjLQHUHQWL
ODVSHGL]LRQHGHLPDWHULDOLLQWHJUDWLYLDOO¶81(6&2
/D GHOLEHUD]LRQH GL FXL VRSUD YLHQH DSSURYDWD GDOOD *LXQWD DG XQDQLPLWj GL YRWL HVSUHVVL LQ IRUPD
SDOHVH
$G XQDQLPLWj GL YRWL HVSUHVVL LQ IRUPD SDOHVH OD SUHVHQWH GHOLEHUD]LRQH YLHQH DOWUHVu GLFKLDUDWD
LPPHGLDWDPHQWHHVHJXLELOHDLVHQVLGHOO¶DUWGHOOD/5QHVXFFHVVLYHPRGLILFKH
3URYLQFLDGL3RUGHQRQH±'HOLEHUD]LRQHGL*LXQWDQGHO
3URSRVWDQ6(7725(3,$1,),&$=,21(3$75,021,2(',/,=,$
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5(38%%/,&$,7$/,$1$


3URYLQFLDGL3RUGHQRQH
6(7725(3,$1,),&$=,21(3$75,021,2(',/,=,$

3URSRVWDGL'HOLEHUD]LRQHQ

2JJHWWR$SSURYD]LRQHGHOOHPRGLILFKHDOORVFKHPDGLVWDWXWRGHOODIRQGD]LRQH³'RORPLWL'RORPLWHQ
'RORPLWHV'RORPLWLV81(6&2´

3$5(5(',5(*2/$5,7È7(&1,&$

$L VHQVL GHOO DUW  FRPPD  GHO '/JVQ  GHO 78((// VL HVSULPH SDUHUH
)$925(92/(DOODUHJRODULWjWHFQLFDGHOODSURSRVWDGLGHOLEHUD]LRQH
3RUGHQRQHOu


,/5(63216$%,/(
$5&+6(5*,2%(5*1$&+

627726&5,772',*,7$/0(17($,6( 16,'(/'35(68&&(66,9(02',),&+((',17(*5$=,21,

/HWWRDSSURYDWRHVRWWRVFULWWRGLJLWDOPHQWHDLVHQVLGHO'35 HVXFFHVVLYHPRGLILFKHHGLQWHJUD]LRQL
,O3UHVLGHQWH9LFDULR
&LULDQLGRWW$OHVVDQGUR




,O6HJUHWDULR*HQHUDOH
%ODUDVLQGRWW*LRYDQQL

&(57,),&$72',(6(&87,9,7$¶
/DSUHVHQWHGHOLEHUD]LRQHqVWDWDGLFKLDUDWDLPPHGLDWDPHQWHHVHJXLELOHDLVHQVLGHOO¶DUWGHOOD/5QH
VXFFHVVLYHPRGLILFKHHGqGLYHQXWDHVHFXWLYDLQGDWD














,O6HJUHWDULR*HQHUDOH
%ODUDVLQGRWW*LRYDQQL



627726&5,772',*,7$/0(17($,6( 16,'(/'35(68&&(66,9(02',),&+((',17(*5$=,21,

$77(67$=,21(',,1,=,238%%/,&$=,21(
6LDWWHVWDFKHODSUHVHQWHGHOLEHUD]LRQHRJJLYLHQHDIILVVDDOO¶$OERSUHWRULRRYHYLULPDUUjDWXWWRLO

/u
,O5HVSRQVDELOHGHOOD3XEEOLFD]LRQH
*LXVHSSD%RQYQHWUH
627726&5,772',*,7$/0(17($,6( 16,'(/'35(68&&(66,9(02',),&+((',17(*5$=,21,

3URYLQFLDGL3RUGHQRQH±'HOLEHUD]LRQHGL*LXQWDQGHO
3URSRVWDQ6(7725(3,$1,),&$=,21(3$75,021,2(',/,=,$
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3529,1&,$$872120$',75(172
3URWQ$8

5HJGHOLEQ 

9(5%$/(','(/,%(5$=,21('(//$*,817$3529,1&,$/(
2**(772
5LDGR]LRQH LQ YLD SUHOLPLQDUH GHOOR VFKHPD GL 6WDWXWR GHOOD )RQGD]LRQH 'RORPLWL'RORPLWHQ
'RORPLWHV'RORPLWLV81(6&2

,OJLRUQR)HEEUDLRDGRUHQHOODVDODGHOOH6HGXWH
LQVHJXLWRDFRQYRFD]LRQHGLVSRVWDFRQDYYLVRDJOLDVVHVVRULVLqULXQLWD



/$*,817$3529,1&,$/(
VRWWRODSUHVLGHQ]DGHO


35(6,'(17(

/25(1=2'(//$,

3UHVHQWL


9,&(35(6,'(17(
$66(6625,

$/%(5723$&+(5
0$57$'$/0$62
0$852*,/02==,
/,$*,29$1$==,%(/75$0,
7,=,$120(//$5,1,
$/(66$1'522/,9,
)5$1&23$1,==$
8*25266,








$VVLVWH

/$',5,*(17(

3$75,=,$*(17,/(

,O3UHVLGHQWHFRQVWDWDWRLOQXPHUROHJDOHGHJOLLQWHUYHQXWLGLFKLDUDDSHUWDODVHGXWD
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,O5HODWRUHFRPXQLFD
QHOO¶DPELWR GHOOD SURFHGXUD DYYLDWD SHU LO ULFRQRVFLPHQWR GHOOH 'RORPLWL
TXDOH EHQH QDWXUDOHGHO3DWULPRQLR PRQGLDOHGHOO¶81(6&2 OD3URYLQFLDDXWRQRPD
GL7UHQWROD3URYLQFLDDXWRQRPDGL%RO]DQRHOH 3URYLQFHGL%HOOXQR3RUGHQRQHH
8GLQH KDQQR VRWWRVFULWWR LO 3URWRFROOR GL LQWHVD DSSURYDWR SHU TXDQWR ULJXDUGD OD
3URYLQFLDDXWRQRPDGL7UHQWRFRQGHOLEHUD]LRQHGL*LXQWDSURYLQFLDOHQGLGDWD
 JLXJQR  6XOOD EDVH GL WDOH 3URWRFROOR G¶LQWHVD JOL (QWL LQWHUHVVDWL DOOD
FDQGLGDWXUDGHOOH'RORPLWLKDQQRVWDELOLWR


GL LQWUDSUHQGHUH XQ SHUFRUVR FRPXQH FKH SRUWL DOOD FDQGLGDWXUD GHOOH 'RORPLWL
TXDOH EHQH QDWXUDOH QHOOD OLVWD GHO 3DWULPRQLR 0RQGLDOH GHOO¶81(6&2
QHOO¶DPELWRGLXQSURJHWWRSLDPSLRFKHFRLQYROJHO¶LQWHUDDUHDDOSLQD



GLDYYLDUHLQFRPXQHRJQLD]LRQHXWLOHSHULOFRQVHJXLPHQWRGHJOLRELHWWLYLGHOOH
ULVSHWWLYH SURYLQFH FRUULVSRQGHQWL DOOH HVLJHQ]H H UHTXLVLWL ULFKLHVWL
GDOO¶81(6&2



GL SUHGLVSRUUH XQ 'RVVLHU GL FDQGLGDWXUD GHOOH 'RORPLWL QHOOD /LVWD GHO
3DWULPRQLRPRQGLDOH81(6&2HGLOFRQVHJXHQWH3LDQRGL*HVWLRQH



GLSUHVHQWDUHLOWHUULWRULRGRORPLWLFRFRPHXQ³XQLFXP´FRQQRWDWRGDFRQGL]LRQL
JHRJUDILFKH JHRPRUIRORJLFKH HG DPELHQWDOL GLYHUVH HG LQWHJUDWH WUD ORUR LQ
OLQHDFRQLFULWHULSUHGHILQLWLGDOO¶81(6&2SHULVLWLQDWXUDOL



GL GHILQLUH O¶LQWHVD IUD OH 3URYLQFH FLUFD OH PRGDOLWj GL JHVWLRQH GHO ³%HQH
'RORPLWL´VXOODEDVHGHOOHFRPSHWHQ]HHGHOO¶DXWRQRPLDJHVWLRQDOHGLFLDVFXQD

*OL(QWLVRSUDFLWDWL KDQQR LQROWUHSUHGLVSRVWRQHOO¶DPELWRGHOODSURSRVWDGL
FDQGLGDWXUD LO 3LDQR GL JHVWLRQH LQWHVR FRPH VWUXPHQWR WHFQLFR GL RULHQWDPHQWR H
FRRUGLQDPHQWRXWLOHDOO¶D]LRQHGHLGLYHUVLVRJJHWWLLQWHUHVVDWLDOODVDOYDJXDUGLDHDOOD
SURPR]LRQHGHOOH'RORPLWLTXDOH3DWULPRQLRQDWXUDOHPRQGLDOH81(6&2
&RQVLGHUDWRFKH81(6&2KDULWHQXWRQHFHVVDULRJDUDQWLUHLQVLQWRQLDFRQOH
FRPSHWHQ]H H OD SURJUDPPD]LRQH GHOOH VLQJROH LVWLWX]LRQL DPELWL GL SRVVLELOH
DUPRQL]]D]LRQH GHOOH SROLWLFKH GL JHVWLRQH GHOOH 'RORPLWL D OLYHOOR UHJLRQDOH H
SURYLQFLDOH QHO TXDGUR GHO 3LDQR GL *HVWLRQH OH FLQTXH 3URYLQFH FRLQYROWH QHOOD
FDQGLGDWXUD KDQQR VWLSXODWR XQ $FFRUGR GL SURJUDPPD FKH SHU OD 3URYLQFLD
DXWRQRPDGL7UHQWRqVWDWRDSSURYDWRFRQODGHOLEHUD]LRQHGHOOD*LXQWDSURYLQFLDOH
QGHOVHWWHPEUH
,O'RVVLHUGLFDQGLGDWXUDGHSRVLWDWRDOO¶81(6&2QHOVHWWHPEUHqVWDWR
VRWWRSRVWRDOODYDOXWD]LRQHGDSDUWHGL,8&1 8QLRQHPRQGLDOHSHUOD&RQVHUYD]LRQH
GHOOD 1DWXUD  $VVRFLD]LRQH LQWHUQD]LRQDOH VSHFLILFDPHQWH LQFDULFDWD GD 81(6&2
GHOOD YHULILFD GHOOD FDQGLGDWXUD GL EHQL QDWXUDOL H VXOOD EDVH GL WDOH YHULILFD LO
&RPLWDWR SHU LO SDWULPRQLR PRQGLDOH QHOOD VXD  VHVVLRQH VL q HVSUHVVR SHU LO
GLIIHULPHQWR GHOOD FDQGLGDWXUD GHOOH 'RORPLWL DO VXFFHVVLYR FLFOR GL YDOXWD]LRQH
6XOODEDVHGLWDOHGHFLVLRQHVLqUHVRQHFHVVDULRULYHGHUHHLQWHJUDUHJOLHODERUDWLJLj
SUHGLVSRVWLSHUULVSRQGHUHDTXDQWRHYLGHQ]LDWRQHOOD'HFLVLRQHGHO&RPLWDWRSHULO
3DWULPRQLRPRQGLDOHQ&20%GHO
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5LOHYDWR FKH QHOOD GHFLVLRQH GHO &RPLWDWR SHU LO 3DWULPRQLR PRQGLDOH VL
UDFFRPDQGD GL ³ULIRFDOL]]DUH OD FDQGLGDWXUD VXL YDORUL HVWHWLFL JHRORJLFL H LQ
SDUWLFRODUH JHRPRUIRORJLFLGHOOH'RORPLWL´ HGL ³LPSHJQDUVL DOOD PHVVD LQRSHUDGL
XQD SURWH]LRQH JLXULGLFD WUDVSDUHQWH UHDOH H FRRUGLQDWD SHU WXWWD OD VHULH FKH VDUj
SURSRVWD´ OH FLQTXH 3URYLQFH KDQQR GDWR FRUVR DOOD ULGHILQL]LRQH GHO 'RVVLHU GL
FDQGLGDWXUD H GHO UHODWLYR 3LDQR GL JHVWLRQH DO ILQH GL UDSSUHVHQWDUH QHO PRGR SL
HIILFDFH SRVVLELOH OD JUDQGLRVLWj GHL YDORUL XQLYHUVDOL GHOOH 'RORPLWL ,O 'RVVLHU GL
FDQGLGDWXUD ULYLVWR VHFRQGR TXDQWR ULFKLHVWR GD 81(6&2 q VWDWR LQYLDWR DO
0LQLVWHURSHUL%HQLHOH$WWLYLWjFXOWXUDOLDOILQHGHOO¶LQROWURDOO¶81(6&2ORVFRUVR
JHQQDLR
&RQVLGHUDWRGXQTXHFKH L GRFXPHQWLDVXSSRUWRGHOODFDQGLGDWXUDVRQRVWDWL
ULFDOLEUDWL ULVSHWWR DL FULWHUL JHRORJLFR H JHRPRUIRORJLFRSDHVDJJLVWLFR H FKH LO
UHODWLYR 3LDQR GL JHVWLRQH q VWDWR ULGHILQLWR VRWWR LO SURILOR GL XQ SL HIILFDFH
FRRUGLQDPHQWR WUD JOL (QWL WHUULWRULDOL FRLQYROWL QHOOD FDQGLGDWXUD OD 3URYLQFLD
DXWRQRPD GL 7UHQWR OD 3URYLQFLD DXWRQRPD GL %RO]DQR H OH 3URYLQFH GL %HOOXQR
3RUGHQRQH H 8GLQH VL VRQR LPSHJQDWH D LVWLWXLUH OD )RQGD]LRQH ³'RORPLWL
'RORPLWHQ'RORPLWHV'RORPLWLV 81(6&2´ DO ILQH GL FRQWULEXLUH DG XQR VYLOXSSR
FRQVHUYDWLYR H GXUHYROH GHO SDWULPRQLR PRQGLDOH 81(6&2 'RORPLWL H DG
DSSURYDUQH OR6WDWXWRDUWLFRODWRLQSXQWL/D3URYLQFLDDXWRQRPDGL7UHQWRKD LQ
SDUWLFRODUHDSSURYDWRWDOHVFKHPDGL6WDWXWRFRQODGHOLEHUD]LRQHQGLGDWD
VHWWHPEUH
7HQXWRFRQWRFKHGDODOVHWWHPEUHqVWDWRFRQGRWWRLOVRSUDOOXRJR
GDSDUWHGHLYDOXWDWRULGL,8&1FKHKDQQRVRVWDQ]LDOPHQWHFRQGLYLVRO¶LPSRVWD]LRQH
GHOOR VFKHPD GL 6WDWXWR DGRWWDWR SURSRQHQGRQH DOFXQH OLPLWDWH SUHFLVD]LRQL VL
SURSRQH ODULDGR]LRQH LQ YLDSUHOLPLQDUHGHOOR VFKHPDGL6WDWXWRGHOOD)RQGD]LRQH
³'RORPLWL'RORPLWHQ'RORPLWHV'RORPLWLV 81(6&2´ DUWLFRODWR LQ  SXQWL
UHGDWWR LQ OLQJXD LWDOLDQD H LQJOHVH QHOOD IRUPXOD]LRQH DOOHJDWD DO SUHVHQWH
SURYYHGLPHQWR
&LzSUHPHVVR
/$*,817$3529,1&,$/(
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YLVWDODGHOLEHUD]LRQHGL*LXQWDSURYLQFLDOHQGLGDWDJLXJQRGL
DSSURYD]LRQH GHO 3URWRFROOR G¶LQWHVD WUD OD 3URYLQFLD DXWRQRPD GL 7UHQWR OD
3URYLQFLD DXWRQRPD GL %RO]DQR OH 3URYLQFH GL %HOOXQR 3RUGHQRQH H 8GLQH
DYHQWH DG RJJHWWR OD FDQGLGDWXUD GHOOH 'RORPLWL SHU O LVFUL]LRQH QHOOD /LVWD GHO
3DWULPRQLR0RQGLDOH81(6&2



YLVWDODGHOLEHUD]LRQHGHOOD*LXQWDSURYLQFLDOHQGHOVHWWHPEUHGL
DSSURYD]LRQH GHOO¶$FFRUGR GL SURJUDPPD SHU O¶DUPRQL]]D]LRQH GHOOH SROLWLFKH
GLJHVWLRQHGHOOH'RORPLWL



YLVWD OD'HFLVLRQHGHO&RPLWDWRSHU LO3DWULPRQLR PRQGLDOH Q&20%
GHO  SHUYHQXWD DOO¶$VVHVVRUDWR DOO¶8UEDQLVWLFD H DPELHQWH GHOOD 3URYLQFLD
DXWRQRPDGL7UHQWRLQGDWDRWWREUH SURW$ 
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YLVWDODGHOLEHUD]LRQHGHOOD*LXQWDSURYLQFLDOHQGHOO¶VHWWHPEUH
FRQ OD TXDOH q VWDWR DSSURYDWR LQ YLD SUHOLPLQDUH OR VFKHPD GL 6WDWXWR GHOOD
)RQGD]LRQH³'RORPLWL'RORPLWHQ'RORPLWHV'RORPLWLV81(6&2´



DGXQDQLPLWjGLYRWLHVSUHVVLQHOOHIRUPHGLOHJJH
GHOLEHUD



GL ULDGRWWDUH LQ YLD SUHOLPLQDUH SHU OH PRWLYD]LRQH HVSRVWH LQ SUHPHVVD OR
VFKHPDGL6WDWXWRUHGDWWRLQOLQJXDLWDOLDQDHLQJOHVHILQDOL]]DWRDOO¶LVWLWX]LRQH
GHOOD )RQGD]LRQH ³'RORPLWL'RORPLWHQ'RORPLWHV'RORPLWLV 81(6&2´
FRPSRVWRGDOOH3URYLQFHDXWRQRPHGL7UHQWRHGL%RO]DQRHGDOOH3URYLQFHGL
%HOOXQR 3RUGHQRQH H 8GLQH QHO WHVWR DOOHJDWR TXDOH SDUWH LQWHJUDQWH H
VRVWDQ]LDOHGHOSUHVHQWHSURYYHGLPHQWR



GL GDUH DWWR FRQVHJXHQWHPHQWH FKH LO WHVWR GHOOR VFKHPD GL 6WDWXWR GL FXL DO
SXQWR   VRVWLWXLVFH LO WHVWR DSSURYDWR VHPSUH LQ YLD SUHOLPLQDUH FRQ SURSULD
GHOLEHUD]LRQHQGHOO¶QRYHPEUH



GLGDUHDWWRFKHDOO¶DSSURYD]LRQHGHILQLWLYDGHOOR6WDWXWRGLFXLDOSXQWR HDOOD
FRVWLWX]LRQH GHOOD )RQGD]LRQH VL SURYYHGHUj FRQ VXFFHVVLYH GHOLEHUD]LRQL
VHFRQGR TXDQWR SUHYLVWR GDOO¶RUGLQDPHQWR SURYLQFLDOH VXERUGLQDWDPHQWH
DOO¶HVLWR SRVLWLYR GHOOD SURFHGXUD GL LVFUL]LRQH GHOOH 'RORPLWL QHOOD OLVWD GHO
3DWULPRQLRPRQGLDOHGHOO¶81(6&2

)6
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A.3. CONSULTATION OF STAKEHOLDERS

APPENDIX 3

h reference to A. 8.1.

a. Province of Belluno
Date



12/01/2005

Provincia di Belluno. Panel
with environmentalist
associations

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability from
stakeholders

13/01/2005

Villa Patt, Majors of
Municipalities and Presidents
of Mountain Communities,
Directors and presidents of
National and Regional Parks

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability and interest
from local administrations

20/01/2005

San Vittore. CIPRA

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability and interest
from stakeholders

02/02/2005

Provincia di Belluno.
Fondazione Angelini

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability and interest
from stakeholders

09/02/2005

Provincia di Belluno. Meeeting
with CAI (Matteo Fiori)

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability and interest
from stakeholders

22/02/2005

Provincia di Belluno. Meeting
with delegates of Parco
Nazionale delle Dolomiti
Bellunesi

28/02/2005

Agordo. Summit with the
Municipalities of the Comunità
Montana Agordina and
Comunità Montana Cadore,
Longaronese, Zoldo

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability and interest of
municipalities

01/03/2005

Belluno. Summit with the
Municipalities of the Comunità
Montana Centro Cadore, Majors
and President of CM CC

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability and interest of
municipalities

02/03/2005

Belluno. Summit with the
Municipalities of the Comunità
Montana Valboite, Majors and
President of CM CV and
President of the Parco
Nazionale delle Dolomiti
Bellunesi

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability and interest of
municipalities

07/03/2005

Belluno. Panel with
environmentalist associations

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability and interest
stakeholders

13/04/2005

Villa Patt: Municipalities,
Mountain Communities,
Majors and Presidents of
Mountain Communities,
National and Regional Parks,
Associations

Official presentation of the
nomination.

1

2



21/05/2005

Agordo. Summit with the
Municipality and citizenship

Presentation of the nomination of
the Dolomites in the WHL and
definition of the component sites

27/05/2005

Feltre. Meeting with the C.A.I.
(Club alpino italiano)

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability and interest
from stakeholders

14/06/2005

Provincia di Belluno. Summit
with the Municipalities of Zoldo
Valley and the Comunità
Montana Cadore, Longaronese,
Zoldo

Presentation of the nomination of
the Dolomites in the WHL and
definition of the component sites

20/06/2005

Zoldo Alto. Summit with town
Council

Presentation of the nomination of
the Dolomites in the WHL and
definition of the component sites

01/07/2005

Agordo Summit with the
Municipality and citizenship
and meeting with the local
“Club UNESCO Agordino”

Presentation of the nomination of
the Dolomites in the WHL and
definition of the component sites

02/07/2005

Forno di Zoldo Summit with the
Municipality and citizenship

Presentation of the nomination of
the Dolomites in the WHL and
definition of the component sites

16/07/2005

San Vito di Cadore Summit
with the Municipality and
citizenship

Presentation of the nomination of
the Dolomites in the WHL and
definition of the component sites

18/07/2005

Agordo Summit with the
Municipality and citizenship of
Comunità Montana Agordina.

Presentation of the nomination of
the Dolomites in the WHL and
definition of the component sites

28/07/2005

Colle S. Lucia Summit with the
Municipality and citizenship

Presentation of the nomination of
the Dolomites in the WHL and
definition of the component sites

07/09/2005

Belluno. Panel with
environmentalist associations

Presentation of the Nomination
Document and Management Plan

13/09/2005

Vodo di Cadore : Summit with
the Municipality and
citizenship and Comunità
Montana Valboite

Presentation of the Nomination
Document and Management Plan

16/09/2005

Summit with the Municipality
and citizenship of the
Comunità Montana Comelico
Superiore and Regole del
Comelico

Presentation of the Nomination
Document and Management Plan

16/09/2005

Pieve di Cadore. Summit with
the Municipality and
citizenship

Presentation of the Nomination
Document and Management Plan

21/01/2008

Feltre (BL). Summit with
Municipalities involved in the
nomination, the presidents of
Mountain Communities and
Regional and National Parks

Presentation of the new Nomination
Document and Management Plan

23/01/2008

Pieve di Cadore (BL). Summit
with Municipalities involved in
the nomination, the presidents
of Mountain Communities and
Regional and National Parks

Presentation of the new Nomination
Document and Management Plan

Nomination of the Dolomites
for inscription on the
World Natural Heritage List
UNESCO
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Other Technical relations existing between the offices of the Provincia di Belluno
and local administrations

Date

local administration

10.06.2005

Parco Regionale Dolomiti di
Ampezzo

data collection

04.07.2005

Parco Regionale Dolomiti di
Ampezzo

data collection

08.08/
19.09.2005

Parco Nazionale Dolomiti
Bellunesi

Transmission of Informative material

17.06.2005

Regole d’Ampezzo

data collection

02.08/04.08/
5.09.2005

Regole d’Ampezzo

Request of agreement about the
proposed component site boundaries

08.08/
28.09.2005

Regole d’Ampezzo

Agreement ,confirming the support
and the boundaries

20.06.2005

Municipality of Falcade

data collection

21.06.2005

Municipalities of Cencenighe,
Alleghe, Rocca, Colle, Selva,
Forno di Zoldo

data collection

23.06.2005

Municipalities of Pieve, Valle,
Vodo, Borca, San Vito, S.
Stefano, Lozzo, Domegge,
Ospitale

data collection

27.06.2005

Municipalities of Auronzo,
Danta, San Nicolò, Comelico
Sup.

data collection

28.06.2005

Municipalities of La Valle,
Vallada, Taibon, Gosaldo

data collection

29.06.2005

Municipalities of Vigo,
Sappada, San Pietro

data collection

30.06.2005

Municipalities of Cibiana,
Zoppè, Zoldo Alto

data collection

06.10.2005

All the Municipalities and
Mountain Communities

Transmission of the Nomination
Document

15.03.2005

CIPRA

Transmission of the Nomination
Document

06.10.2005

All the Municipalities

Informative Letter
3



Municipality
Borca di
Cadore

Date
05.03.2005
16.08.2005

San Vito di
Cadore
Lorenzago di
Cadore

Town council
resolution

DGC 33/05.08.05

07.03.2005
09.03.2005
03.04.2005

Perarolo di
Cadore

Lozzo di
Cadore
Domegge di
Cadore
Pedavena

09.03.2005
25.05.2005

DGM 27/30.04.05

11.03.2005

DGC 21/10.03.05

11.03.2005

DGC 21/03.03.05

22.03.2005
05.08.2005

DGC 41/20.04.05

25.03.2005

DGC 41/17.03.05

26.08.2005

DCC 40/18.08.05

Forno di
Zoldo
Falcade

19.04.2005
16.05.2005

DGC 44/14.04.05
DCC 29/25.08
DGC 44/06.05.05

Sappada

06.05.2005

DGM 65/19.04.05

Auronzo di
Cadore

28.05.2005

Pieve di
Cadore

28.06.2005
02.08.2005
05.09.2005
Taibon
Agordino
Livinallongo
del Col di
Lana

28.05.2005

DGM
109/22.08.05
DGC 33/12.05.05

01.06.2005

02.08.2005
08.08.2005
Vodo di
Cadore
Cortina
d'Ampezzo
4



15.06.2005

DCC 17/30.05.05

17.06.2005

DGC 65/19.05.05

Observations and comments
about perimeters
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Observations and comments
about perimeters
NOT AGREEMENT
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries

Nomination of the Dolomites
for inscription on the
World Natural Heritage List
UNESCO

Municipality
Rocca
Pietore
Belluno

Date

Town council
resolution

10.2005

DGC 70/02.10

09.2005

DGC 162/01.09

08/2005

DGC 77/03.08

09.2005

DGC 97/12.09

09.2005

DGC 53/02.09

09.2005

DGC 19/09.09

07.2005

DGC 32/14.07

07.2005

DGC 45/28.06

07.2005

DGC 41/04.07

08.2005

DGC 163/03.08

09.2005

DGC 40/09.09

08.2005

DGM 64/22.08

08.2005

DGC 62/23.08

09.2005

DGC 88/06.09

05.2005

DGC 27/30.04

09.2005

DGC 60/19.09

11.2005

DAGR 8/30.10

Longarone

21.06.2005

DGC 94/15.06.05

Selva di
Cadore
Zoldo Alto

28.06.2005

DGC 37/17.05.05

30.06.2005

Cesiomaggiore

30.06.2005

DGC 31/21.04.05

Cibiana di
Cadore
Comunità
Montana
dell'Alpago
San Gregorio
nelle Alpi
Agordo

05.07.2005

DGM 34/27.06.05

18.07.2005

DGCM 29/20.04.05

18.07.2005

DGC 38/29.06.05

27.07.2005

DGC 96/18.07.05

Calalzo di
Cadore
Canale
d’Agordo
Colle Santa
Lucia
Gosaldo
La Valle
Agordina
Ospitale di
Cadore
Pieve
d’Alpago
Ponte delle
Alpi
San Nicolò
Comelico
Santa
Giustina
Santo
Stefano di
Cadore
Sospirolo
Sovramonte
Vallada
Agordina
Regola di Tai
e Vissà





APPENDIX 3

NOT AGREEMENT
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Observations and comments
about perimeters
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the
support and the boundaries
5

Rivamonte
Agordino
Feltre

6

03.08.2005

Magnifica
Regola di
Pozzale
Regola
GrandeRegola di
Mezzo e
Regola di
Posalz
Voltago
Agordino
Regole
d'Ampezzo
Comunità
Montana
Centro Cadore
Comunità
Montana
Feltrina
Mel

04.08.2005

San Tomaso
Agordino
Alano di Piave

23.08.2005

Regola
Comunione
Familiare
"Tutta Danta"
Valle di
Cadore
Zoppè di
Cadore



27.07.2005

DGC
53/20.07.05
DCC
58/27.06.05
DCA
06/01.08.05

08.08.2005

08.08.2005

Agreement ,confirming the support
and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the support
and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the support
and the boundaries
Observations and comments about
perimeters

DGC
42/03.08.05
DDR
04.08.05
DGCM
75/02.08.05

Observations and comments about
perimeters
Agreement ,confirming the support
and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the support
and the boundaries

22.08.2005

DGCM
38/11.08.05

Agreement ,confirming the support
and the boundaries

23.08.2005

DGC
91/02.08.05
DGC
46/08.07.05
DGC
110/16.08.05
DCAR
38/12.08.05

Agreement ,confirming the support
and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the support
and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the support
and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the support
and the boundaries

DGM
42/01.08.05
DCC
47/31.08.05

Agreement ,confirming the support
and the boundaries
Agreement ,confirming the support
and the boundaries

08.08.2005
10.08.2005

24.08.2005
30.08.2005

30.08.2005
07.09.2005

Nomination of the Dolomites
for inscription on the
World Natural Heritage List
UNESCO

APPENDIX 3

b. Provincia Autonoma di Bolzano/Autonome Provinz Bozen

Date



subject matter

1997-1999

Informative report to the 22
municipalities that could be
interested to the WHL
nomination. Request of a
written answer.

10.05.1999

Ortisei, Val Gardena. Summit
with delegates of the 22
Municipalities

10.01.2000

The Municipality of Nova
Levante asks to support the
nomination

24.01.2005

Provincial council resolution for
support to the nomination and
discussion about the choice to
propose the protected areas of
the Natural Parks

02.03.2005

Meeting with the Geological
Survey of the Province

Definition of the kind of collaboration

04.02.2005

Summit with the Municipalities
of Tires, Castelrotto and Fiè

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability and interest of
municipalities

17.02.2005

Summit with the Municipalities
of: Anterivo, Montagna, Egna,
Salorno e Trodena

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability and interest of
municipalities

18.02.2005

Summit with the Municipalities
of: Dobbiaco, Sesto, San
Candido, Braies, Valdaora

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability and interest of
municipalities

18.02.2005

Summit with the Municipalities
of: Ortisei, Santa Cristina, Selva
Gardena, San Vigilio di
Marebbe, Corvara, Funes, La
Valle, Badia, San Martino Badia

Presentation of the nomination and
check of availability and interest of
municipalities

21.02.2005

Letter sent to Municipalities of
Natural Parks of Puez-Odle,
Dolomiti di Sesto and Sciliar

Request of agreement about the
proposed component site boundaries

22.02.2005

Letter sent to Municipalities of
Natural Park of Fanes-SenesBraies

Request of agreement about the
proposed component site boundaries

23.02.2005

Letter sent to Municipalities of
Natural Park of Monte Corno

Request of agreement about the
proposed component site boundaries

03.05. 2005

Municipalities letters regarding
the agreement to the
nomination

Support from 21 local
administrations, 1 opposition (Selva
Gardena)

15.03.2005

Meeting with the C.A.I. (Club
alpino italiano) and A.V.S.
(Alpenverein Südtirol)

21.03.2005

Meeting with Municipality of
Aldino

Support from 21 local
administrations, 1 opposition (Selva
Gardena)

Town council resolution of
21.12.1999

Nomination of the component site
Rio delle Foglie/Bletterbach

7
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22.03.2005

Egna (BZ): meeting with all the
Municipalities involved in the
nomination

26.04.2005

Agreement resolution of Nova
Levante Municipality

03.05.2005

Agreement resolution of Nova
Ponente Municipality

10.06.2005

Definition of Agreement
Protocol with the other
Administrations

Giugno 2005

Publication in the Park’s review
about the nomination project

20.06.2005

Bolzano, Provincial council
resolution for the insertion of
Latemar, Catinaccio and
Bletterbach in the nominated
areas

22.06.2005

Nova Levante, Aldino, Nova
Levante town council agreement
resolution

22.06.2005

Letters to Aldino, Nova Levante
and Nova Ponente
Municipalities for the revision of
the boundaries

24.06.2005

“Umweltspiegel” Television
broadcast about the nomination
of the Dolomites

Rai Sender Bozen

05.07.2005

“Umweltspiegel” Television
broadcast about the nomination
of the Dolomites

Rai Sender Bozen

Luglio 2005

Radio (RAI) broadcast about the
nomination of the Dolomites

06.07.2005

Agreement of Municipality of
Aldino confirming the support
and the boundaries

07.07.2005

Agreement of Municipality of
Nova Levante confirming the
support and the boundaries

Town council resolution of
05.07.2005

08.07.2005

Agreement of Municipality of
Nova Ponente confirming the
support and the boundaries

Town council resolution of
04.07.2005

29.08.2005

Transmission of the
Management Plan to the
municipalities involved in the
nomination.

19.09.2005

Provincial council approval of
the Agreement Program made
by the 5 Administrations

Park’s is sent free to all the families
living around the natural parks and
has a circulation of more than
40.000 copies

Nomination of the Dolomites
for inscription on the
World Natural Heritage List
UNESCO

14.11.2005

Provincial council designation
of councillor Michl Laimer as
delegate in the Coordination
Committee

2005

Presentation of the project to
the Management Committee of
Natural Parks of Fanes-SenesBraies, Dolomiti di Sesto, PuezOdle and Sciliar

15.09.2006

Dobbiaco Presentation of work
progress to the Management
Committee of Natural Parks of
Fanes-Senes-Braies, Dolomiti di
Sesto, Puez-Odle and Sciliar
and to the majors of
municipalities involved in the
nomination

12. 2006

Publication in the Park’s review
about the nomination project

2006

Presentation of the project to
the Management Committee of
Natural Parks of Fanes -SenesBraies, Dolomiti di Sesto, PuezOdle, Sciliar

2007

Presentation of the project to
the Management Committee of
Natural Parks of Fanes -SenesBraies, Dolomiti di Sesto, PuezOdle, Sciliar

2005-20062007-2008

Several press releases and
articles in the local press

APPENDIX 3
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c. Province of Pordenone

Date


10

subject matter
Presentation of the nomination of the
Dolomites in the WHL

16.02.2005

Cimolais (PN), Parco delle
Dolomiti Friulane building.
Summit with the Municipality
of: Andreis, Barcis, Cimolais,
Claut, Erto e Casso, Frisanco,
Montereale Valcellina, Tramonti
di Sopra.
Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane.
Comunità Montana del Friuli
Occidentale.

Presentation of the Nomination
Document and Management Plan

12.09.2006

Pordenone, Province building.
Summit with the Municipality
of: Andreis, Barcis, Cimolais,
Claut, Erto e Casso, Frisanco,
Montereale Valcellina, Tramonti
di Sopra.
Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane.
Comunità Montana del Friuli
Occidentale.

Meeting with dott. Gherhard Heiss
(IUCN evaluator)

29.09.2006

Cimolais (PN). Summit with the
Municipality of: Andreis, Barcis,
Cimolais, Claut, Erto e Casso,
Frisanco, Montereale Valcellina,
Tramonti di Sopra.
Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane.
Comunità Montana del Friuli
Occidentale.

Discussion about the integrations to
the Nomination Document requested
after the IUCN visit.

12.12.2006

Cimolais (PN), Parco delle
Dolomiti Friulane building.
Summit with the Municipality
of: Andreis, Barcis, Cimolais,
Claut, Erto e Casso, Frisanco,
Montereale Valcellina, Tramonti
di Sopra.
Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane.
Comunità Montana del Friuli
Occidentale.

Presentation of the Nomination
Document and Management Plan
2008

9.09.2008

Cimolais (PN), Parco delle
Dolomiti Friulane building.
Summit with the Municipality
of: Andreis, Barcis, Cimolais,
Claut, Erto e Casso, Frisanco,
Montereale Valcellina, Tramonti
di Sopra.
Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane.
Comunità Montana del Friuli
Occidentale.

Nomination of the Dolomites
for inscription on the
World Natural Heritage List
UNESCO

APPENDIX 3

Letters in support of the Nomination
The Provincia di Pordenone (letter of 01.03.2005 prot. 10427) asks the
municipalities to support the nomination sending a letter to the Ministero per i beni
e le attività culturali.
Comune di Andreis

Town council resolution 7.03. 2005 prot. 862

Comune di Barcis

Town council resolution 4.03.2005 prot. 678

Comune di Cimolais

Town council resolution 3 .03.2005 prot. 904

Comune di Claut

Town council resolution 4 .03. 2005 prot. 961

Comune di Erto e Casso

Town council resolution 7 .03. 2005 prot.

Comune di Frisanco

Town council resolution 4 .03. 2005 prot.
3436

Comune di Montereale Valcellina
Comune di Tramonti di Sopra



The Provincia di Pordenone (letter of 29.03.2005 prot. 15197) asks the
municipalities to support the nomination through a official town council resolutio
Adoption of town council resolutions
Comune di Andreis

Delibera di Consiglio 7 del 13.04.2005

Comune di Barcis

Delibera di Giunta 75 del 15.09.2005

Comune di Cimolais
Comune di Claut

Delibera di Consiglio 11 del 05.04.2005

Comune di Erto e Casso
Comune di Frisanco

Delibera di Giunta 96 del 13.09.2005

Comune di Montereale Valcellina

Delibera di Consiglio 21 del 06.04.2005
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d. Autonomous Province of Trento

Date

subject matter

14.02.2005

Trento, Palazzo Trentini. III
Commissione permanente del
Consiglio provinciale

Presentation of the nomination of
the Dolomites in the WHL

14.02.2005

Trento, Palazzo della Provincia
Autonoma di Trento. Consorzio
dei Comuni e agli Enti Parco
Naturale Adamello-Brenta e
Parco Naturale PaneveggioPale di San Martino

Presentation of the nomination of
the Dolomites in the WHL

3.03.2005

Trento, Palazzo della Provincia
Autonoma di Trento.
Municipalities involved in the
nomination

Presentation of the nomination of
the Dolomites in the WHL and
definition of the component sites

30.03.2005

Trento, Assessorato
all’Urbanistica e Ambiente.
Summit with councillor of
Environment of Provincia
Autonoma di Bolzano

Definition of boundaries of
neighbouring areas (Latemar,
Catinaccio-Val Duron)

20.04.2005

Belluno, Palazzo della
Provincia di Belluno.
Summit with councillor of
Tourism of the Provincia di
Belluno

Definition of boundaries of
neighbouring areas (Marmolada,
Pale di San Martino, Vette Feltrine)

29.08.2005

Municipalities involved in the
nomination.

Trasmission of the Nomination
Document


Presentation of the contents of the new Provincial Landplan where the nominated
properties are identified as invariants, therefore permanent elements of the territory
subject to special protection to ensure the sustainable and correct development of
the province

Date

12



subject matter

12.12.2006

Trento, Istituto Trentino di
Cultura

Presentation to professional orders,
cultural and envinronmental
associations, economic and trade
associations.

13.12.2006

Trento, Palazzo della Provincia
Autonoma di Trento

Presentation to delegates of the
Consiglio delle Autonomie locali,
Consorzio Comuni trentini, and Park
authorities

11.01.2007

Cavalese, Sala del Comprensorio Presentation to the Municipalities
and the citizenships of Valle di
Fiemme

18.01.2007

Trento, Assessorato
all’Urbanistica e Ambiente

presentazione alla Commissione
Ambiente SAT

Nomination of the Dolomites
for inscription on the
World Natural Heritage List
UNESCO

Date

APPENDIX 3

subject matter

19.01.2007

Tione di Trento, Sala del
Comprensorio

Presentation to the Municipalities
and the citizenships of Valli
Giudicarie and to the delegates of
Park Adamello-Brenta

25.01.2007

Cles, Sala del Comprensorio

Presentation to the Municipalities
and the citizenships of Valle di Non

26.01.2007

Vigo di Fassa, Sala del
Comprensorio

Presentation to the Municipalities
and the citizenships of Valle di Fassa

29.01.2007

Fiera di Primiero, Sala del
Comprensorio

Presentation to the Municipalities
and the citizenships of Primiero and
to the delegates of Natural Park
Paneveggio-Pale di San Martino

19.02.2007

Assessorato all’Urbanistica e
Ambiente

Presentation to Association of
Manufacturers – Section of cableway
facilities


During the approval procedure all new Provincial Landplan Acts have been
registered in two different moments, respectively from 27/11/2006 to 24/02/2007
and from 20/06/2007 to 20/07/07, for consultation and discussion from citizens
(about 1600 remarks presented). The Plan has been approved with Provincial Law
n.5, 2008.
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e. Province of Udine
Date

subject matter

20.01.2005

Forni di Sotto Cimolais (UD).
Summit with the Municipality
of: Forni di Sopra, Forni di
Sotto, Socchieve, Ampezzo
Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane
Comunità Montana della Carnia

Presentation of the nomination of the
Dolomites in the WHL

3.05.2005

Tolmezzo (UD). Summit with
the Municipality of: Forni di
Sopra, Forni di Sotto,
Socchieve, Ampezzo
Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane
Comunità Montana della Carnia

Presentation of the Nomination
Document and Management Plan

8.09.2006

Ampezzo (UD). Summit with the Trasmission of the Nomination
Municipality of: Forni di Sopra, Document and Management Plan
Forni di Sotto, Socchieve,
Ampezzo
Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane
Comunità Montana della Carnia.

30.09.2006

C.ra Chiansaveit (UD), Summit
with the Municipality of: Forni
di Sopra, Forni di Sotto,
Socchieve, Ampezzo
Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane
Comunità Montana della Carnia.

Meeting with dott. Gherhard Heiss
(IUCN evaluator)

4.09.2008

Tolmezzo (UD). Summit with
the Municipality of: Forni di
Sopra, Forni di Sotto,
Socchieve, Ampezzo
Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane
Comunità Montana della Carnia

Presentation of the Nomination
Document and Management Plan
2008

20.01.2005

Forni di Sotto Cimolais (UD).
Summit with the Municipality
of: Forni di Sopra, Forni di
Sotto, Socchieve, Ampezzo
Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane
Comunità Montana della Carnia

Presentation of the nomination of the
Dolomites in the WHL


The Provincia di Udine (letter of 19.02.2005 prot. 8456/05) asks the municipalities
to support the nomination through a official town council resolution.
Adoption of town council resolutions
Comune di Ampezzo
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Delibera di Giunta 42 del 03.03.2005

Comune di Socchieve

Delibera di Giunta 24 del 28.02.2005

Comune di Prato Carnico

Delibera di Giunta 62 del 17.02.2005

Comune di Rigolato

Delibera di Giunta 23 del 11.02.2005

Comune di Ampezzo

Delibera di Giunta 42 del 14.02.2005

Comune di Forni di Sopra

Delibera di Giunta 13 del 21.02.2005

Comune di Forni di Sotto

Delibera di Giunta 55 del 10.02.2005

Parco delle Dolomiti Friulane

Delibera di Consiglio direttivo 11 del
14.04.2005

